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ALL ABOUT EVE 
'our fans say our 
music makes them 
feel creative' - 'folk 
metal' merchants 
speak! 

JOHNNY 
HATES 
JAZZ 
1we're not going 
to say we want 
betak 



Ho ho ho. Irish band Rhythm 
Method win the Index promotional 
freebie award this week for in
cluding free condoms with the 
press copies of their debut 'No 
Joy' single. The single itseU is a 
brash, no nonsense dance pop re
cord with some stirring backing 
vocals courtesy of Sam Brown, but 
let's face• it, would you trust a 
group who attach said condoms to 
their record sleeves with s taples!? 

Jermaine Stewart, the man 
who doesn't have to take 
his clothes off, is flying 
high in the charts again 
and wearing a rather natty 
line in threads. To cele
brate, we've lined up an 
exciting competition, with 
12 special CDs of the cur
rent single 'Say It Again' to 
be won. The CDs also in
clude 'We Don't Have 
To ... ', 'Dress It Up' and 
'You Promise'. To win just 
answer the three questions. 
I Jermaine was once a 
member of which group's 
backing singers 

a) Eanh Wind And Fire, 
b) Shalamar, c) Wham!? 

2 The term 'Germaine 
Greer' is slang for 

a) Tea, b) Hot chocolate, 
c) Beer? 

3 'We Don't Have To 
(Take Our Clothes OfO' 
was an ode to what 

a) Safe driving, b) Safe 
sex, c) Safe breaking? 

Send your answers on a 
postcard to rm 'Jermaine 
Stewart ' Competition , 
Greater London House , 
Hampstead Road, London 
NW l 7QZ to arrive by 
Monday February 8. 

DAYS LIKE THESE 
Everything But The Girl release a 
lingle next mooth, and they'll also be 
touring. 'These Early Days' wilt be out 
Ol'I Febnmy I. theirfi~trelease lince 
1986. Written by T~ey Thom and 
producedbyBenWau,theAipiideis 
'Dyed In The Grain', wnile the 12 Inch 
hn the extn. trxk, 'No Pbce Like 
Homo'. 

Everything But The Girl will be 
playingl...oughboroughUnivenityMard, 
10, Norwich E-.AngliaUnivenity 11 , 
Sheff'teldUnivenityl2.l..ana1terUnl
ffnrt)' 13, Glasgow P;i,vilion IS, Han-
chester Apollo l 6, Liverpool Royal 
COin 17, Nottingham ~ Concert 
~I 19, Binningtwn Hippodrome 20, 
Cirdiff St David 's Hill 21, Oxford 
Apollo 22, Porumouth Guildhall 2,4, 
Brighton Dome 25, London Royt,I Al
bert Hill 28, Dublin Olympia Theatre • 
10, 8elfa.stUlner Hall 11 

Ticketsgoonsa.lefromjanuary 27. 

HERE COMES THE MIRROR MAN 
Michael Jackson releilSes his single 'Man In The Mirror' on February 8. Written by Michael and produced by 
Quincy Jones, it's lifted from Jacko's 'Bad' albwn. The nip aide ia an instrumental version of the song 

It looks as though Jackson will be picking up a lot of trophies at the fonhcoming Grammy awards, held at 
New York's Radio City Music Hall on March 2. 'Bad' h.u been nominated for albWTI of the year, best engine
ered recording and best male PoP vocal performance, while the 'Bad' single has been nominated for best r'nb 
male vocal performance. All that tinwue ahould look very nice on the mantelpiece 

The Rainmakers, who 
last year notched up a 
British top 20 hit with 'Let 
My People Go-Go', rewm 
with their single 'Small Cir-
des' on January 25. The flip 
side is 'The Lakeview Man', 
while the 12 inch also in-
eludes 'Rockabilly Standard'. 

'Small Circles' is taken 
from the Rainmakers' forth-
coming album 'Tornado', 
and the band will also be 
playing a British tour 
starting late next month. 
Dates will be confirmed 
soon. 
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F O R G E T M E N O T 
Trainee sex goddess, Elisa Fiorillo, releases her single 'How Can 

I Forget You' on February I. The flip side is 'More Than Love', 

while on the 12 inch you'll be able to get on down to a special 

dance mix of 'How Can I Forget You'. 

After only one week of release, 'How Can I Forget You' is 

already doing jolly well in the American charts and Elisa should be 

making a promotional visit here in the not too distant future. 

SQUEEZE this week release their single '853 5937' - but don't try 
dialling it, it used be the telephone number of Glenn Tilbrook's old flat in 
Blackheath, but it's now been disconnected. 

The flip side features 'Tough Love' while the 12 inch has a remixed version 
of '853 5937'. The video is directed by Adrian Edmondson who also worked 
with Squeeze on the promos for 'Hourglass' and 'Trust Me To Open My 
Mouth'. 

4 RN\ 

Wendy & LisQ - aaahhhh, the 
very mention of these two talented 
ladies is enough to send the 
collective Index male pulse racing. 
They're curr,ently nibbling away at 
the chart with /heir ace 'Sideshow' 
single and we discerning Index 
chops have lined up an exciting 
competition with some fabulous 
r,rizes. We've got 12 special 
Sideshow' CD singles featuring the 
curtent hit, on extended version, the 
lost single, Waterfall' (swoon), and 
'Chance To Grow'. Not only that, but 
we've got some classy Wendy & Lisa 
metal oodges that'll grace any flying 
jacket al tlie local hop. Just answer 
ihese three questions and 1 2 lucky 

T~' 
of . at• 
tracted ~•fuioft when •~ was 
dar.ed into \Jngh\g a ferl!iqn of 
'Saving M .My Lo'fe 'For You at 

P~Y •~• iw, itow 1egorded 
version of tl,\9 OeoNe Mc:e.ae hit 
'It's Beeil $o fiong, It ~ !'()!l't 

t to ttwaber one, but ~.ife 
rtaln Amendalh puP@'. we (:Olj}d 

JllQq\li's 91<: fl<m't have 
lepthrowing.;~ .tluough 
glassltlndowselther. 

readers will r-eceive o badge and a 
CD. 

1. What is the title of Wendy & 
Lisa's LP. 
o) Wendy & Lisa', b) '1999' c) 'U · 
Got The Look'? 

2. Which superstar did Wendy 
& Lisa both bock until rece-ntly 
o) Sting, b) Prince, c) Frank 
Sidebottom? 

3. Wendy ployed which instrument 
on Prince's single 'Kiss' 
a) guitar, b) violin, c) tea chest? 

Send your answers on o postcard 
to rm Wendy & Lisa' competition, 
Greater London Haus~ Hampsledd 
Rood, London NWl 7v.Z. Answers 
should arrive by February 8. 

EARBENDERS 
Andy Strickland 

'Rev II Up' Jerry Harrison 
(forthcoming Phonogram LP track) 

'All Live And All Of The N'ight' 
the Stranglers (forthcoming CBS 
LP! 

Sideshow' Wendy & Lisa 
(Virgin 12inch) 

Johnny Dee 
'Shake Your Love' Debbie 

Gibson (Atlantic baby disco 45) 
'Contract With Goa' the 

Razorculs (Creation LP track) 
'Blue Is l'he Colour' Chelsea FC 

(instrumental on sexy bue vinyl) 

Ian Dickson 
'Cars & Girls' Prefab Sprout 

(forthcoming_ CBS 45) 
'Cocaine Sex' Renegade 

Soundwave (Rhythm King 45) 
'Circle I' Jonathan Ricliman And 

The Modern Lovers (Demon LP 
track) 

Lesley O'Toole 
'If It Takes A Miracle' Jimmy 

Galvin (Kudos 45) 
'How Men Are' Mee Camero 

(Warner Brothers 45) 
'Cars & Girls' Prefab Sproul 

(forthcoming CBS 45) 



This February, go and see anyone you fancy anywhere in Britain for £10 or less. 

If you have a Young Persons Railcard, take advantage 
of our February offer and the most you'll pay to travel by 
train in mainland Britain is £10 return. That's if the usual full 

Saver Fare is over £25. If it's less, all you will pay is a fiver. 
For fu ll details see the leaflet al your station or 

appointed travel agent, with love from British Rail. 

Be somewhere else with a Young Persons Rail card 

/ 

RMS 



Notions of bliss may vary considerably. Few, 
however, should doubt that Bliss, the band, 
are aptly named. Hailing from Coventry, the 
city best known for having spawned 2 Tone, 
the Specials and the not so wonderful King, 
Bliss look set to re-establish the city on pop 
music's map. 

While at Warwick University, vocalist 
Rachel Morrison, bassist Paul Ralphes and 
drummer Chris Baker indulged their arty, 
conceptual phase in a band called (ahem) 
Dream Sequence. Bliss materialised later, 
characterised by Rachel's head-turning thro
aty warble and searing laments of unrequited 
love and the like. (Rachel: "By the way, we 
do not play coffee table jazz.") 

Last year's single 'I Hear You Call' paved 
the way while the more recent follow-up, 
'Your Love Meant Everything', is definitely 
not to be investigated by those recently 
jilted. And one can only wonder how that 
voice emanates from such a fragile frame. 

Rachel: "I don't know where it comes 
from, but I've always sung. The first time, I 
was about five and was singing along to Elvis 
Presley in the car. It was 'Feel So Lonely 
Baby' and that was the first t ime I realised 
how low my voice was. My parents too -
they just turned round and looked at me. 

"Since I've been singing though, I don't 
sing to myself any more. I used· co sing all the 
time, in the street and everywhere, just co 
black everything out and connect with my 
environment. I used to walk along, singing 
really loudly." 

A recent support tour w ith ever-argu
mentative siblings Hue & Cry saw Bliss 'con
necting' with more of the masses and convin
cing many a major label of their money
making capabilities. So '88 may well become 
the year in which Bliss mean everything. 

6 R Iv\ 

Manic mayhe,it can Invade your 

living room, &ou,tesy of lndex4 if 
yol!} win one of our 'Police 
Ac;aclemY':4' videos, We've got fwe 

oJ theseilnarvellous prj,ies to glv~ 

awaz. arid each on! com~ 
guaranteed: to keep you giggling for 
ages .(well, alt hour ir two anyway!). 
All you have ta do to lafyour paws, 
on on~ is to correctly answer tbese 

three simple questions, and the first 

five out of the baseball cap can 
ex~ a vislt from Postman Pat 

witti the goo<js. 
I Wjlo was the .Jeajl singerrof the 

Police 

* Don't think we've .jlver had a U2 fahzine featured in Index 

before, so here we go. 'Firework' issue seven has just landed 
on the desk, a mixture of reviews (a touch overlong perhaps), 

letters, .an interesting interview with Bono himself plus one 
or two non-U2 itj!rns as well. These iroc(ude interviews with 

l'et'e Wylie and Mike Peters, but 'fean not, 'Firework' ls llrst 

and foremost a Ul mag for fans. Those of us with a healthy 

dlsr~t for the group Will groan at one or twcr sycophantic 

remarks, and I have to say,_ the drawings leave a lot to be 
desired, so it's really one for the fans, then. Available frolY\ 
'fllrework', S32 Great West Road, Osterley, Hounslow, 

Middlesex TWS 0TIQ. S1Jnd a cheque for £ I.SO (ouch!) 

paf.ible to S Malik. This includes postage and packing. 

a} Raspwb) Spril)g, ~ Sting? 

That's the trouble with the post-Christ
mas wardrobe situation. After munch
ing through all those bleed.in' boxes of 
Matchmakers and slices of mum's 
cake cemented over with rock hard 
icing, well, it's enough to make those 
new jumpers a bit tight, shall we say. 
These two disgusting characters have 
more of a problem than most though. 
They are Billy And Barry Belly, the 
latest signings to Frank Sidebottom's 
own label and they've contributed a 
half version of 'Do They Know It's 
Christmas' to an entertaining piece of 
vinyl by the Sidebottom man himself. 
This includes a phone conversation 
between Frank and Midge Ure ( and 
yes, it's really Midge!) about wher-e to 
send the royalties, and it's the funniest 
thing Sidie's done for ages. 

2 What is a local policeman 
affect1onately known as 

a} Robert, b) Bobby, c) Bob? 

3 Which .. one of these TV twosomes 

enforces >\!Yletkan lal"' 
a) Starsky and Crutch, b) Craggy 

and Lacy, c) .Batman and Robin/ 

Sendyour answers on a posttard co 
rm 'Police Competitjon', Greater 

Londqn House, Ha'llpstead Road, 

l ondonJ,-IWI 7QZ,, Answers to 

arrive by Monday February 8. 
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· • EyeUner days with Sonny In 
the Sixties 

AC/DC release their lo ng-awaited 
album 'Blow Up Your Video' on 
February 1. It's their first album 
since 'Fly On The Wall' which was 
out in 1985 and features their current 
hit ' Heatseeker'. Other tracks 
include 'That's The Way I Wanna 
Rock 'N' Roll', 'Nick Of Time' and 
'Some Sin For Nuthin". All good 
ear-destroying material! AC/DC will 
also be playing another date at 
Wembley Arena on April 13. 

S R Iv\ 

IC HER AND 

I f the Arnerlcan dream could be 
summed up in one woman, then 
the ideal candidate would be Cher. 

Growing up from humble roots, this 
port-Cherokee 41-yeor-old has 
successfully mode the transition from 
pop star to film actress, and bock 
again, most recently with her lop five 
single 'I Found Somebody'. 

Cher's singing career begon when 
she performed bocking vocals for Phil 
Spector on the Ronnettes' 'Be My 
Baby', but real fame come alongside 
husband Sonny Bono, with whom 'she 
hod a number one on both sides of 
the Atlantic with their second single 'I 
Got You' . Sonny & Cher raised a few 
eyebrows witf\ their weird costumes, 

CHER A L I K El 
and were two of the first pap stars to 
earn the tog 'way out'. 

Their .marriage wasn't to losf though, 
and Cher embarked on a solo career 
which proved more successful in•the 
Stoles than over here. Though · 
occasional hits like 'Gypsies Tramps & 
Thieves' kept her ndme alive in Britain, 
Cher was just as well known for stories 
of her having had all her body hair 
removed by electrolysis! 

Parted from Sonny, Cher launched 
herself into a second brief marriage 
with singer Greg Allman, but this 
quickly broke up, and Cher found 
solace in o string of partners - Gene 
Simmons of Kiss, Tom Cruise and 
Dweezil Zappa (son of Frank) among 
them. 

Cher's been ope of the few singers 
to make the transition to acting 
successfully, earning projse for her 
roles in 'Mask' and 'Silkwood' and, 
most recently, 'The Witches Of 
Eastwick', in which Jack Nicholson co
stars as the devil she creates with 
whom to have her wicked way. 

Following the success of her 'I Found 
Somebody', single, shll's returned to 
acting, and her forthcoming films 
'Suspect' and 'Moonstruck', should 
enhance her reputation still further. 
'Moonstruck' is o romantic comedy 
about o young Italian widow who falls 
in love with a younger man (echoing 
Cher's own life?), and is expected to 
be a strong contender in this year's 
Oscar nominations. 

"I think it is my ·best work," she soys. 
We shall have to wait and see ... 

Old smoothie chops Bryan Ferry releases 
his single 'Kiss And Tell' on February 1. Taken 
from his 'Bete Noire' album, the flip side 
features 'Zambo' while the 1 2 inch hos o dance 
mix of 'Kiss And Tell'. 

Written by Ferry, Chester Kamen and Patrick 
Leonard, 'Kiss And Tell' examines showbiz 
personalities who ore exploited in the popular 
press and the video features guest appearances 
by Christine Keeler and Mondy Smith. 

• Into the Seventies with a 
silver wig 

• Though 4 l, Cher looks 20 



Blimey, there seems to be an awful lot of these Bepbums, doesn't there? 
Actually, they number only three - Les Mun, Matthew Jones and Michael 
Thomas. They've been beavering away on their debut LP out back of 
beyond in - wait for it - Lover Cwmtwrch, and are now ready to unveil 
'The Magic Of The Hepbums' which a lot of you will dislike intensely and 
a lot of you will praise to the heavens. The Hepbums make a noise 
somewhere between North Of Cornwallis and early Ben Watt, with a · 
crystal clear vocal and some intelligent pop songs, but if you're a grebo 
at heart, it'll make you puke. 

The two faces of Gary Numan! 

e Not satisfied with his success 
posing as the marvellously youthful 
looking Clark from Johnny Hates 
Jazz, rm favourite Gary Numan 
has put on his grown up look and 
"released another single with Bill 
Sharpe, (from Shakatak) entitled 
'No More Lies'. We at Index say 
it's time Gary decided which band 
he really wants to be in! Fellow 

Jazzers Mike Nocito and Calvin 
Hayes were recovering in a West 
London clinic yesterday after 
Index broke the news of Clark's 
real identity. 

"We should have guessed really," said a tearful Calvin. "I remember when we 
were recording 'I Don't Want To Be A Hero', Mike and I caught Clark running 
through 'Are Friends Electric' as a mic check. The flying jacket and baseball bat 
in the back of his car should have set the alarm bells ringing." Rumo~rs that 
Gary decided being in Johnny Hates Jazz was the only way he'd ever get to 
meet Kim Wilde were denied by a spokeszombie yesterday. 

TOP TEN 

FOOD GROUPS 

I STRAWBERRY SWITCHBLADE Jill 
and Rose popped their heads out of the 
ground for a while, gave us lashings of 
'creamy' pop singles and then went back 
under. 

2 APPLE MOSAIC Barely managed to 
'worm' their way into the charts, but is 
their popularity about to 'crumble'? 
3 THE AU PEARS Rustled a few leaves 

before finally falling out of their t ree. 
4 THE Q-CUMBER TIPS After Paul 

Young moved on to greater royalties, his 
old backing group went 'green' with envy! 

5 CABBAGE OF CHANCE Leeds' 
finest hard-'boiled' street rockers. 
6 THE JAM It didn't take long for their 

popularity to 'spread' from coast to coast, 
but their stability could not be 'preserved' 
for ever. 
7 SOFT CELERY Marc Almond and 

David 'Melon' Ball, gave us some of the 
finest raw angst ever, but found they 
couldn't 'stick' it out for ever, 
8 THE MIGHTY LEMONDROPS 

Bitter-sweet as ever, put one in your mouth 
today! 
9 THE NEW U:EKERS With their 

soulful cries and 'Wales·, they left no hearts 
unbroken. 
10 ORANGE JUICE Edwyn Collins 
couldll't help but 'pour' out his heart to 
anyone who was wise enough to listen. 
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IND EX is compiled 
by Andy Strickland 
with contributions this 
week from Robin Smith, 
Eleanor Leyy, Chris 
Histed, Leslie O'T oole, 
Nancy Cu~ and 
Jonathan Seltzer. 

10 ~/V\ 

Here are the latest set of haircuts to go for the chart 

jugular. Breathe would seem to have pretty much 

everything covered if the 1987 guide for pop success 

is ·10 be followed once more this year. Their single, 
'Hands To Heaven', is the sort of smooch that would 

be a guaranteed hit in the hands of an Alison Moyet 

or T'Pau~ but is perhaps a little too gentle an intro

duction for the youngsters. Not your typical Index 

group perhaps, but we've a sneaky feeling these 

boys are going to make a name for themselves this 

year. Suck those cheeks in one more time Jove -

fabulous! 

1st!SSUE DECEMBER 1987 

THE INFORMATION Ai'() A!'PRECIAlION SOCIETY FOR 

WENDY ANO LI SA 

Following up the superb Wendy & Lisa competition 
in this week's Index. we thought you'd like to hear 
about the Wendy & Lisa fan club currently being run 
by an enthusiast in Birmingham. The club is based 
around a fanzine called 'Waterfall' which is basically an 
information and contact magazine for the girls' follow
ers. The first issue has a discography (which isn't huge 
yet, let's face it), a history of the duo (some taken 
from Andy Strickland's interview if we're not mis
taken) and a list of badges, T-shirts, videos etc. If 
you're interested, write for details to R Millard, 14 
Wilderness Lane, Great Barr, Birmingham B43 7RU. 



FolliQg in line with the Kinks, the be
spectacled godfather of glam pop, Elton 
John has started re-releasing oldies 
which thrilled earlier generations. 

The record in question is his classic ode 
to Marilyn Monroe, 'Condie In The Wind', 
and you may well have noticed it zipping 
up the charts over in America, (where it 
was only previously released as a B-side 
ta 'Bennie And The Jets') and mare 
recently over here, too. 

Though, it may come as a surprise, 
Index con reveal that Elton is one of the 
great prophets, foretelling events years 
before they occurred, and here we list 
five of his most astounding predictive 
song__s: 
1 'Goodbye Yellow Brick Road' 
(1973) A classic warning to stockbrokers 

SPY 
IN 
THE 
HOUSE 
0~ 
LOVE1 

the world over that the road wouid run 
out in '87. 
2 'Crocodile Rock' (1972) The tale 
of an Australian coiled Poul who would 
find fame in New Yark in the 
dim and distant future. 
3 'Rocket Man' (1972) A warning of 
the dangers inherent in NASA space 
shuttles, if ever they were invented. 
4 'Sad Songs' (1984) An ode ta his 
receding hairline, which would eventually 
lead ta his 'I never take off my hot' 
syndrome. 
5 'The Bitch Is Back' ( 1978) 
Indicating the certain unwelcome return 
of oiling W atford FC, if he ever tried to 
flog it to Maxwell. 

Lock up your senses, Sonic Youth are back in the hunt with their new single 'Master 
D ik', which at lease shows that the soundscape merchants have an eye on their peers 
and are able to incorporate any musical trait they w ish into their dirty noise. 'Master 
Dik' is described as a 'sort of Sonic Beat Box toon' and that's as good as anything 

we at Index could think of. However, hip cats out there should beware. A lthough the B
side includes a rendit ion of the old Ramones classic 'Beat On The Brat' and lasts in all 
some 30 minutes, it's crap, so don't be fooled into thinking it's value for money, OK/ 
This has been a lukewarm Sonic Y ouch public informat ion message. 

IS 

JACK 'N' CHILL 
release a brand new 12 inch 
remix of 'The Jack That House 

Built' this week. Brought out 
after overwhelming demand 
from all you cool clubbers out 
there, the 12 inch features the 
original dub and demolition 
mix, plus a space base mi,x 

and 'The Jack That House 
Clubbed'. 

YOUNG, 

JEFFREY 

YOUNG, 

LICENSE·o 

'1 LL 
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T O U R S 
Living soul legend Bobby Womack will 
be playing three shows at the 
Hammersmith Odeon on March I, 2, 3. 
All the shows will start at 7.30pm and 
tickets are priced £9.50, £8.50 and £7.50. 

Young De bbie Gibson will be playing a 
one-off show at the London Astoria on 
February 17. Her first two singles have 
gone top five in the USA, and 'Shake 
Your Love' looks set to be a big hit here. 

Boys Wonder, who recently supported 
Squeeze on their Royal Albert Hall dates, 
will be playing Manchester University on 
January 29 and Hampton Court Jolleys on 
February 5. 

R E L E A S E S 

Prefab Sprout release their eagerly 
anticipated single 'Cars And Girls' on 
February I. The flip side is 'Vendetta' 
while the I 2 inch also has 'Nero The 
Zero'. 

LA Guns, a hot 'n' horny rock outfit 
based in Los Angeles, unleash their debut 
album thoughtfully called 'LA Guns', on 
February I 5. It features former Girl 
member Phil Lewis (and I know some 
tales about him, I can tell you). 

Sting, currently on a wing ding sell out 
American tour, releases his single 
'Englishman In New York' on February I. 
Taken from his current album, 'Nothing 
Like The Sun', the fiip side is the 
previously unreleased 'Ghost In The 
Strand'. The 12 incher also features 'Bring 
On The Night' and 'When The Wor ld Is 
Running Down'. 

Barry White , the ma11 with the silky 
voice and the big belly, releases his single 
'For Your Love (I'll Do Most Anything)' 
on February I. Bazza is planning a 
European tour very soon and this should 
include some British dates. 

Jennifer Warnes, who was featured 
with Bill Medley on 'The Time Of My 
Life'. releases her own single, 'Ain't No 
Cure For Love', on February I. 'Song Of 
Bernadette' is featured on the flip side, 
while the 12 inch also has 'Bird On A 
Wire'. 

Maria Vidal, who notched up a hit with 
·8ody Rock' in I 985, releases her single 
·Do Me Right ' this week. The flip side is 
Nothing's Alive Without You', while the 
12 inch also has 'Life On The Train'. 

'12 RN\ 

Zodiac Mindwill'J) And The Love 
Reaction will tour next month, burning 
rubber the length and breadth of the 
country. They'll be playing Leicester 
University February 27, Portsmouth 
Guildhall 28, Cardiff University 29, 
Bristol Studio March 1, Brighton Top 
Rank 2, Cambridge Com Exchange 4, 
Norwich East Anglia Univeristy 5, 
London Hammersmith Odeon 6, 
Birmingham Powerhouse 8, Newcastle 
Mayfair 9, Glasgow Barrowlands 10, 
Redcar Bowl II, Manchester 
International 12, Liverpool Royal Court 
13, Sheffield Octagon Th~atre 15, 
Nottingham Rock City 16, Hanley 
Victoria Hall 17, Preston Guildhall 18. 

The Cross, featuring Queen drummer 
Roger Taylor, release their debut album 
'Shove It' this week. All the tracks have 
been written by Rog himself. 

George Harrison follows up 'Got My 
Mind Set On You' with 'When We Was 
Fab' this week. Taken from George's 
album 'Cloud Nine' the flip side is 'Zig 
Zag' and the 12 inch features the 
addit ional track 'That 's The Way It Goes'. 

The Corn Dollies re lease their single 
'Forever Steven' on February 6 and the 
first 1,000 copies will come packaged 
with a free Dollies badge, yaroo! The flip 
side of 'Forever Steven· has three tracks 
- 'Big Cane Call', 'Sweetheart Rose 
Special' and 'About To Believe'. 

White Lion, a heavy metal band 
definitely worth watching this year, 
release their single 'Wait' on February I . 
The flip side is 'All Join Our Hands' while 
the 12 inch features the extra track 'Lady 
Of The Valley'. White Lion will be playing 
the London Marquee on February I and 
2. 

RADIO DAYS 
British radio looks like getting 
a big shake up next yea,, which 
could mean p ira t e radio 
stations becoming legal. The 
Government wants to give the 
go-ahe ad for th re e n e w 
national commercial radio net• 
works and authorise hundreds 
of community stations, which 
would mean that the pirates 
could apply for a licence to 
broadcast legally. The Gove rn
ment also wants to do i\Way 
with the Independent Broad
casting Au thor ity , whi c h 
curre ntly monitors radio in 
Britain, and re place it with 
another body. 

PAID IN FULL 
The Trade Department says it will invest

igate claims that Krush manager, Amrik 
Rai, paid a pirate radio station £400 to 

play the band's single 'House Arrest'. He 
could face prosecution. 

"We didn't know he was doing it t ill 

we read it in the papers," said a spokes

person for Krush's record company. "We 

categorically don't approve." 

THE FALL will be hitting the road in 
M arch, their first full tour in almost a 
year. They'll be kicking off with 
Birmingham Hummingbird on March 
7, followed by Manchester Ritz 8, 
Exeter U niversity 10, Cardiff 
University I I ,.Oxford Polytechnic 12, 
Liverpool Royal Court 14, Leeds 
University 15, Leicester University 17, 
Hammersmith Odeon 18, Cambridge 
Corn Exchange 19. 

The Fall will also be releasing an 
individually numbered boxed set 
limited edition of their single 
'Victoria' this week. The set comes 
complete with two lyric sheets and a 
badge. 

Climie Fisher release their debut 

album 'Everything' on February l . The 

LP hos l l songs indluding their hit 'Rise 

To The Occasion', and other tracks 

featured ore 'This Is Me', 'Never Let A 

Chonce Go By' and 'Keeping The 
Mystery Alive'. Climie Fisher ore 

currently doing a spot of promotion 

work around Europe. · 

The fur was flying in court last week 

as Ho lly Johnson started a legal 

battle to break away from Frankie 

Goes To Hollywood's record 

company ZTT. A barrister acting for 

ZTT claimed that Holly only sounded 

good on record because of studio 

effects and the rest of the Frankies 

were often replaced by studio 

musicians when it came to recording. 

Holly is fighting an injunction brought 

by ZTT that stops him record ing for 

anybody else, and the case is 

expected to last for at least another 

week. 

Jamie Principle releases his 

single 'Baby Wants To Ride' on 

February 15, which is currently on 

ultra hot sound in New York, 

w here bootleg lopes of the single 

hove been selling for up lo $100 

a time. Jamie will also be oppeor

ing at Uxbridge Regals on Feb
ruary 2 in o house night organ

ised by new record label Ffrr 

Records. 

Ffrr's f irst release is 'House 

Sounds Of Chicogo Volume Ill', a 

compi lation of the new gener

oti on of house sounds. Ffrr 

Records' supremo, Pete Tong, hos 

also signed up all-girl rop band 

Solt 'N' Pepo to the label, as well 

os New York producer Hurby 

Azor, who some people soy is the 
new Rick Rubin. Y odee bodee. 

The Bangles are back with 

their singl e ' Hazy Shade Of 

Winter' out this week. An old 

Simon & Garfunkel song, it's 

featured on the soundtrack of the 

film 'Less Then Zero', which also 

has contr ibutions from Publ ic 

Enemy and LL Cool J. The Bangles 

will be over next month to make a 

presentation at the BPI awards, 

after which they' ll b'} bock off 

home to record a new album for 

release in the summer. 



The mighty Mission are due to release their single 'Tower Of Strength' 
on February 1. The flip side is 'Fabienne' while the 12 inch also features 
'Breathe' and 'Dream On'. 

They've also added three dates to their forthcoming tour at Exeter 
University March 14, Poole Arts Centre April 1 and Portsmouth Guildhall 
April 2. Tickets, priced £6 each, are available from box offices and usual 
agents. The Mission will now be playing the Olympic Ballroom on March 
1 and not Dublin SFX as previously announced. 

Robert Plant begins a 16 date 

tour in March, his first British shows 

since 1985. See ol' Percy strut his 
stuff at Newport Centre March 16, 

Warwick University 17, Birmingham 

Powerhouse 20, Nottingham Royal 
Centre 21, Bradford St George's 

Hall 23, Newcastle City Hall 24, 

Glasgow Barrowlands 26, Edinburgh 

Playhouse 27, Liverpool Royal Court 

29, Hanley Victoria Halls 30, Oxford 

Apollo April 3, Manchester Apollo 

5, Sheffield City Hall 6, Belfast 

Maysfield Leisure Centre 8, 9, 

Dublin Stadium 11, Dublin Olympic 

Ballroom 12. Tickets go on sale 

from January 27 from box offices 

and usual agents. 

WILD 
HEARTED 
WOMAN 

NOW AVAILABLE 
AS LIMITED EDITION 

NUMBERED PACK 
CONTAINING 4-TRACK 12" 

AND ENAMEL BADGE 

EVENX622 
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DUSTY SPRINGFIELD 'Dusty -
The Silver Collection' (Philips 
DUSTY I) 
If you didn't manage to beg, borrow or 
otherwise obtain a copy of Dusty• · 
Springfield's 'Greatest Hits' album from 
1979, then I suggest that you down tools, 
raid the bank account and get thee hence 
unto a record shop and buy 'The Silver 
Collection'. ' 

Here, all nestling on one disc, are all 
the classic Dust.y tracks you could ever 
want. Much has been written about the 
supreme vocal talents of the white girl 
who sounded black and interpreted some 
of Bacharach and David's finest to 
perfection, and let me tell you, it's all 
true. 

This particular anthology is slightly 
more extensive than the earlier 
collection, featuring tunes like 'Losing 
You' and 'Goin' Back' (which sometimes 
fall under the shadow of the more 
commercial hits) but which are, in fact, 
superior works. 

An old cliche maybe, but 'The Silver 
Collection' really is an essential buy for 
any music lover. ■■■■■ 

Nancy Culp 

COURTNEY PINE 'Destiny's Song 
And The Image Of Pursuance' 
(Antilles AN 8725) 
Pine's second solo set shows him to be 
still the most potent figure o n the British 
jazz scene, if at times just a ·little too 
self-obsessed for his own good. 

Much of the mental baggage that 
accompanies 'Destiny' would be laughed 
out of court if it were used in the 
defence of a 'concept' rock album. Sleeve 
notes revealing Pine's inspiration for each 
track hint at the seriousness here and, I'm 
afraid, a fair degree of pomposity. 

Still, that aside, what's in the grooves is 
mostly fine stuff. There's a daring, brash 
approach to this record that takes Pine's 
playing r ight to the limit. If at t imes he 
seems to have embarked on an academic 
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exercise to see how good a sax player he 
is, there's no denying the fluidity and zest 
that marks the finest passages of this 
album. 

Backed by a nimble drum, double bass 
and piano line-up, Pine's playing soars and 
swoops over each number, always in 
control, but never dominant. His playing 
is at times ferocious, 'Guardian Of The 
Flame', is sad-eyed and mellow. 'In 
Pursuance' and 'Sacrifice' are sweetness 
itself. 

A commendable record, all the more 
so for Courtney's youth and relative 
inexperience. Hell, by jazz standards he 
ain't even born yet. ■■■■ 

Jim Reid 

KEITH SWEAT 'Make It Last 
Forever' (Elektra 960 763) 
Another thoroughbred from the 
American soul stable which is furlongs 
ahead of the competition· if this debut set 
is anything to go by. Keith pours every 
ounce of emotion into an album that's 
just a touch heavy on the ballads, but so 
painfully well delivered that he's easily 
forgiven. 'How Deep Is Your Love' stands 
out as o ne of the moodiest, with its deep 
synthesiser back_[ng, but the real strength 
lies in the irresistible rhytnm of tracks 
like 'I Want Her', with murmurings of 
Prince and Cameo.■■■■ 

Tim Jeffery 

THE VIBRATORS 'Recharged' (FM 
Records Rev LP IO I) 
After 12 years, one might reasonably 
expect the Vibrators to know what 
they're about. 'Recharged' is a concerted 
attempt to recapture some of the gloss 
and energy of o ld, and much as I'd love 
to have said it's paid off, I can't. This is a 
Vibrators identity crisis. With a couple of 
exceptions - like the only decent song 
on the album 'Someone Stole My Heart' 
and the irreverent 'Hey Nonny No' (a 20 
second medieval instrumental!!) -
'Recharged' is generally too emulative to 
be taken seriously. Veering from the Lou 
Reed-ish 'Every Day I Die A Little' to the 
blatant Stones pastiche 'Rip It Up, Tear It 
Up', this is a pitiful example of what can 
go wrong when you attempt to cash in 
on a name. 

The question at the end of it all must 
be: why1 ■■ 

Chris Twomey 

TOT TAYLOR 'Menswear' (LPA 
TOTAL 6)/'Jumble Soul' (LPA 
TOTAL4) 
Rivalled only by Nick Lowe in the 
quantity of vinyl he bleeds, Tot rushes 
out two more well toasted slices to 
butter us up with. 'Menswear' is Taylor's 
usual expert bespoke songwriting - less 
grandly orchestrated than the previous 
'My Blue Period' - with 'Waiting For 
My Egg' and 'My Kiosk Or Yours' shoring 
up his reputation as a sort of Noel 
Coward/Burt Bacharach high on pop. 

'Jumble Soul' is a compilation from his 
first three albums only; too early to be 
comprehensive but not so late as to be 
unwelcome. Check 'Australia' and 
'Offbeat' for the sort of numbers you 
expect to find with the words 
"Transferring To West End" after 
them. ■■■ 'h apiece 

Pete Paisley 

M VARIOUS ARTISTS 'Sunset Strip' 
(Westside/Streetsounds Strip I) 
While most of us are getting on down to 
the rhythms from Brooklyn. Washington 
and Philadelphia, you can rely on 
Streetsounds to go wandering off in 
search of a formula to restore some of 
their lost credibility. This is an odd 
mixture of funk, rap and ballads which is 
presumably a follow up to the equally 
mediocre 'West Coast Hip Hop' album. 
One or cwo tra~ks jMst about earn an 
'above average ' tag, but the rhythms are 
brittle and dated. All this album really 
achieves is to demonstrate that the West 
Coast is light years behind the East.■■ 

Tim Jeffery 

MILES JAYE 'Miles' (Fouirth And 
Broadway SIS) 
If Miles Jaye, the latest of the big-voiced 
American soul singers, sounds a lot like 
old Teddy Pendergrass on his hit single, 
'Let's Start Over', which is already racing 
up the US soul charts, it is because 
Pendergrass is responsible for 
'discovering', and grooming Jaye. 

The album is full of gritty-voiced love 
songs like 'I've Been A Fool For You', 
and 'I Cry For You'. It is a debut that 
comes highly-recommended, especially 
since the likes of Roy Ayers, Dexter 
Wansel and Branford Marsalis lend their 
support.■■■■ 

SINGLE GUN THEORY 'Exorcise 
This Wasteland' (Nettwerk NTL 
30010) 
Weaving a web of pulsating synch, 
pounding bass and ethereal voice, Single 
Gun Theory intertwine the dreamy 
atmosphere of the Cocteau Twins with 
some mist-t.renched sampling. Breaking on 
the eardrums like waves on a beach,._ 'I 
Close My Eyes' sets the scene for the" 
successive clouds of sound which overlap 
like a vast natural landscape, upon which 
man intrudes in 'Open Grave' with 
frightening samples of ranting Reagan. 

Single Gun Theory conjure up a damp, 
dark, pine-forested world with a precious 
aural mirage of rhythmic magic. 
Overlaying this with chaotic samples of 
inhumanity, they have created a powerful 
and vital record. ■■■■ 

Chris Histed 

THE CROSS 'Shove It' (Virgin 
V2477) 
One night last autumn. Queen's 
"superstar drummer" Roger Taylor found 
himself with nothing to do. T his well
packaged, well-produced pompous trash 
is the result. 

Far from being the combirnation of 
"physical energy and style" that the press 
release claims. 'Shove It' is a stodgy. tepid 
mis of INXS out-takes, barg;tin-bin rock 
riffs and sub-metal gargles. 

Go on Rog, shove it! (Chortle). ■ 
Tony Beard 
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HEY NONNY NONNY 

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS 'Fight 
Like A Brave' (EMI Manhattan) 
The Beastie Boys are heading for a 
fallout shelter and LL Cool J is 
pawning off his gold chains as tne Red 
Hot Chili Peppers hit town. They're 
prowling the streets with a fiery, highly 
individual crossover of white hot rock 
and funk and anything else that takes 
their fancy, all put through the mincer. 
'Fight Like A Brave' will probably 
never receive the radio play it truly 
deserves, but that shouldn't stop you 
getting your mils on a copy pronto. I'm 
looking forward to hearing what else 
the Peppers will be serving up on their 
menu. 

SO 'Are You Sure' 
(Parlophone) Well folks, looks like 
Parlophone just might have another 
Pet Shop Boys on their hands. Forget 
the cover photo, these dudes aren't 
really a couple of wimps, and they've 
come up with a thundering good song 
which grows into an epic. ft .would 
seem that So have a good sense of 
dynamics. 

ROBERT PLANT 'Heaven 
Knows' (Esperanza) Dear old 
Percy, there's hardly a young heavy 
metal whippersnapper in the world 
who hasn't copied this man's definitive 
gritty vocals or crotch-thrusting stage 
mannerisms at least once in their lives. 
'Heaven Knows' finds the old boy back 
on top form with a slow burning song 
in which Plant's voice is as smooth and 
strong as a piece of well polished 
mahogany. 

HEY NONNY NO 

AZTEC CAMERA 'How Men Are' 
(WEA) The push is on to make Roddy 
Frame into a wholesome boy next 
door-type character who gargles with 
Listerine at least twice a day. This is a 
sweet little lune, but it meanders off 
into the sunset about halfway through 
the song. I preferred Rodders in his 
leaner,"hungrier days. 

RAY PARKER JNR WITH 
NATALIE COLE 'Over You' 
(Geffen) Yup, you guessed it, 
dreamboats, this is another one of 
those awful boy-girl songs, totally wet 
and a waste of good recording time. 
Garys and Jackies across the country 
will probably scoop it up by the 
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Housemartins on this worthy song, 
probably about the perils of modern 
life and the evils of the Thatcher 
government chapter 506. Cough, 
yawn. 

BREATHE 'Hands To Heaven' 
(Siren) When Breathe were kids I bet 
their mums brushed their hair every 
day for them and made sure they had 
clean underwear when they went out 
to school. This could explain the 
bloody awful bleating noises which fill 
this record. I can think of nothing kind 
to say about it. 

CHRIS REA 'Que Sera' 
(Magnet) I must confess that I'm not 
averse to some of Chris' earlier singles, 
but 'Que Sera' sounds not a million 
miles away from one of those jolly 
tunes Dire Straits turn out when they've 
got a spare afternoon. 

GILLAN GLOVER 'She Took My 
Breath Away' (Virgin) Gillan and 
Glover take time off from Deep Purple 
to head for softer pastures. I can't see 
the commercial potential in this rather 
bizarre single, but I guess it's better 
letting off steam this way than 
smashing up televisions in hotels. 

LIVING IN A BOX 'Love Is The 
Art' (Chrysa lis) Boring, not just 
boring but BORING. Is it lunchtime 
yet? 

GEORGE HARRISON 'When We
Was Fab' (WEA) With the manor in 
-Henley and the film company, God 
knows why old George is still making 
records. A rather embarrassing look at 
the o ld days, heavy on Bea~es 
inffuences. One for diehard George 
fans only. 

AGNETHA FALTSKOG 'The 
Last Time' (WEA) No longer a 
sultry Viking queen, Agnetha, the 
blonde one from Abba, has now had 

her hair cropped and subsequently 
looks like Hazel O'Connor. This isn't a 
very good comeback song, dittering 
around alarmingly and not really 
knowing what to do with itself. It must 
have been an off day. 

DEBBIE GIBSON 'Shake Your 
Love' (WEA) If Elisa Fiorillo is the 
new Marilyn Monroe, then Debbie 
Gibson is the new Doris Day. Your 
mum certainly wouldn't worry about 
you if Debbie took you out. Debbie's a 
real cute kid, but unfortunately this 
single sounds a mite too smug. 

EDDIE KIDD ' Fire Me Up' 
(Warner Brothers) Eddie comes 
down with a bad attack of the Mick 
Jaggers to prove that he's more than 
just a stubbly chin and a tight pair of 
jeans. Not a bad number though; a nd 
if Nick Kamen could do it, there must 
be a place in the pop world for Eddie 
baby as well. 

SQUEEZE '853 5937' (A&M) Ah 
well, another month another Squeeze 
single, complete with an undoubtedly 
wacky video. It's a very run of the mill 
offering from a band who have 
carved a niche and are determined lo 
stick to it. 

THE BANGLES 'Hazy Shade Of 
Winter' (CBS Def Jam) The 
Bangles used to be a good little pop 
band, but now they want to be this 
year's answer to the Mamas And 
Papas. Uncomfortoble version of the 
old Simon & Garfunkel song, full of 
fractured rhythms and ideas. 

CARMEL 'Every Little Bit' 
(London) I honestly have tried to like 
Carmel but all that semi-jazz stuff has 
always driven me to distraction. A 
single for lounge lizards only. 

STEVIE WONDER 'You Will 
Know' (Motown) God, this is dull. 
Old Stevie's been having a rough time 
lately, caught up in a sticky web of 
complacency full of tepid tunes and 
lyrics. High time somebody shook him 
warmly by the neck, kicked him up the 
bum and put him on bread and water 
for two weeks. 

'reviewed by 

robin smith 



"l'M. NOT A GOODY TWO SHOES" 
looks set to send Mr Stewart back to
wards chartdom. The album, with its cool 
collection of easily digest ible dance teas
ing songs, sees something of a progres
sion for him. It shows a greater maturity 
in his vocals, writing and production skills. Jermaine Stewart says 

his last hit, 'We Don't 
Have To (Take Our 
Clothes Off)' , made 
people think he was a 
fully paid-up member 
of the moral majority. 
But now he's back 
with 'Say It Again', 
confessing he might 
even appear on stage 
with orange hair. 
Lysette Cohen is 
ou_g-aged 
In the era of safe sex and condom ads, 
Jermaine Stewart must surely be turning 
into a slice of American mothers' pride. 
Thumbs up from the moral majority and 
all that as he continues the self restraint 
theme of his hit single, 'We Don't Have 

To (Take Our Clothes Off)', with two 
more 'don't' songs. His new album 'Say It 
Again' features the tracks 'Don't Have 
Sex With Your Ex' and 'Don't Talk Dirty 
To Me'. So why are there so many 
'don'ts' Jermaine! Do I spy a bit of a 
goody two shoes here! 

"Oh no! Everyone now seems to think 
that I never take my clothes off and that's 
not true. I do. I'm not a goody two shoes 
or a Mr Morality; the songs are just a 
reflection of the way I was raised. I think 
you sho uld always write something you 
believe in and I want to put tracks like 
that on all my albums." 

Strangely enough. 'We Don't Have To 
. . .' had the opposite effect on some of 
the fairer sex towards Jermaine. Instead 
of taking his advice, they were . . . well, 
trying to take advantage . .. 

"After the song was a hit, I met lots of 
girls all talking dirty to me," grins Jer
maine. "Even my ex-girlfriends were 
coming on strong. The two songs on the 
album are really saying 'I don't think it's 
the time to try and seduce me'. You've 
got to watch who you roll in the hay 
with." 

Are you a romantic then! 

"Definitely. A frantic romantic.'' 
As well as having a reputation for being 

a bit of a romantic, Jermaine is also well 
known as a clothesaholic, his favourite 
British haunts being London's shops. 

"Believe it or not, I have toned down a 
lot, although I'm getting back into it now. 
I've only been in England one day and I've 
already bought something." 

Having established himself as a rathe r 
red-hot property back in 1986 with 'We 
Don't Have To . . .', Jermaine Stewart dis
appeared under a pile of personal appear
ances and not-so-hot vinyl offerings. But 
the man now seems to have won back his 
pop articulacy with the release of the 
new LP and single, both entitled 'Say It 
Again'. 

The single, an almost pop-reggae tune, 

"I feel great about this album; more so 
than the other two. It's more me, more 
personal. If I heard it on the radio I 
would enquire about it." He produces an 
impish grin. "Not because it's me! The 
sounds are great!" 

One of Jermaine's main problems is the 
old one-hit-wonder syndrome. How do 
you top 'We Don't Have To .. .' after so 
long away from the public eye! 

"I don't want to try and top that one," 
answers Jermaine. "And I certainly don't 
want to be known as one-hit-JS . . . 'He 
did that song about taking your clothes 
off, whatever happened to him!'. I'm con
fident this material will stand on its own . 

"Just expect the unexpected. If I come 
on stage with orange hair, don't be 
shocked. Just smile." 

THE .HEAT IS ON 
The rise and rise of AC/DC 

AC/DC have been blazing a trail around the world for 14 years. 
Beginning with the rough pub circuit bock home in Australia and blow
ing their savings on trips to England, they've become the most awesome 
hepvy metal band since Led Zeppelin. 

But success has a lso brought tragedy to the bond. Their original 
singer, Bon Scott, died ofter a reckless night drinking too much booze 
back in 1980. But AC/DC vowed to carry on a nd after recruiting Brian 
Johnson, from Geordie, a one-hit-wonder band from the North East, 
they've gone from strength to strength. Today, AC/DC can number the 
Beostie Boys among their fans. What more could anyone ask? 

AC/DC are most renowned for the crazy duck walking antics of 
guitarist Angus Young, who likes dressing up as a schoolboy and swears 
that he only ever drinks milk. Mmm, we must really introduce him to rm 
editor Betty Page sometime. 

Winging its way up the charts is AC/DC's single 'Heatseeker', taken 
from their forthcoming a lbum 'Blow Up Your Video'; while in Morch, the 
bond play six British dotes promising a spectacular show with loads of 
effects. These will incorporate a giant television screen and the requisite 
flashing lights. In the post AC/DC hove shored the stage with a giant bell 
and two full scale cannons. Fortunately, they only fired blanks. 

"There's a whole new excitement about the bond the se days and 
there's a whole new generation of kids to be won ov,er," says Angus. 

:You'd better believe him. 
Robin Smith 
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ODDS 'N' BODS 
HCA RECORDS may have signed 
Eric B & Raklm but Cooltempo 
look like stealing their thunder with an 
ootrageous remix by the Trouble
some Twosome of 'I Know You 
Got Soul'. which (around I04bpm on 
advance acetate) unbelievably uses 
huge chunks of the Jackson S's ·1 
Want Yoo Back' and sneakier snips 
from such as Denn is Edwards (I 
hear that Motown have been in 
touch already!) - this should also 
eclipse Fourth & Broadway's rival 
release or the 91 I/,bpm 'Move The 
Crowd' as. subtle and clever though 
the remixes by the Democratic 3 
featuring DJ Slack and Bristol crew 
the Wild Bunch may be. the song 
itself could seem too slow and sedate 
in comparison to compete (presup
posing Cooltempo can actually get 
theirs out. legally!). . Atlantic arc 
rush releasing Terry Billy 'Don't 
Lock Me Out' in a fortnight. Serious 
are releasing Bam-Bam 'Give It To 
Me' in four weeks. CityBeat picked 
up Vanessa Franklin & Midnight 
Energy 'My Mind' ... Bomb The 
Bass ·seat Dis' has been delayed 
here. presumably to build up (very 
real) demand. and apparently will be 
on 1ts original Mister-Ron label distri
buted by Rhythm King ... Adrena
lin HOD 'Bouncy House' when com
mercially released will be on Up
town Records, rather than War-
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rior. Two Men A E>rum 
Machine And A Trumpet 'I'm 
Tired O f Being Pushed Around' is due 
In a radical Mayhem Rhythm Mix. re
mixed by Derek Hay of Detroit's 
Transmat label ... Jack 'N' Chill's , 
bright ly derivative archetypal jack 
track 'The jack That House Built'. 
already reissued, is now 1n four mixes 
( 10 Records TEN X 174). the spacier 
0-1251/,bpm Space Base Mix. trumpet 
tootled (and sometimes backwards 
running) I 25½bpm Demolition Mix. 
piano plonked 0-I24\1,-0bpm Club
bed and I251/,bpm Dubbed. 
Brother Beyond's guitar plunked 
cheerfully cantering "Mel & Rick"-ish 
I I9I/,bpm 'Can You Keep A Secret' 
(Extended)' (Parlophone I 2R6I74). 
not the promocd mix. is now flipped 
by Phil Harding's far harder less 
bouncy and more mechanically au
thentic I I 91/-ibpm Ho1.Jse Mix - in
cidentally. his current ·go-go" rhythm 
programme was poss,bly first used on 
his mix or the pop-aimed Jaunty slow 
jiggling 89I/,.Qbpm Paul Re in 'Stop· 
(Champion CHAMP I 2-56t due out 
now although originally promoed 
some months back in the wake of the 
rhythmically similar 'Casanova' .. . Phil 
Harding also mixed the classily lop• 
ing soul fu l I 20bp m Oli v er 
Cheatham 'Go For It '. due on 
Champion in a fortnight. . Full 
Force are currently pr oducing James 
Brown ... Milton Keynes DJ and label 
owner Eddie Richar-ds is building a 
mailing list for Baadt Records do 

JACKIN' JAMES 
THE GODFATH ER OF H O U SE REMIX 
JACK FACTORY 
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18-21 Middle Street. London ECI . 
but applicants must first quote the last 
two words to be found on the "THIS" 
side of the label's four-track EP (re
viewed last week). . Thames Val
ley Disc Jockey Association's 
annual equipment exhibition. Disco
Ex 1988 (noon-Spm). and 10th 
Annivei;ary Party (8pm-midnight) are 
this Sunday ( 3 I ) at Kempton Park 
Race Course (ticket ,nfo on 0734-
771450). .. Northern Soul veteran DJ 
turned H i-NRG producer. Kev 
Roberts has opened the 24-32 track 
digital Blue Chip Recording Stu
dios in Stafford's attractively sited 
Gaol Mews (0785-57097) ... Phil 
Meredith packs Charnock Richard's 
Park Hall playing houso,'funk/raplrare 
groove Friday/Saturday nights. and is 
after PAs on 0257-452090 - near 
neighboor Rick Astley recently vi
site d the club as a paying customer. 
when they'd unsuccessfully been trying 
to book him for months1 .•• Dick 
Fontaine's TV film, 'Bombin°, ab
out graffiti artists Brim and Goldie 
with music by David Toop is on 
Channel 4 this Thursday (28) at 
I 1.30pm ... Paul Jones (ex-Manfred 
Hann) stood up for and cited Alex
ander O'Neal as a superb example 
or a modern singer or songs full of 
humanity. in the closing shot of a lively 
edition of ITV's mid-morning 'The 
Time - The Place' discussion 
programme, which last T ucsday was 
all about the pros and cons of the 
music business over the last 30 years 
(with various vintages of stars taking 
part). .. KISS-fm jock Gordon Hae 
is fast becoming a TV celebrity. what 
with all his appearances as a repre
sentatrves of pirate radio!.. Radio 
Merseywaves cover a far wider 
area by broadcasting on Medium 
Wave than any London station. and 
are currently turning Roberta Flack 
& Donny Hathaway's 'Back 
T ogethcr Again' into a big local revival 
- but their claim to have made 
Sinitta's ·so Macho' into a national 
chart hit may reduce their credibility 
in some quarters!.. Robbie Dee, 
between jocking at Southend-on-Sea's 
Rain from Tuesday to Saturday and 
Walthamstow's Charlie Chan's Sun
days, has also been managing to pre
sent the weeknight 2-5am show on 

ON 1 2 " + EXCLUSIVE BONUS H O U SE BEAT 
ADRENALIN{M O D ) 
WR12 002 

HOUSE BEATSl 
TEN FIERCE PREVIO U S LY UNREL EA SED UK H O U SE C U TS 
VARIOUS ARTISTS 
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eBRIAN HOPE 

Essex Radio!. . Mike Hollis starts 
a Saturday 7- 1 0pm soul show on 
Radio Luxembourg from February 
6. . . Jeff Young left a hole that still 
no other programme has filled when 
he left BBC Radio London. his old 
Saturday morning show being the 
ooly one that in playing all the week's 
hot new black tracks became a shop
ping list (at an ideal time for weekend 
shoppers). thus making ,t essential 
listening - unlike the irritating trend 
among other. newer. soul shows else
where to plug stuff that nobody can 
buy yet even if they want to . . 
Nicky Holloway's first Special 
Branch "doo· of the year is next 
Saturday. February 6. at Kew's 
Watermans Art Centre with 

e DARREN ELLIS 

guests Pete Tong, Gilles Peterson 
and Chris Bangs. l 6 tickets in adv
ance only (and. advisable. free mem
bership if you send two passport
sized photos) f,om Starship Enter
prises. Premier Hoose. 77 Oxford 
Street. London WI R I RB - they 
have another 3 Day Doo at Reckley 
Sands on March 18119120 for £ 46. and 
the third annual sool holiday in Ibiza 
during May (details on 01 -439 
2628) ... Alex Low e s and Up 
North Promotions are following 
the success of therr Berwick weeken
der with a Blackpool Soul Weekend 
on April 2')1).'3124 for l 40. with such 
live acts as Randy Brown and the 
California Executives (deta,ls on 
091 -3890317) ... I went from the 
Bristo l mixing heats to look at the sea 
,n Clevedon, wher e amazingly (this 
was on January 191) there were Oow
ers m bloom, and dandelions and 
daisies... Baz Fe Jazz and Russ 
Dewbury present the second Soho 
Goes To Bnghton Weekender this 
Thursday-Saturday (28129130) at 
Brighton 's Concorde in Madeira 
Drive. with jazz dancers IDJ. the live 
Tommy Chase Band and more ... 
Rhythm Zone at Northolt's C&L 
Country Club is now fortnightly, 
this Fnday (29) Simon Dunmore's 
guests being Gilles Peterson and 
Chr is Bangs ... Paul Lewis's retire
ment party will have many DJ guests 
at Swindon Brunel Room's 
Ampithealre. which over the last six 
years he's kept solidly upfront and 
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THE 1988 Technics UK DJ Mixing Championships heats 
are almost over, and as usual the number of entrants at the 
later heats has risen as DJs finally decide to have a go. In 
Bristol last week at the Papillon (a multi-levelled snipped 
pine club with catwalks and balconies), and in Leeds at 
Mr Craigs (similarly multi-levelled in black and chrome 
with gantties), well over 20 preliminary entrants had to be 
weeded down in afternoon contests at each to end up with 
eight competitors for the evening's heats. The overall 
standard in Bristol was certainly higher than at the two 
London heats, but nobody actually .stood out from their 
fellows until luckily the last man proved himsell instantly 
·to be the one cleat winner, def Dodger X from Reading's 
Garibbean Chili. The semi-finals qualifying runner-up was 
house-mixing Darren Ellis from Birmingham, a hobbyist 
"bedroom mixer" (one of several to do well this year in an 
increasing trend) who shared the same record feeder as 
third-place fellow Brummie, Mike 'T' from the Pagoda 
Park (who will be entering again this Thursday, 28, at 
Portrush Trw in Northern Ireland, the last heat). In Leeds 
the standard was by far the highest to be encountered 
anywhere so far, and it was a really tough fight, only one 
mark separating the eventual winner and runner-up. Again 
if was the last man on who had the winning advantage, 
Bntchy from Leeds' The News, who actually won the same 
North Midlands heat last year and in the UK finals did a 
routine in white tie and tails. This time he came on like a 
city slicker with bowler hat and furled umbrella, using the 
latter to scratch his first record ... which stuck to the Blue 
Tac on the umbrella and lifted off the turntable! This could 
even have been intentionally satirical, because Hutchy is 
s.uch an entertainer that not only did he then mix and 
scratch up a storm, he ('as pictured) ended by doing a 
brilliant transformer scratch using a baby bicycle, moving 
the wheel on the record with his hand on the pedal'! His 
close runner-up was the fast 'n' funky Mike Clarke from 
Birkenhead's Atmosphere, excellent except he didn't 
always hold beats together. Third was the loud and untidy 
(but he didn't use headphones) Angus Kemp from 
Maidenhead's Studio Valbonne, while I personally rated 
Brian Hope, the Kilmarnock "bedroom mixer" who'd come 
third in Scotland and this time used much brighter records 
to prove that he could have a real future as an actual 
remixer of records ( even if the acappella of Colonel 
Abrams 'Trapped' did clash keys with Rick Astley!). 
Reme~r, the new regional semi-fmals are going to see 
all the first and second placed w;inners competing again to 
see which two will be going forward from each into the 
six places at the UK final, so they should be really fierce! 
The semi-finals are next Tuesday (Feb 2) at Warrington's 
Mr Smith's, Thursday (4) at Birmingham's The Dome; and 
the following Wednesday (10) at Ealing's Broadway 
Boulevard. Be thete! 

funky. when this Saturday (30) he 
hands over permanently to ha:s under
study Glyn Prince and gives up 
10<:k,ng for good (sorry I can't get 
there. Paul. ,rs my mother's birth
day) .. . Simon Goffe's short loved 
Fever n,ght also ends thJs Saturday 
(30) at London's Astoria. with Jeff 
Young guest,ng and a full blown 
American football Superbowl party 
complete with cheerleaders. . . Pete 
Tong, N icky Holloway, Eddie 
Gordon, G illes Peterson and 
Chris Bangs trendily "do it with 
flares· (trousers, that 1s) at The 
Slammer In Northfleet's Red Lion 
this Saturday (30). when also Heavy 
0 & The Boyz rut the Sweat Box 
,n Harlow's HighWire. while J!ob 
Masters, Tony Fernandez. Dan
ny Smith and Steve Jason soul G t 
Yarmouth's Scruples (at last. some 
other DJs wtth g,gs!) . .. Tony Griffin 
has moved from Br,stofs Parkside 
Club to Birmingham's solidly funky 
Bobby Brown's .. . Geoff Carr, 
Bill Swift and Barney play only 
Black Dance at S.rtley's brand new 
Liberty• near Chester-Le-Street. .. 
OJ Appy last week was frantically 
cutting. not frantically la,d out 
(although the latter was a lot fun
nier !). . Gladys Knight And The 
Pips' 'All Our Love· LP also has the 
tnck,ly start,ng but uplifting 11ggly 
I I O'lobpm ·complete Recovery'. 
smoothly undulating I 00I/ibpm 'Love 
Is Fore (Love Is kc)'. calmly lurching 
0-88bpm Th,cf In Paradise'. and lots 

IN FACT e BPM 

of pleasant slow1cs. to complete the 
review.. Roxanne Shante's up
coming new Marley Marl-produced 
malenal uses a break from \he 
James Brown-produced Lyn Col
lins· 'Think' - ()()w, there's a novel
ty1 .. . PUMP THAT BASS! 

HOT VINYL 

ALEXANDER O'NEAL featuring 
CHERRELLE 'Never Knew Love 
Like This (Extended Version)' 
(Tabu 6S 1382 6) Remixed new 
version of the gently rolling (0-) 
I 02I/2-0bf'm attractive singalong 
jogger, their new 'Saturday Love' 
although maybe not quite so catchy, 
impatiently awaited off Alexander's 
album as iu most obvious single 
(Instrumental flip. and jerkily 

, wriggling g iggly Reprise too}. 

BETTY WRIGHT 'Miami 
Groove' (LP 'Mother Wit' US 
Ms. B MB-3301) Excellent samba 
flavoured IOS¼bpm slinky jiggler 
with a· lovely atmosphere and strong 
sophisticated lyrics that tell a story, a 
likely hit i f ever a single and already 
selling this nicely diverse soul set (to 
which I will return when I have more 
time!). 

GEORGIO 'Lover's Lal (New 
After Hours Vocal Mixr 
(Motown ZT 41612) L~1omotively 
chugging 'Jingo'-ish 0-II7 '1:'·0bpm 
house-type rhythms power this 
superior remix of the Prince styled 
singer's otherwise US-aimed funk 
track, with a vocoder stuttered 
smacking funk II8-0bpm <i:lub Ml><. 
piano plonked dubwise 0-~I 8-0bpm 
After Hours Mix, and eve'); more 
stuttery funk 9-1181/,-0bp\" 
Georgio ·s Love Dance Mix. 

DIANNE REEVES 'Sky Islands' 
(LP 'D ianne Reeves' Blue Note 
BLJ 46906) George Duke-produced 
classy specialist jazz singer 1gctting. 
however, sustained dancef1o6r 
support for this gorgeous Jania 
Maria-ish sultrily jogging 0)9S½-
96bpm roller with Brazilian-~tyle 
scatting, worth investigation. 

VARIOUS 'The House Lnd Of 
Chicago Vol 111 - Acid~Tracks' 
LP (ffrr FFRLP I, via L~don) In 
truth not as essential as the hype 
would lead one to believe this eight~ 
track house compilation's ~tronger 
side one has the excellent 
strangulatedly gospel-ish semi
instrumental I 20'1lbpm FRANKIE 
KNUCKLES 'Only The Strong 
Survive' Jerry Butler/Billr, P~ul's 
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CONTINUED 

oldie), sinuously cantering falsetto~ getting lots of lightweight black pop 
120bpm PARIS 'Girl U Need A raqio play. 

Say Yeah!' coupling (instrumentals 
too). 

Change Of Mind' (Eddie Kendricks' "\ . . 

oldie), wheazling "washing macHine" JIil.LY OCEAN 'Get Outta My GWEN GUTHRIE 'Family Affair 
126bpm l'YREE 'Acid Over', and Dr4!11mt,i.Get Into My Car' (Jive (Larry Levan Remix)' (Fourth & 
the rather O~s(;led loplng~ 805 Tl) 1?,op-aimed breezily jiggling Broadway 12BRW 86) Larry's 
muttered )18V,bpmjAMIE 117bpm chu~"C borrowing chords unsteadily drifting 107-108-108½-
PRINCI LE11aby ancs To from Whitney Houscon's 'I Wanna 109'h- 110bpm remix of her bumpily 
Ride' (the .em, ke), w ile~ ~o Dance Wi\'h Some~y (W ho Loves jiggling 1983-released Sly & The 

has the blandly pulsingl;.:01/◄bpm ~}'. with revving e1tects appropriate Family Stone revival has a sibilant 
ROMANCE-!A.11 Dis Mu!licf.$1'-, "'• to~ terriflc title line, fllppe,_d (edit echoing sound and oddly Chinese 
cymbal schlurped bc]<'inding I 0' m too) by the older moi'e soulfu ~ tinges at times, Hipped by the old 
STERLING \10!,D 'It. 's AWRlg!, ', 11 ~~ 'Showdowp', . ~ unkily. jolting I 04-1051/,bpm 'Peek-
jittery moaning jaO'l,bp'J' ~RLEY "-, A-Boo' and jauntily swinging 117-
'JACKMASTl;R!,{U~K 'My LUTHER V'Al)!DROSS 'Give M• I 181'' 9"1hl?pm~lt-.Should Have Been 
House', aild lfiintiqljy flying J 30bpm The !!-'ho!!_'. (Epic LUTH TS) You (l.arry Levan Remi'I}' (these two 
DARRYL PANDY & FA Y Ski.reiy 'nUC>l:K i'l9bpm fast but only approximately BPMed). 
'JACKMASTER' FUNK relixed wng~r. reissued basiQllf 
'!'Neman' (Soul/,shdre f6', ht~ ew found ~ P fans. t~ main BLUE MERCEDES 'See Want 
Cosission~ oldie). 12 indt~here are c/,j~er, alternative Must Have (Funk Ass !'1ix)' 

configurations and cquplings) ~ S;O (MCA Records BONAT 2) Phil 
TONE OC 'I Got ltGciin' On' indu'aing the old;;,102'/,bpm She's Harding uses his current Climie 
(US Deliciou VJnyl DV-001) Tom So Good To M~ I0Bt◄-1 IObpm i f Fisher/Jer'(!laine Stewart go go 
Browne's 'Funkin' F'i,r-J,imaica' 'Never Too Much' ancl' (0-)1 151/,. / rhythm prog mme again for another 
becomes the I 061/,bpm basi'Mor this l 1.fbpm 'You're The Sweetest (An j ~ ly lurching\0-99'/•-0bpm pop 
consequently commercial rap, in t....__ (these last two only approxlmat~ jitterer, untid. ily' ,.:;;;-blini _but . ',Yith a 
the coupling to the slower 961/,bpm -......_Bi>Ms). ' filr fiercer J!.,98½ -0bpm Stret Latin 
lurching somewhat Humphrey , Wf.111 II sljp~ry scra51'h{'ix fli)> • .., . 
Bogart-accented 'On Fire (New DAVID RU F~EDDIE wijich alone fias been wh1te,labell¥ 
Flavor)' (instrumentals too). Great KENDRICK ' I Couldn t llfolieYfl ln its 01,n r ight (BONAX 2) w ith, 
label name - maybe I should change It' (RCA PT 49612) Nostalgically how veff.n evee""~rder 0)81& 
the heading of this column!! dated old Motown-type 'I Can't Help 0bpm 5.C~. Dob~ich (a;, before) 

Myself -ish 1251/,bpm churning duet " the really serious -"non-vocal -
GROOVE 'Dancing And Music' 
(Submission SUBX 04, via Nine 
Mile/The Cartel) Subduedly loping 
UK house from "def dude" Graeme 
Park's Derby-based label, sorta 
"brutal washing machine" with 
deadpan talking and sneaky samples in 
its 1161/2-0bpm (Music Please) Remix 
and 0- 1161/,bpm Original Groove, 
the double AA side's boudning 
'Submit (To The Beat)', even 
sneakier in its I 193/<t-0bpm Electro 
Jack Remix or more mellow 
1191/,bpm Original Jazzy House Mix, 
being more the fast bright type of 
house t hat 's hitting the pop charts 
these days - although both sides 
have an underground following. 

KEITH PATRICK 'Be My Girl' 
(Extended 12" Mix)' (US Omni/ 
Atlantic 0-86632) Speedily 
wriggling I I Bbpm lightweight black 
pop smacker with ple nty of " la la la 
la love·· hooks (Dub/Radio Mix Oip). 

superbly souled by the two ex- dance fll!_x to use. 
Temptations in classic style (edit/inst _ ~ 
too) plus here the jiggling slow FISSION 'You11g Guns (Go For 
tripping 72'1,bpm 'Don't Know It)' (Identity IDE~.,T 102, via 
You're Dreaming', closely modelled Priority/ BMG) The Tottenham duo 
on the Dr-amatics· 'Watcha See Is o( ' Miller Light' fame retur'n With an 
Whatcha Get'. anarchic 0-107bpm scratch\ ,:ap 

THE THIRD DEGREE 'Say It 
Loud (I Like Rap And I'm 
Proud)' (US Pandisc Records PD-
024) lnerestingly worded 1031/•bpm 
youthful rap wit h a title paraphrasing 
James Brown - who, along with 
Bobby Byrd and others, gets cut into 
the Dynamix ll's 0-102%-0bpm 8-
side Club Mix (inst too). 

Le JUAN LOVE 'My Hardcore 
Rhymes' (US Luke Skyywalker 
GR-110) Youthfully pitched rap to a 
scratched 0- 1031/)bpm James Brown 
backing, Stevie Wonder's first hit 
'Fingertips' being used in the fast but 
not frantic 0-137'!.-0bpm 'Everybody 

remake of Wham!'s o ldie. def en<l(f 
with rare groove beats but possibly 
more "lndie" t han real " rap" in 
appeal, plus a Beastie Boys-ish 103½-
0bpm 'Word' flip (instrumentals too). 

BABAKOTO 'Just To Get By' 
(Union Jack Records 12 KOT I, 
via PRT) Badly recorded but very 
catchy 0-107V•-Obpm jauntily 
insistent white boys' soul jiggler with 
a naggingly repeated "you gotta get 
by" hook. much played by radio. 

AGE OF CHANCE 'Take It! 
(Remix)' (Virgin VST I 035) Made 
to look on rubber-stamped white 
labels as though it's by Public Enemy, 

this slow 881hbpm densely aggressive • 
white boy rap was merely remixed 
by that group's Hank Shocklee & 
Chuck D (dublacappella flip). 

GUSTO 'Materialistic Girl' 
(Fourth & Broadway I 2BRW 89) 
Oran 'Juice' Jones co-produced (and 
it shows, in the concept's tenderness) 
streetcorner conversation started 
weaving 931/ibpm jogger in rap 
ballad-ish style, with nicely meshing 
guys wailing and rapping (inst/dub 
too). 

RALPHI 'THE RAZZ' ROSARIO 
' I Want You' (Jack Trax 12 J 
TRAX 9) Muttered and whispered 
sRltte)X house jitterer bridging 
halfway "througb the I 25 'l,bpm Dash 
Ri)>rock Mix into a.,JQainly Spanish 
mo'i," HI-NRG last part, V<ith 
differently treated (preferable!J 
instrumental 1251/,-0bpm Sexy 535< 
and 125-0bpn, 1' ranscominental 
Mixes too. He sounds like a friend of 
Jamie Prfnciple. 

THE ROUGH CLUB 'Bad Times 
(I Can't Stand It)' (CityBeat 
CBE 1219) Wailing girls nagged 
lightweight 0-lll'h•0bpm jittery 
house remake of the old Capt Rapp 
im~ J · with 3'feoser more stuttery 
fli,. 

F,INGERS I C.,'Distant Planet 
(Club !11'x)' (Jacll :Trax 12 J 
'(RAX 8) Harry Oennis ')'l'ffspered 
atmosRheric •~tllly, pl,\sing _A 
1231/,bpm,l!_oui jitterer (D.\!.t> M~• 
flfp). ......... - ....... 

ASHER D & DADDY FREDDY 
'Brutalfty' (Music Of Ufe NOTE 
I I) As P(eviously mentioned. t/.>•i 
earlier 'Rag<l!!luffin Hip tiop' is 
currently massiv. tn New York, 
inspiring many similar US reggae-raps, 
but this new densely tuggi!!g, 94-
0bpm "toast 'n scratch" cou'fd 
likewise be just too rootsy in a 
yardie stylee for general UK 
consumption, although many Public 
Enemy fans might appreciate it. 

PAUL JOHNSON 'Burnin' 
(Extended Mix)' (CBS PJOHN 
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+ LIMITED EDITION CD SINGLE 

FEAT URING EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW 
available while sto cks last! 

TS) Rather cluttered I 22bpm 
Michael Brauer remix of his album's 
very Barbara Acklin-like infectious 
squeakily sung swinger. 

THE TAMS 'My Baby Sure Can 
Shag' (Virgin VST I 037) languidly 
soulful ftngersnapping 116-1 1711>-
I I Bbpm swayer. Hipped by a similarly 
relaxed I 181/,-1191/2bpm accurate 
recreation of Willie Tee's classic 
'Thank You john'. A shame the shag 
never really "took", other than as a 
short lived smutty gimmick. because 
the guys' effortless singing is sup-erb. 

MR FINGERS '6 Track EP' Qack 
Trax 12 J TRAX 10) Larry Heard
created very weird experimental 
synch instrumentals, on a 331/3rpm EP 
and all much slower than when on 
import, with the loping 1191/,bpm 
'For So Long', pulsing I 151/,bpm 
'Waterfall', wheazling I 2 I 'h- 1 281/◄-
0bpm 'Acid Attack' , fluttering 
127 1/◄bpm 'I'm Strong (Track)'. 
rippJ!.ng 0-11 ?bpm 'Stars', freakily 
percol:IJ'ing 0-123'/<bpm 'Slam 
Dance', few being likely floor fillers. 
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CHA RTFILE UK 
Tiffany . completes a notable 
double this week, soaring to 
number one in the UK singles 
chart with her debut recording 
'I Think We're Alone Now' a 
mere 12 weeks after it was a 
chart-topper in America. 

Born in Norwalk, California 
on 2 October 1971, Tiffany was 
the seventh youngest solo artist 
to -(lave an American number 
one, \ tailing Jimmy Boyd ( 12), 
Little Stevie Wonder ( I 3), 
Donny Osmond ( 13), Michael 
Jackson ( 14), Little Peggy 
March ( I 5) and Brenda Lee 
(I 5). In Britain, thre are only 
four more juvenile chart top
pers, as follows: 

• 'O L'Amour' climbs again this 
week to surpass the number 17 
peak of 'Videotheque ', and thus 
becomes D ollar's biggest hit 
since 'Give Me Back My Heart' 
reached number four in I 982. 

'O L'Amour' was written and 
first recorded by Vince Clarke 
and his partner in Erasure, 
Andy Bell. Released as a single 
by the duo in 1986, it was not a 
hit falling IO places short of the 
top 75. 

Its present success marks 
Andy Bell's first composer credit 
on a hit for another act, after 
co-authoring five top 20 hits for 
Erasure, all with Vince Clarke. 

Clarke has now penned 13 
hits for five difference acts, span
ning nearly seven years, but 'O 
L'Amour' is the first by an act of 
which he was not also a 
member. 

A L A N 

I LITTLE JIMMY OSMOND 
Jimmy was nine years and 251 

days old when he had his first 
and only number one hit with 
'Long Haired Lover From Liver
pool' on 23 December 1972. 

2 DONNY OSMOND 
W hen 'Puppy Love' reached 

number one on 8 July 1972, 
Donny Osmond became the 
youngest solo singer to have a 
number one hit ·n Britain, bet
tering Helen Shapiro's old re
cord by just 17 days. He held 
the record for 168 days before 
surrending it to brother Jimmy 
(see above). The only artist to 
top the UK and US charts be
fore the age of 16. Donny was 
14 years and 299 days old when 
he scored this, the first of his 
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three British number ones. Don
ny's sister Marie was only days 
past her 14th birthday when she 
had a number two hit with 'Pap
er Roses'. Only Gary Glitter 
stood between her and the 
number one spot which would 
have given the Osmond clan a 
unique hat-trick, and made Marie 
the youngest female soloist to 
reach pole position. 

3 HELEN SHAPIRO 
Over 26 years after she 

reached number one with 'You 
Don't Know', Helen Shapiro re
mains the youngest Britain to 
top the chart, as well as the 
youngest of her gender. She 
performed this historic feat in 
1961 , when aged 14 years and 
16 days. 

e VINCE CLARKE and Andy Sell look pleased with themselves 

NOTE: Number six was written by Vince Clarke and Alison 
Moyet Numbers 8 to 13 inclusive were written by Clarke and 
Andy Bell. All others were written by Clarke alone. 
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4 PAULANKA 
'Diana', his only number one 

hit, arrived 31 days too late for 
his 16th birthday, but Paul still 
had good reason to celebrate: 
he was the first artist under 18 
to have a number one, and the 
first Canadian. He remains, to 
this day, the youngest artist to 
write himself a chart-topper, 
being responsible for both lyrics 
and melody of 'Diana'. He was 
the first artist to write a num
ber one hit for himself AND for 
someone else , penning Buddy 
Holly's posthumous 1959 num
ber one, the ironically-titled 'It 
Doesn't Matter Anymore'. It's 
been done many times since, but 
never by one of such tender 
years. Paul still earns a very 
comfortable living from a Frerich 

song for which he applied En
glish lyrics: 'My Way'. 

S TIFFANY 
'I Think We're Alone Now' is 

Britain's third consecutive Hi
NRG number one, following 'Al
ways On My Mind' and 'Heaven 
Is A Place On Earth'. It was 
written in 1966, five years be
fore Tiffany was born, by Ritch
ie Corde ll - as was Billy 
Idol 's recent smash ' Mony 
Mony'. Both were first recorded 
by Tommy James And The 
Shondells. Tiffany's imminent 
self-titled album includes 'I Think 
We're Alone Now', her current 
US number two single 'Could've 
Been' and a remake of another 
Sixties song, the Beatles' 'I 
Saw Her Standing There'. 

HITS WRITTEN BY VINCE CLARKE 

H st. Wks. 
TITLE - Artist Date of entry Pos. Chart 

I DREAMING OF ME -
Depeche Mode 4 Apr 1981 57 4 

2 NEW LIFE-
Depeche Mode 13Jun 1981 II IS 

3 JUST CAN'T GET 
ENOUGH - Depeche 
Mode 19 Sep 1981 8 10 

4 ONLY YOU - Yazoo 17 Apr 1982 2 14 
5 DON'T GO- Y azoo 17 Jul 1982 3 II 
6 THE OTHER SIDE OF 

LOVE'- Yuoo 20 Nov 1982 13 9 
7 NEVER NEVER -

Assembly 
8 WHO NEEDS LOVE LIKE 

12 Nov 1983 4 10 

THAT - Erasure 5 Oct 1985 55 2 
9 SOMETIMES - Erasufe 25 Oct 1986 2 17 

10 IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE 
-'Erasure 28 Feb (987 12 9 

11 VICTIM OF LOVE -
Erasure 30 May 1987 7 9 

12 THE CIRCUS - Erasure 3 Oct 1987 6 10 
13 0 L'AMOUR-Dollar 26 Dec 1987 * * 
* = Still climbing 

R Iv\ :21 
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COME INTO MY LIFE (CLUB VERSION)/SIMON HARRIS HEGAMIXJoyce Sims London 12in 
I GOT DA FEELIN'/IT'S LI KE THAT Y'ALL Sweet Tee Cooltempo I lin 
HOUSE ARREST (THE BEAT IS THE LA W)/JACK' S BASH Krush Fon/Club 12in 
LIGHTEN UP< IJUSTCAN'T STOP SCRATCHIN'> OAZZY JOYCE DUB HIX)/TIGHTEN 
UP< IJUST CAN'T STOP DANCIN'>/(REMIX)Wally Jump J,& the Criminal Element Breakout 121n 
l'M TIRED OF GETTING PUSHED AROUND/ MAKE IT FUNKY Two Guy, A D,um Machine And 
A Trumpet London 12in 
ROKDA HOUSE(DEMOLITION MIX/AL' NITE AL' RITE INSTRUMENTAL) the Beatmasten 
fe:at1,1rir'lgtheCookie Crew Rhythm King 12in 
BEAT DIS(EXTENDED DIS) Bomb The Bass Mi,ter-Ron Records/Rhythm King I lin 
SHE'S THE ONE/FUNKY PRESIDENT/FUNKY DRUMMER James Brown Urban I l in 
JINGO (UK HOUSE MIX I/LA CASA DEJUEGO MIX)Jellybean Chrysalis I lin 
SOMETHING JUST AIN'T RIGHT/MAKE IT LAST FOREVER/DON'T STOP YOUR LOVE/IN 
THE RAIN/I WANT HER Keith Sweat 
GIVE ITTOME (CLUB HIX/INSTRUMENTAL HIX)Bam-&m 
CRITICIZE (REMIX/CRITICAL MIX) Alex.nde, O'Neal 
l'M SO HAPPY ( 12" REMIX)/JUMP ON IT Walter Beasley 

Vinter-tainment LP 
US Westbrook Records I 2in 

Tabu 12in 

Urban 12in 
BRING: THli N01$1. P"bli, Enemy US DcfJ•m 12in 
ROK DA HOUSE/LA TIN BEAT REMIX the Beatmaster, featuring the Cookie Crew 

Rhythm King I 2in 
SPY IN THE HOUSE OF LOVE (STREETSAHEAD MIX/MY NAME IS YOUNG.JEFFREY B 
YOUNG- LICENSED TO 'IU. MIX) Was (Not Was) Font'ana 12in pre.release 
SAY IT AGAIN (EXTENDED REMIX) Jermaine Stewart 10 Recor-ds llin 
l'M ALL SHOOK UP SpoonieGee US Tuff City llin 
GOOD LOVE/I STILL THINK ABOUT YOU/HERE COMES THE NIGHT/LOVE CHANGES 
(with KashiQ/JUST FOR YOUR TOUCH Meli'sa Morgan Capitol LP 
SING A SONG (BREAK IT DOWN) Mantronix 10 Record.s 12in 
WHO FOUND WHO(US CLUB MIX)Jellybean fmurmg Elisa Fiod llo Chrysalis llin 
PLAY IT KOOIJUGL Y PEOPLE BE QUIET! Cash Money & Marvelous 

US Sleeping Bag Records I 2in 
I WANT HER(EXTENDED VERSION/LP VERSION) Keith Sweat US Vintertainment 121n 
LOVE OVERBOARD (SOS MIX)Gladys Knight And The Pips MCA Records I lin 
RAW Big Daddy Kane US Prism I lin 
I LIKE TO LISTEN/DA ME MAST-Coy deConstruction Records llin 
DON'TLOCKMEOUT TerryBilly US Atlantic llin 
LO VEY DOVEY (LONG VERSION/CHARLIE DEE DUB) (9l½bpm) Tony Terry US Epic llin 
BABY WANTS TO RIDE (STEVE 'SILK' HURLEY CLUB MIX/X-RA TED/HOUSE OF TRIX) 
Jamie Principle Ffrr llinwhitelabel 
LOOK WHAT YOU STARTED ( 12" VOCAIJPIANO DUB) the Temptations Motown 121n 
DO IT(CLUB MIX)2 Bad 2Mention lnto uch 12in 
HOUSETRAIN(NEWYORKMIX)Risse JackT,ax llin 
HOW YA LIKE ME NOW (EXTENDED MIX) Kool Moe Dee Jive 12in 
ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE Frankie Knuckles Ffrr llin white label 
LET THE SUN IN (EXTENDED REMIX) Atlantic Starr Warner Bros I lin 
DO rr (DOUBLE TROUBLE MIX) 2 Bad 2 Mention lntouch 12in ma lling list promo 
THE WAY YOU MAKE ME FEEL(OANCE EXTENDEDMIX)MichaelJaekson Epic llln 
PARTY PEOPLE/KEY THE PULSE Royal House US Idlers l lin/Champion promo 
KEEP 'EM STEPPIN' Non-Stop/HIT 'EM WITH THIS/I GOT AN ATTITUDE Antoinette (Hurby's 

Machine) US Sound Check Records LP 
DEVOTION (CLUB MIX/BAM BAM'S HOUSE MIX) Ten Cit)' Atlantic 12in 
THE POKE QACKMASTER MIX/YOUR TURN TO WORK ME MIX)Adonis And The Endless Poker 

DJ International Records/Westside Records I 2in 
LET'S BE LOVERS TONIGHT ('THE SOLID MIX' BY CHRIS PAUL)Sherrick 

Warner Bros 12in mailing list promo 
LOVE IS THE ART (LOVE) Lr,,ing In A Box Chrysalis I lln 
DOWNTOWN (CLUB MIX) the JAMs (Justified AncienuOf Mu /"'u) KLF Communications 12in 
THE JACK THAT HOUSE BUil T Jack 'N" Chill IO Recor ds I lin 
CAUGHTUCHEATIN' Rue Champion llin 
HOUSE ARREST (BURN DOWN THE HOUSE MIX)/JACK' S BACK(TO FRONTLINE MIX) 
Krush Fon/Club llln 
YOU GIVE ME SO MUCH/DUB MIX Cousin Rachel Supreme Recor-ds 12in 
DOCTORIN' THE HOUSE/(SPENG) Coldcut featuring Yau And The Planic People 

Ahead Of Our Time I 2in white label 
FEMALES(GETWHATWE WANT/COOKIE MONSTER JAM MIX) Cookie Crew 

Rhythm King I lin 
REBEL WITHOUTAPAUSE/INSTRUMENTALPublicEnemy Def Jam ll;n 
SO EMOTIONAL(SHEP PETTIBONE EXTENDED REMIX)Whitney Hooston Arista I lin 
BRING THE NOISE(NOISE VERSION) Public Enemy US Def Jam llin 
OVER YOU (with Natalie Cole}/LOVtN' YOU Ray P.1.ri<er Jr Geffen Records I lin 
LET'S START LOVE OVER(EXTENDED) Miles Jaye Fourth & Broadway 12in 
DANCING AND MUSIC (MUSIC PLEASE REMIX)ISUBMIT(TOTHE BEAT) (ELECTRO 
JACK REMIX/ORIGINALJAZZ.Y HOUSE MIX)Groove Submission llin promo 
MY ARMS KEEP MISSING YOU(THE NOL MIX) Rick Astley RCA I lin 
HOUSE REACTION (SCRATCH MIX/ROBIN HOOD MIX)T-Cut-F Kool Kat 12in 
MOVE THE CROWD(BEATMIX BY THE DEMOCRATIC 3 FEAT. DJ SLACK/THE WILD 
BUNCH REMIX) Eric 8 & Raklm Fourth & Broadway 12in pre-release 
I NEED SOMEBODY KechiaJe11kins US Profile I lin 
BRING THE NOISE (NO NOISE VERSION) Public Enemy Def J•m llin 
NOBODY CAN LOVE ME ( I 061/,bpm) Tongue 'N" Chc<!k Criminal llin 
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HEROIN (CLUB VERSION)/KING HOUSE HEROIN Slack Br;uin 10 Records llin 
AND SO IT GOES Ex-Sample . US Wide Angle 121n 
LET'SGETJAZZYQAZZYTHING/MYTHING)Flightt USTMTllin 
NEVER KNEW LOVE LIKE THIS(EXTENDED VERSION)Alexander O'Neal featuring Cherrellc 

USTabu llin 
STRETCHIN'THE PIECES(CLUBMIX)the CCR Crew CCR llin 
LOVIN' ON NEXT TO NOTHIN'/COMPLETE RECOVERY/LOVE OVERBOARD 
Glad~s Knight And The Pips HCA Records LP 
GIRLSCANJAKTOO(DANCE MIX/HOUSE MIX)Zuun Supreme Records 12in 
CUBAN JAKKIN' Rio Rhythm Sand/Y'READY Noiz lnc Baad! Records llin EP 
BADTIMES(ICAN'TSTANDIT)RooghClub C ityBeat llin 

DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE/DOCTOR IN THE TRAKColdcut featuring P1u tic Man And The Plastic 

People AheadOfOurTime 12inpromo 
THROWDOWN Spark)D USBBoyRecord, 12in 
BOUNCY HOUSE (BOUNCY MIX) Adrenalin MOD/JACKIN' JAMES(CLUB MIX)Jack Faetory 

Warrior Records I 2in white label 
LET'S GET BRUTAL(HEGA MIX/US VERSION) Nitro Delu.e Cooltempo llin 
I COULDN'T BELIEVE IT (EXTENDED VERSION) David Ruffin & Edd;e Kendrick RCA 12in 
INSTINCTUALQACK LEEE FREAK MIX) Imagination RCA l lin 
NEVER NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP (MAMMOTH MIX)/SEPT EMBER WHEN I FIRST 

MET YOU Barry White Club 121n 
MIDDLEOFTHENIGHT(ALLNIGHTERMIX) ( l 12½)/(EXTENDEDVERSION) (0•l 12½bpm) 
Body MCA Records I l ln w hite label 
I GOT IT GOIN' ON/ON FIRE(NEW FLAVOR) Tone-[6c US Delicious Vinyl I 2in 
DINNER FOR TWO/LOVE IS SUCH A FUNNY GAME/OCEANS WIDE/YOU'VE GOT A 
FRIEND/JUSTTHINKIN' 'BOUT CHA Michael Cooper W•rner Bros/Klng J•Y Records LP 
TELL IT TO MY HEART (DUB MIX) Taylor Dayne Arista llin 
DO THIS MY WAY ('CROSS THE TRACK)( 11◄1/◄bpm) Kid'N'Play US Select llin 
JACK THE RIPPER(94,ibpm) LLCool J US Def J•m 7in 
WHERE'S MY LOVE GONE (CLUB MIX) Marv;nSpringer CCR l lin 
I OWE YOU NOTHING (BLUES BROS BOOTLEG BUST UP MIX)IWHEN WILLI BE 
FAMOUS(THE FAVOURITE BITS OF YOUR HIP HOP HITS) Bro, (rebuilt by the Democratic 3 
featuring DJ Stack) CBS llin white label 
SKY ISLANDS Dianne Reeves Blue Note LP 
MIAMIGROOVEBettyWright USMs.BL.P 
IF YOU CAN DO IT: I CAN TOOll Meli'sa Morgan Capitol I lln 
MATERIALISTIC GIRL Gusto Fourth & Broadway I l in 
MEMORY LANE/ROCK HOUSE the Microphone Prince Magnetic Da nce 12in 
FOR YOUR LOVE (l'LLDO MOST ANYTHING) B"ryWnite Breakout 121n 
LOVER'S LANE (NEW AFTER HOURS VOCAL MIX) Georg;o Motown llin pre-release 
LOVE OVERBOARD (WOMEN& CHILDREN FIRST REMIX/REMIXED VOCAL VERSION) 
(109½bpm)GladysKn;ghtAnd TheP;p, MCA Records 121n 
SIGN YOUR NAME Terence TrentD"Arby CBS llin 
THE JACK THAT HOUSE BUILT (THE SPACE BASE MIX/THE DEMOLITION MIX)/THE 
JACK THAT HOUSE CLUBBED Jack 'N' Chill I0Records llin 
G.T.B. GOT THE BUG ( I 30½)/DUB/INSTRUMENTAL( 1 301/♦bpm) Pierre', Pfantasy Club 

DAZZ(THE DEF MIX/ORIGINAL REMIX)Brick 
MOHAMED'S HOUSE ( 1241/,-0bpm) Sheik Fawu 
Compiled by James Hamilton/Alan Jones 

US Trax Records llln 
US Magic City Records l l ln 

US Pow Wow Art International llin 

US BLACK SINGLES 

TWLW 
.. 

4 I WANT HER Keith Sweat Vlntertainment 
LOVE CHANGES Kashif & Melis'sa Morgan Ari$ta 
LOVE OVERBOARD Gladys Kn;ght And The Pips MCA 

4 IF YOU CAN DO IT: I CAN TOOi! Meli'sa Morgan capitol 
5 BABY, BE MINE Miki Howard ~tla.ntic 

GIRLFRIEND Pebbles MCA 
SECRET LADY Stephanie Mills MCA 

10 TO PROVE MY LOVE Michael Cooper Wamer Brothers 
SOMEONE TO LOVE ME FOR ME Lisa Lisa & Cult Jam Force Columbia 

10 II TWO OCCASIONS the Deele Solar 
11 12 LET ME TOUCH YOU the O'jays PIR 
12 14 SO AMAZING Gerald Albright Atlantic; 
13 13 WANNA MAKE LOVE (ALL NIGHT LONG) Ullo Thomas Capitol 
14 18 PUMP UP THE VOLUME MIAIRIRIS ◄th + B'way 
IS 19 SUPERBAD Chris Jasper CBS 
16 17 COME INTO MY LIFE Joyce Sims Sleeping Bag 
17 20 OVER YOU Ray Parker Jr. Geffen 
18 16 IN THE MOOD the Whispers Solar 
19 21 HOT THING Prin~e P ..ai>lt:7 P.ark 

20 6 THE WAY YOU MAKE ME FEEL Michael Jackson Epic 
21 27 SOME KIND OF LOVER Jody Watley MCA 
22 28 RUN TO ME Angela Winbush Mercury 
23 22 HOW YA LIKE ME NOW Kool Moe Dee Jive 
24 JO WITHOUT LOVE Peato Bryson Elektra 
25 36 YOU WILL KNOW Sm'1e Wond<:r Motown 

Compiled by Billboard 
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I HOUSE ARREST (THE BEAT IS THE LAW) Krush Ctub 12in 

2 COME INTO MY LIFE Joyce Sims London I 2in promo 

4 .HEAVEN IS A PLACE ON EARTH (HEAVENLY MIX) Belinda C.disle IRS llin 

.. IS I THINK WE' RE ALONE NOW Tiffany MCA llin 

5 3 ALWAYS ON HY MIND Pet Shop Boys Paf'lophone I lin 
WHEN I FALL IN LOVE/MY ARMS KEEP HISSING YOU Rick Astley RCA 12in 6 

JINGO (UK HOUSE MIX I) Jellybean Ch,-ysali5 I lin 7 

19 I GOT DA FEELIN' S·Ne:et Tee Cooltempo I l in 8 

9 RISE TO THE OCCASION Clim;, Fisher EHi llin 9 

10 29 ROK DA HOUSE the Beatmasters featuring the Cookie Crew Rhythm King I l in 10 

11 "'-23 SIGN YOUR NAME Terence Trent D'Arby CBS l lin II 

12 ilf· I CAN'T HELP IT Banananma London llin 12 

13 WHO FOUND WHO Jellybean featuring Elisa Fiorillo Ch.-ysalis llin 13 

14 8 STUTTER RAP Morrh Minor & The Majors IO Re<.ords I lin 14 

IS 13 SAVIN' MYSELF (HOT LINE REMIX) Eria Fachin Saturday llin IS 

16 18 BRING THE NOISE Public Enemy Def Jam llin 16 

17 II ANGEL EYES Wet We t Wet Precious Organisation I 2in 17 

18 1-4 TOUCHED BY THE HAND OF GOD New Order Factory I 2in 18 

19 22 0 L'AMOUR Dollar London 12in 19 

20 20 I FOUND SOMEONE Cher Geffen llln 20 

2 1 WHEN WILL I BE FAMOUS! Bros CBS 12in 2 1 

22 1 SHOULD BE SO LUCKY Kylie Minogue PWL Re cof"ds I l in 22 

23 26 BEHIND THE WHEEL (REMIX) Depeche Mode Mute l lin 23 

24 39 SAY IT AGAIN Jermaine Stewart 10 Records llin 24 

25 SHAKE YOUR LOVE Debbie Gibson Atlantic llin 2S 

26 34 TELL IT TO MY HEART Taylor Dayne Ar ista 12in 26 

27 16 CRITICIZE (REMIX) .~lexander O'Neal Tabu llin 27 

28 24 THE WAY YOU MAKE ME FEEL (DANCE EXTENDED MIX) Michael Jackson Epic 12in 28 

29 27 PAID IN FULL (THE COLDCUT REMIX) Eric B & Raklm Fourth & Broadway I 2in 29 

30 17 TIGHTEN-UP I JUST CAN'T STOP DANCING Wally Jump Jr And The Crimin,! Element 31 

A&M Breakout I lin 32 

3 1 31 VOYAGE VOYAGE (EXTENDED REMIX) Deslrelm CBS llin 33 

32 28 FEMALES (GET ON UP) Cookie Crew Rhythm Kln1 llin 34 

33 38 l'M TIRED OF GETTING PUSHED AROUND Two Guys A Drum Machine 3S 

And A Trumpet London llln 36 

34 12 NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE the Comrnunards London llin 37 

35 21 FATHER FIGURE George Micllael CBS llin 37 

36 2S CHILDREN SAY Level 42 Potydor I 2in 38 

37 ALL DAY AND ALL OF THE NIGHT Stranglers Epic llin 39 

38 22 THE LOOK OF LOVE Madonna Sire llin 40 

39 37 T IME WARP II Damian Jive llJn 

40 33 THE REAL THING Jellybean featuring Su~ven Dance Chrysalis I lin 
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SAVIN' MYSELF(HOT LINE REMIX)/BLASTER MIX Erla Facllln Nightmare llin 
THE RIGHT COMBINATION Seventh A-Yenue Nightmare 12in 
ALWAYS ON HY MIND (EXTENDED DANCE VERSION) Pet Shop Boys Parlophone 12in 
THIS GIRL'S BACK IN TOWN Raquel W e lch US Columbia I 2in 
HEAVEN ISA PLACE ON EARTH (HEAVENLY VERSION) S.lindaCulisle Virgin llin 
BACK TO YOU Crystal In The Pink Canadian Power I l in 
SATISFY MY DESIRE (CRITICAL MIAMI MIX)/(ALL NIGHT REMIX) Havana Nightmare I 2in 
0 L'AMOUR Dollar London llin 
DO YOU WANNA FUNK Zone Broth<rs US Rocca I lln 

THESE ARE BRIGHTER DAYS Barbara Pennington Nightmare llin 
NO WIN SITUATION Evelyn Thomas Nightmare I 2in 
SKY HIGH (LES ADAMS REMIX)Jigsaw Splash 12in 

COULD THIS BE LOVE fun Fun ltalianX~Energy llin 
YOU'RE MY RAINBOW Hazell Dean US Discone t I lin 
WASTED NIGHTS Crolsette Nightmare I lin 
SCIENCE FICTION Scott St ryker Nightmare I lin 
ALL SYSTEMS GO (EXTENDED REMIX)DonnaSummer WEA llln 

THE WINNER TAKES IT ALL Sandra Edward, Bolts llin 
NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE (SHEP PETTIBONE REMIX)Communards London llin 
I CAN'T HELP IT (CLUB MIX) Bananarama London 12in 

BOYS (SUMMERTIME LOVE)Sabrlna lbl:r.a llln 

LOVE EMERGENCY Rachel US Atlantic 121n 

I CRY FOR YOU Shy Ro,e USJDC 121n 
(I DON'T KNOW IF YOU' RE) DEAD ORALIVE Claudja Strry US Disconet I lln 
I SHOULD BE SO LUCKY Kylie Minogue PWLRecords llin 
VOYAGE VOYAGE (EXTENDED REMIX) Desirelm CBS 121n 

IF YOU LOVE SOMEBODY (REMIX) Barbara Doust Canadian Power I 2in 
ALA VIEA L'AMOUR Jakie Quam: Dutch CBS 121n 

CHANGE IN HE l<,ren Young US Wide Angle I lln 

PERFECT LOVE UndaJo Rizzo WEAllln 
I THINK WE'RE ALONE NOW Tiffany MCAl21n 

I CRY FOR YOU Shy Rose USJDCllin 
HOT G IRL Sabrina Germon Chk llln 

EASY TO TOUCH Prom~ Circle USAtlantlc 

TIMEWARPlDarnian Jive 12in 
MY ARMS KEEP MISSING YOU (THE NO LMIX) Rick Astley RCA llln 
THOSE WERE THE DAYS Sunshine Crew & Nikki Lauren Dutch Rams Hom Record5 1 lin 
AL WAYSON MY MIND (REMIX) Pet Shop Boys Pa.riophone I lln 

TELLIT TO MY HEART Taylor Dayne Arista.llin 
HOUSE ARREST (THE BEAT IS THE LAW) Krush Fon/Club I lin 
Compi1edby James Hamitton/Abn Jones 

MIXED BY 
MIXMASTER 
PHIL HARDING 
FOR P.W.L. 

E - S 0 --- M u C H 
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) I SHOULD BE SO LUCKY Kylie Honocue 
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PARADISE 61xk 
JENNIFER SHE SAID I.Jord C. And The Convnotoons 
LOVE OVERBOARD Gbdyl Knop And The P,p1 
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GIVE HE HOPE JO'ANNA Eddy G,'WI!; 
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I l 28 INTRODUCING TME HAROUNE ACCORDING TO TERENCE TRENT 

D'ARBY THera Trffll D.Att>r * CBS 
l 1 2 TURN BACK THE CLOCK johnny 1-bta jau. VirJin 
) - I IF I SHOULD FALL FROM GRACE WITH GOD the l'oSUft 

14 CHRISTIANS the Cl'lrislians 
18 POPPIED IN SOULED OUT Wtt Wet W,e,. 

6 7 S HEAVEN ON EAltTH &.,iinda Camie 
7 S '11 BAO MichHI Jacluon 
I 16 4 COHE INTOHYUFE Joyce Sim, 
9 6 12 FAITHGeorz<=~ 

10 I 6 THE BEST OF 111RAGE JACK HIX '81 Morar 
II ◄ I TANGOINTHENIGHT Flff-twoodM>( 
11 10 WHENEVER YOU NEED SOMEBODY A.kl<. A.sclry 
11 12 19 BRIOGEOFSl'IEST'l'Ju 

l◄ I) 
IS 10 
16 lO 
17 -,. 

11 17 
8 

6 THE GREATEST LOVE V.,,,.,. 
UFE IN THE FAST LANE Vw'°"" 
KICKlroo 

20 ACTUALLY PetShoplloyi 
9 ltNNDANCING Alr.oo,, /1ortt 

}4 WHfT'NEY Whiuwy Houston 
9 NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL 11USIC 10 v__.. 

l6 HEARSAY ,._.,_.,.,. O'Nul 

ll-E,.JOSHUA TitEE U2 
ll AU. TliEBESTI ..... Hcc.tney 
) CNERChe<-

19 THE CREAM OF El'UC CLAPTON Enc Clapco,w'Crum 

I) THE BEST OF UIMO VOL I U640 
6 THE 111CHAEL JACKSON 111X Hi<Nel }Kbon 
9 .. Ts1 v • .,... 

- W THE SILVER COLUCTlON o-y ..,,,-odd 
GIVE HE THE REASON lulher VN'OU 

JUST VISITING THIS l"LANET Jt,llybnn 

Pope H...,_ MYRi 

Predou1 0rt-,isa<ion 
0 Vlr sln 

***** Epic 
Ffrr 
Epic s., ... 

It Warner Brothen 

*** IICA 

T ehtar 
Tehtar 

H=w, 
** P~ 

CBS 

** ** Arista 
EHI/V~ ....... ..., 

.... 
*** hi.and ··-0.ffffl 

O Potydor 

* Virpl 
□ Stylus 

CLASSIC ROCK COUNTDOWN London S)'l'nphony Orchestn. 
HAJNSTIIEAH Uoyd Cole And The <:ommo,;;,,.,s 

Philips OUSTVI 
O Epk 

Chrysaln 
cos ·~□ 11ut• ClllCUS E.--, 

THE PHANTOl1 OF THE OPERA Oril inal Sounduv.k 

◄S RUNNING IN T HE FAMILY l e¥el 42 
10 YOU CAN DANCE Madonna 

I HOUSI: SOUND OF CHICAGO VOL Ill Vario,,,s 

IRO"f"-:RS IN ARHS 0« S~ 
I I SAVAGE Eurylhmia 

~ROH MOTOWN WITH LOVE v.,;o,,,. 
GAAQLAND PMIISin>On 

ct.OUD NINE G.orpHarrison 
,_MORIESElairaef>-,e 

* * Polydor 

Polydor 
* Sir• 

ffn- FFJILl'I 

* *** Warner ~men 
EMi,,, 

Ch...,...h 
O H ..... 

A&H 
□ fMfare 

O D:ui< HorM 

s 

Sl 28 
Sl 61 

TURN BACK THE CLOCK Jot-,,. Hila ju& 

DIGNITY Duoon 8- (' .. ~ _..-i;-----..::.: H EN ANO WOMEN S....,. II.eel 
OIIITY DANCING °"CN Soi.n:tuxli: .. " 2 AU. SYSTEMS GO Do,,,,., S--, 

5S H BRING THE NOISE P\elic ~ 
• S6 "4 CAN YOU KEEP A SECRET? 8rothct kyor,d 

S7 I LOVE IS THE ART liwlC i,, A 8ol, 

S8 SS l SAIOSH""-~.tjWwoT .. 
S'I l2 LOVE L.ETTEftS Ali>on Moyet 
60 COLO SWEAT W Supn:ubel 

•• 61 I SING A SONG (BREAK IT DOWN) l"wltroNx 

61 -41 6 SHAME Eurydwnocs 

61 -40 1.S CHINA IN YOUR HANO Thu 
• • "4 HEAVEN KNOWS Robett 1'11111: 
•• 65 OVERYOUR.q i'rie,-Jr&Nal»CCole 
• • 66 I T HERE IS NO LOVE BETWEEN US ANYMORE Pop W 

67 S6 6 TIMEWARPII C>arnran 
68 39 FAIRYTALE OF N EW YORK lhoo Pops With Kinly Ma( 

69 67 PLUG ME IN (TO THE CENTRAL LOVE LINE) Scarle1 
70 46 10 WHO FOUND WHO ft,ll)'bHn fo,at urin& Elu.i f iortlo 
71 7S l l'M SO HAPPY Walle,- Beuley 
7l II l THE HAPPY HAN ThotNs U111 
7l 49 7 TOUCHED BY THE HANO OF GOO New Onltt 
74 }I) CNTICIZE Alt,.... O 'Neal 
75 74 INSIDE OUT Mopy LNnon Drops 
76 '19 TRJCK OF THE LIGHT the T,iff,.;. 

n st SnJCl<ONYOU EMsPresley 
71 76 IF I GAVE MY HEART TO YOU Jcm Mel.an 
'19 7l COHIN' l'UGHT UP Brvce WilG 

" .. 
11 • 

• I) ,, 

.. 12 

" .. 
87 -... .... .... 
,1 too 

" .. 
9) .. .. 

•• 9S .. " 
" .. 
.. 9) 

100 7' 

YOU HAKE ME FEEL/STOP THIS CAR the W~OPJ 
I DON'T MINO AT ALL Sowpoil T,a 
HUNGRY EYEES Eril; C-

SHOVE IT Cn,u 
I COUL.DN'T BELIEVE IT Daw! ~<bl Kendrdc 

HOW YA LIKE ME NOW Kool Moe 0.. 
L.ETTER FROM AMERICA the Pl"~ 

HE'S JUST NO GOOO FOR YOU Menul Al M)'U'Ol'll 
JINGO Car,d;do 
YOU'VE LOST THAT LOVIN' FEELING "4t'c.- 8r~ 
SAVIN' HYSEL.f Eria Faction 
NEVER NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP 8-')' Whit• 
ARE YOU SUR£ So 
ASIM80NANGA johhn)' Cleg And S.~ 
THE BEST 8onn,e T7'er 
THE BIRTMOAY the S\,p<;ubes 
MOW MEN ARE ~ec Camera 
PUMP UP THE VOLUME MIAIRJitlS 
BUllO theHouserNnins 
LOVE IS NOT A GAME MtAuby S¢hmker Group 

* Platinum lone million sales), D Gold (500,000 sale ), 

• • indicates a sales increase of over 50% 
• indicates a sales increase 

TWELVE INCH 

TWLW 
S ITHINKWEitEALONENOWTolbn)' 
I HOUSE ARREST l<rvsh 

) 2 COHEINT011YUFE Joy<.eSm. 
4 ) StGNYOURNA11ETHenceTrentO·Att>r 
5 6 ROKDAHOUSEtheBeaon>steofo,:o1;i1n,slMCoolti.Cr..,. 

HEAVENISAPLACEONEARTH BelindaurWe 
HEATSEEKER-'CIOC 

I 20 WHENWILLIBEFAHOUSl 8roo 
9 7 l'USETOTHEOCCASION OomoeF!Sher 

10 16 THEJACKTHATHOUSEBUILTjKlr.'N'Ct.l 
11 19 TIR£DOFG£TTINGPUSHEDAROUNDlMfflAOn,mM>('-And-'Trwnpel 

ll - ID£ALW0Rl.Dthe ~ 
STUTTERRAP(NOSL.EEPTILBEDTIHE)HonosMinorAndTlw:M.,n 

14 12 ALLDAY ANO ALLOFTHENIGHTthooScnncleo 
IS TELLITTOHYHEARTT1ylorOayne 
16 CAHOlEINTHEWIND(UVE)Ekon)om 
17 O L'AHOURDobr 

11 15 1FOUNOSOHEONEChe<-
19 10 YOU"R:EAU. I NEED MotlqCruc 
20 SHE'STMEONE,-es&rown 

G,INp 

RhychmKinJ 
vwp, 

AtlMtic 
CBS 

,. ,_,., ....... 
Epic 

Arista ....... ....... ..... ....... .,.._ 

LOVE SONGS l'1dlaeljld<son&O...Jloss 
"-AU IT LAST FOREVER Keidl 5-
RUNOURS Aectwood Mac ~= :::=!:..~ 

' ■AD ANIMALS Han. 

w- v..., 
Bluel,_-. Riffob1 

Cirrf,ltol 
O T....., 

* Londo,, 

SONCS FR°" THE STAGE ANO SCR££N Hocta.l Cniwfonlll..SO 

ING LIKE THE SUN StinJ 
O l'etShop8oyi 
NEL Of LOVE llrvce Sprll'lfStttt'I 
AIRLADY Kir!TeKaN~lrons 

PERY WHEN WET 8on Jc)vi 

AYS GUARANTEED Cliff 11.idwd 
ANCE New Ordff 

!Cl.ES S.- w;,,wooc1 

* A&H ··C BS 
Decca Claukl 

Vertlro 
EHi 

Fktory 
1 . ... 

O Stylu1 

Pol1dor 
Y NIGHTS Kiu V..-d,o 

P EOPLE WHO GRINNED THEMSELVES TO DEATH U>e HcMen-olnd 

SOLITUDE STANDINGS...- Vqa 
l STREET UFE- lO GREAT HITS Bryan ferry/Roxy Musoc 

I SO l'cwr~ 
ll BtTE NOIRE 8rpn Ferry 

I OUT O F THE BLUE Oet,bi,e Gibsori 
CM:ST OF A l(HAVE~ Tul 
DANCE HIX '17 V ..... 
10 GOLDEN GREATS Nat Kinf: Cole 
US UVE: UNDER A BLOOD RED SKY Ul 
INSIDE INFORMATION Fomir,e, 

wowt ~ 
I GREATEST HIT$ O F 1987 V:llious 

1 SONGS OF LOVE 1'ich>rd Cbydermw, 

.. , ..... 
EH i 

A&H 
* Warner8f'OI 

Roush T,... 
EHi ·v;,p. ..,.. 

Circa CIRCAl 
CBSCBS10lM 

Elektra 
EHIKAOSI ....... 

0 HCA 

*EG 
Vlrp,PGS 

Virp, 
AIWlticWXll9 

Chrysali1 COLI S,O 
Tehtar 

EMI EMTV9 

AtlMtJc 

London RAMA◄ 
Tektar 

Delphlne 

COMPACT D ISC 
TWLW 

I l INTRODUCING THE HAROUNE ACCORDING TO TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY Teren« 
Tr- D'Att>r CBS 

I TURN 9.ACK T H E CLOCK johw,y Har."'~ Virpl 

--------"'◄ ~ ~;;.~:ss:,~Wet Wet Wet Predovl Orpn= 
S 7 HEAVEN ON EARTH Wlrda ean- Virp, 

FAITH Georp Moc'-1 Epk 
TANGO IN THE NIGHT fleetwood Mac W_,. 9rol 
IIADMochaeljld<son Epk 

9 10 BRIDGE OF SPIES rPau Slrfll 
10 ll THE GREATEST LOVE VlriouJ TehCar 
11 9 ALL THE BEST! Paul HcCaro>ey Parlof)hone 
12 I) WHITNEY WhMey ~on 
I) 11 UFE IN THE FAST LANE V1ri<M 
1<4 - NO JACKET REQUIRED Ph~ Colons 
IS 16 THE SINGLES the l¼tenden 

WHENEVER YOU NEED SOMEBODY Rldrktk)o 
17 11 THE Cllt£AH Of ERIC Cl.M"TON Eric Cbp10fWCrum 
11 - COMEINTOMYUff )o)oceSorns 
19 IS MlOTHERS IN AflMS Dore Stniu 
20 T .. ll!ST OF "IMGE )ACK "IX 'II Monte 

Ari1ta 
Tel1tar 

Vlt-aln 
... 1 
RCA 

ffrrPolJV""' 
v ... ,. ..,.. 



R ECORD 

rm C HARTS 
MIRROR 

US SINGLES U S A L B U M S 

TWLW TWLW 
NEED YOU TONIGHT lnxs Atlantic 

COULD'VE BEEN Tiffany MCA 

HAZY SHADE OF WINT ER the Bangle, CBS 

4 I THE WAY YOU MAKE ME FEEL Michael J•ckson Epic 

5 8 SEASONS CHANGE Expose Arista 

6 10 I WANT TO BE YOUR MAN Roger Reprise 

7 ◄ GOT MY HIND SET ON YOU George Harrison Dark Horse 

8 II HUNGRY EYES Eric Carmen RCA 

9 CANDLE IN THE WIND Elton John MCA 

10 TELL IT TO MY HEART' Taitor Dayne Arista 

II 13 I COULD NEVER TAKE THE PLACE OF YOUR MAN Prince Paisle y Park 

12 18 WHAT HAVE I DONE TO DESERVE THIS! P« Shop Boys with Dusty Spr,ngfie ld Manhattan 

13 17 SAY YOU WILL Foreigner Atlantic 

I◄ 15 TUNNEL Of LOVE Brucie Springsteen Columbia 

15 21 DON'T SHED A TEAR Paul Carrack Chrysalis 

16 I◄ CRAZY lcehouse Chrysalis 

17 20 I LIVE FOR YOUR LOVE Natalie Cole ~hattan 

18 23 EVERYWHERE Fleetwood Mac Warner Brothen 

19 12 THERE'S THE GIRL Heart Capitol 

20 9 SO EMOTIONAL Whitne·y Houston Arista. 

21 3 1 SHE'S LIKE THE WIND Patrick Swayze RCA 

22 26 POP GOES THE WORLD Men Without Hots Mercury 

23 25 HONESTLY Stryper Enigma 

2◄ 3" ·NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP Rick Astley RCA 

25 30 PUMP UP THE VOLUME MIAIRJRIS ◄th & Broadway 

26 27 PUSH IT Salt-N-Pepa Next Plateau 

27 32 CAN'T STAY AWAY FROM YOU Gloria Estefan Epic 

28 16 FAITH George Michael Columbia 

29 35 I FOUND SOMEONE Cher Geffen 

30 37 FATHER FIGURE George Mlchael Columbia 

31 19 IS THIS LOVE Whitesnak•• Geffen 

32 2◄ SHAKE YOUR LOVE 0.,bbie Gibson Atlantic 

33 ◄O I GET WEAK Belinda Corlisle HCA 

3" 22 CHERRY BOMB John Cougar Mellencamp Mercury 

35 39 8S3-5917 Squee,e A&M 

36 ◄2 BECAUSE OF YOU the Cover Girls Fever 

37 ◄S JUST LIKE PARADISE David LH Roth Wa m er Brothers 

38 28 CATCH ME (l'H FALLIN<;) Pretty Polson Vfrgin 

39 52 LOVE OVERBOARD Gladys !<night And The Pip> MCA 

◄O 53 ENDLESS SUMMER NIGHTS l\khard Marx Manhattan 

◄I 33 DON'T YOU WANT ME Jody Watley MCA 

42 ◄9 BE STILL MY BEATING HEART St(ng A&H 

◄3 36 TRUE FAITH New Order Qwest 

◄◄ ◄7 RHYTHM OF LOVE Ye> Atco 

◄5 29 POWER OF LOVE Laur> Branigan Atlantic 

◄6 SI I NEED A MAN Eurythmics RCA 

◄7 ◄◄ IN GOD'S COUNTRY U2 Island 

◄8 6◄ I WANT HER Keith Swea.t 
~ 

Vintertainment 

◄9 S◄ HOT HOT HOT Buster Poindexter * RCA 

50 57 TWILIGHT WORLD Swing Out S~ter Mercury 

SI ss LIVE MY LIFE Boy George Virgin 

TIFFANY Tiffony MCA 

2 FAITH George Mkhael Columbia 

DIRTY DANCING Soundtrack RCA 

◄ 6 KICK lnxs Atlantic 

s ◄ BAD Michael Jackson Epic 

s WHITESNAKE Whitesnake Geffen 

THE LONESOME JUBILEE John Cougar Mellencamp Mercury 

8 10 HYSTERIA Def Leppard Mercury 

9 8 CLOUD NINE George Harrison Dar k Horse 

10 I I A MOMENTARY LAPSE OF REASON Pink Floyd Columbia 

II 9 WHITNEY Whitney Houston Arista 

12 12 TUNNEL OF LOVE Bruce Springsteen Columbia 

13 13 ... NOTHING LIKE THE SUN Stlng A&M 

I ◄ 19 OUT OF THE BLUE Debb;e Gibson Atlantic 

15 15 THE JOSHUA TREE U2 Island 

16 I◄ YOU CAN DANCE Madonna Sire 

17 17 PERMANENT VACATION Aerc»mith Geffen 

18 18 BACK FOR THE ATTACK Dokken Elektra 

19 23 EXPOSURE Expose Arista 

20 16 HEAVEN ·ON EARTH Belinda Carli,le MCA 

21 2 1 INSIDE INFORMATION Foreigner Atlantic 

22 20 TANGO IN THE NIGHT Fleetwood Mac Wamer Brothers 

23 2◄ CHARACTERS Stevie Wonder Motown 

2◄ 12 VITAL IDOL Billy Idol Chrysalis 

25 26 DOCUMENT REM IRS 

26 29 LIVE IN AUSTRALIA Elton John HCA 

27 25 BAD ANIMALS Heart Capitol 

28 27 CHRONICLES Steve Winwood l.sland 

29 30 DUOTONES Kenny G Arista 

30 28 RICHARD MARX Richard Marx Manhattan 

J I Jl. BIG GENl;fl/l.TOR Yes Atco 

l2 33 JODY WATLEY Jody Watley MCA 

33 3 1 LESS THAN ZERO Soundtnck Columbia 

34 JS ACTUALLY Pet Shop Boys Manhattan 

35 )7 UNLIMITED Roger Reprise 

36 ◄O SUBSTANCE New Order Qwest 

37 ◄3 APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION Guns And Rom Geffen 

38 3" CRAZY NIGHTS K;ss Mercury 

39 ◄I ROBBIE ROBERTSON Robb~ Robertson Geffen 

◄O 38 RAPTURE Anita Biker Elektra 

◄ I 36 LOOK WHAT THE CAT DRAGGED IN Poison Enigma 

◄2 so HOT, COOL AND VICIOUS Salt•N-Pep> Next Plate.au 

◄3 ◄S CANCIONES DE Ml PADRE Linda Ronstadt Elektra 

◄◄ ◄2 ONCE BITTEN Great White Capitol 

◄5 ◄◄ THE FINAL COUNTDOWN Europe Epic 

◄6 SAVAGE ~urythmic.s * RCA 

◄7 39 CREST OF A KNAVE Jethro Tull Chrysalis 

◄8 KISS HE, KISS HE, KISS ME the Cure * Elektra 

◄9 48 SIGN '0 ' THE TIMES Prince Paisley Park 

so ◄6 BABYLON AND ON Squeeze A&M 

Complied by Billboard 
~"\. 

~2 41 HEAVEN IS A Pl.ACE ON EARTH B<:linda Carl~le M<;A 

53 38 VALERIE Steve Winwood Island 

5◄ 56 NEVER THOUGHT (THAT I COULD LOVE) Dan Hill Columbia 

ss 66 HYSTERIA Def Leppard Mercury 

56 ◄6 (l'VE HAD) THE TIME OF MY LIFE Bill Medley & Jennifer Warnes RCA 

S7 OUT OF THE BLUE O.,bble Gibson * Atlantic 

58 ◄8 HOT IN THE CITY BIiiy Idol Chrysalis 

59 72 (SITTIN' ON) THE DOCK OF THE BAY Mkh,el Bolton Columbia 

60 68 ROCKET l YOU the Jets MCA 

61 50 JUST LIKE HEAVEN the Cure Elektra 

62 ◄3 DUDE (LOOKS LIKE A LADY) Aerosmlth Geffen 

63 7◄ WISHING WELL Terence Trent D'Arby Columbia 

6◄ 67 REASON TO LIVE Klss Mercury 

65 69 NEVER LET ME DOWN AGAIN Depeche Mode Sire 

66 60 THAT'S WHAT LOVE IS ALL ABOUT Michael Bolton Columbia 

67 70 LONELY WON'T LEAVE ME ALONE Glenn Medeiros Amhent 

68 NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE the Commuoards *MCA 

69 YOU DON'T KNOW Scarlett & Blackman * Virgin 

70 82 NEVER KNEW LOVE LIKE THIS Alexander O'Neal Tabu 

71 78 HOW CAN I FORGET YOU Elisa Fiorillo Chrysalis 

72 85 ALL I WANT IS YOU Carly Simon Arista 

73 59 SHOVLP'Vf KNOWN BETTER Richard Marx Manhattan 

7◄ GIRLFRIEND Pebbles * MCA 
75 62 LOVER'S LANE Georgio Motown 

IND IE SING LES 

TWLW 
ROK DA HOUSE the Seatmasters featuring the Cookie Crew Rhythm Klng/Mute 

BEHIND THE WHEEL (REMIX) Depeche Mode Mute 

I SHOULD BE SO LUCKY Kylie Minogue PWL 

TOUCHED BY THE HAND OF GOD New Order Factory 

JUST TO GET BY Babakoto Union Jack 

6 JINGO Candido Harde.ore 

7 10 JACK MIX IV Mirage Debut 

8 s BIRTHOA Y the Sugarcubes One Utt.le Indian 

9 MY BABY JUST CARES FOR HE Nina Simone Charly 

10 9 PUMP UP THE VOLUME /11AJRJRIS 4AD 

I I LAST NIGHT I DREAMT . .. the Smith.< Rough Trade 

12 I◄ SAVIN' MYSELF Eri, fach;n Saturday 

13 II TRUE FAITH New Order Factory 

I ◄ 17 THE CIRCUS (REMIX) Erasure Mute 

IS 12 BLUE MONDAY New Orde< Factory 

16 13 I STARTED SOMETI-ilNG I COULDN'T FINISH the Smiths Rough Trade 

17 16 FEMALES the Cookie Crew Rhythm King/Mute 

18 20 DOWNTOWN Justified Ancienu Of Mumu KLF Communications 

19 27 GET DOWN Derek B Music Of Life 

20 19 NEVER GIVIN' UP ON YOU John Paul Barrett Westside 

2 1 IS BEATS + PIECES Coldcut featuring Floormuter Squeeze Ahead Of Our Time 

26 RN\ 



US SINGLES 
US ALBUMS 
INDIE ALBUMS 
INDIE SINGLES 
REGGAE 

e MUSIC VIDEO 

22 41 DO YO U WANNA FUNK Sylvester with Patrick Cowley 

2) 21 NEVER LET HE DOWN AGAIN 0.pe<he Mode 

24 26 BLUE W AT ER Fie lds Of The Nephilim 

25 18 T HE PEEL SESSIONS (VOLUME 2) New Order 

26 )2 G IRLFRIEND IN A COMA the Smit hs 

27 LOSE HIM I Stan Counting 
28 28 WILLIAM IT WAS REALLY NOTHING the Smiths 

29 2) THE PEEL SESSIONS Joy DMsion 

JO THRU THE FLOWERS the Primit ives 

31 42 SHEILA TA KE A BOW the Smiths 
)2 2S TEMPLE O F LOVE Sisters Of Mercy 
)) 47 PO WER Fields Of The Nephilim 

34 44 BEAVER PATROL Pop Will Eat lueK 
)S 22 WHO'S T HAT MIX This Year's Blonde 
)6 40 BEYERL Y HILLS COP the Big X Crewe 

37 "'...- IT DOESN'T HAVE T O BE Erasure 
)8 ·-. STRANGELOVE O.peche Mode 
)9 34 LO VE IT (CO LD C UT HIX) Society 

40 46 LET'S START II DANCE AGAIN Hamilton Soharnon 
4 1 36 STRETCHIN' THE PIECES C.CC.R. Crew 

42 49 ETERNITY ROAD lowlife 
43 0 ANYONE CAN HAKE A MISTAKE the Wedding Pr.s,nt 
44 24 HOUSE REACTION T-Cut-f 

45 31 VICTIM OF LOVE Erasure 

46 37 ALICE Sister$ Of Mercy 
47 30 FL YING Clw & Dave 

48 ASYLUM Screaming Trees 

49 35 OPEN UP Red l orry Yellow Lorry 

so 29 THE JANICE LONG SESSION 1he Mighty Lemon Drops 

Domino 
Mute 

Situation Two 
Strange Fruit 
Rough Trade 

M ute 

Rough Trade 
Strange Fruit 

Luy 
Rough Trade 

Merciful Release 

Situ,1tion Two 
Chapter ll 

Debut 
Uptown 

Mute 
Mute 

Big Life 

Domino 
Circle City 
Nightshift 
Reception 

Koolkat 

Mute 
Herdful Rele ... 

Bunce 

Native 
Situ.at ion Two 

Night Tracks 

IND IE ALBUMS 

TWLW 
THE C IRCU S En.me Mute 
SUBSTANC E New Order Factory 
STRANGEWAYS, HERE WE COME the Smiths Rou1h Trade 

4 4 BEST O F HOUSE H EGAHIX Various Serious 

s 13 MUSIC FOR THE MASSES Depeche Mode Mute 
UPFRONT 9 Various Serio us 
HY BABY JUST CARES FOR HE Nina Simone Charly 
BEST OF HOUSE VOLUME 3 Various Serio u1 

10 LES MISERABLES Original London C..1 Flnt N ight 

10 IS THE WORLD WON'T LISTEN the Smiths Rough T rade 

I I 9 WONDERLAND Erasure Mute 

12 8 HATFUL OF HOLLOW the Smiths Rough Trade 

13 II GEORGE BEST the Wedding Present Reception 

14 16 LOUDER THAN BOMBS the Smiths Rough Trade 
I 5 12 THE QUEEN IS DEAD the Smiths Rough Tr.ade 

16 17 UPFRO NT 8 Various Serious 

17 14 THE CUTTER AND THE CLAN Run Rig Ridge 

18 21 HEAT IS MURDER the Smiths Rough Trade 

19 23 THE SMITHS the Smiths Rough Trade 

20 DAWNRAZOR Fields Of The Nephilim Situation Two 

21 18 OUT OF OUR IDIOT Elvis Costello Demon 

22 19 STREETSOUNDS HIP HOP 19 Various Streetsounds 

23 DOCK OF THE BAY Ted Hawkins UnAmeric:an Activities 

24 THIS IS CHARLY R&B Various Charly 

IN FACT e CHARTS 

e WEEK COMMENCING JAN 24, 1988 

25 THE SINGLES 81-85 O.peche Mode Mute 
26 22 IN THE PALACE OF SWORDS REVERSED the Fall Cog Sini1ter 
27 26 ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW Original Soundtrack Ode 
28 LOW-LIFE New Orelee Factory 
29 BROTHERHOOD New 0.-der Factory 
30 24 BOX FRENZY Pop Will Eu lts,lf Chapter ll 

R E G G A E 

TWLW 
IF I GAVE HY HEART TO YOU John Mcl ean Ariwa 
SOME GUYS HAVE ALL THE LUCK M,xi Mest 10 Records 

3 THIS OLD HOUSE Boris Gardiner RCA 
4 BIG BA TTY GAL flourgon Techniques 

s SHE'S MY LADY AdminiStrators Groove And A Quarter 

6 I I NOBODY CAN LOVE HE Tongue In Cheek Crim inal 
AGONY Red Dragon Techniques 
GAME OF LOVE Frarkie Paul Uve And love 

9 8 CUPID Leroy Gibbons Superpower 

10 4 BAO BOY Counney Melody Techniques 
II 17 GET REA DY l".unlde Paul Supreme 

12 13 PLACE IN T HE SUN Kofi Ariwa 

13 20 JAZZY KIND OF LOVE Ciyo Clyo 

14 LEAVE IT TO HE Frankie Paul Moodie> 

IS GEE BABY Toyln C r iminal 

16 10 REGGAE CUT SOUUHIP HOP REGGAE Longsy D/Cut Muter MC Big One 
17 16 HOOKED ON YOU Trevor Hanley Massive 

18 12 GUil TY FOR LOVING YOU Carl St Cloir Kai A Bash 
19 14 I DON'T WANT TO WAKE UP EARLY John Holt Body Music 

20 IS NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP Jean Adebambo Pionee r lntemational 

MUS IC VI DE 0 

TWLW 
I -4 THE VIOEOS Peter Gabriel 
2 UNDER A BLOOD RED SKY U2 

7 EURYTHMICS LIVE Eurythmk:s 

4 2 SLIPPERY WHEN WET Bon Jovi 
5 20 MAGIC YEARS VOL 2 Queen 

6 S THE WHOLE STORY Kate Bush 
7 17 MAKING THRILLER Michael Jaclaon 

8 8 VISIBLE T OUCH Genesis 
9 9 12 WASTED YEARS Iron Mai<len 

10 3 NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL MUSIC VIDEO 10 Various 

11 6 BEST OF UB40 UB40 
12 BEST OF BLONDIE Bloodlt 

13 FAHIL Y O F FIV! Level 42 
14 MAGIC YEARS VOL I Queen 

IS STARING AT THE SEA the Cure_ 

16 16 ALCHEMY LIVE Dire Straiu 
17 IS THE VIDEO BIOGRAPHY Ab,a 

18 11 THE VIRGIN TOUR Madonna 

19 OUTRAGEOUS ... Lionel Rithit 
20 IO THE SINGLES the Pretender, 

Virgin 

Virgin 
PolyGr-am Music Video 

Channel 5 
PHI 
PHI 

Vestron 
Virgin 

PHI 
PHI 

Vir gin 
Chrysalis 

Channel S 
PHI 

Palace 
Channel 5 

Virgin 
WEA Mu1ic 

Video Collection 

WEA Music 
lndle Singles, Albums, Reggae and Husk Video charts compiled by Spotlight Research 
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• Chicago is the hom~ of house 
music, and natives of the Windy 
City continue to release copious 
numbers of records in that style, 
but it's noticeable that the cur
rent top 20 includes, for the 
first time ever, three house re
cords - and all were written 
and produced here in Britain. 

The records in question are 
Krush's ' House Arrest', the 
Beatmasters featuring the 
Cookie Crew's · Rok Da 
House' and Jack 'N' Chill's 
'The Jack That House Built'. 

The top 20 includes one ex
ample of each of two other 
urban black American styles -
rap, as represented by the 
spoofy Morris Minor And The 
Major's hit 'Stutter Rap', and 
hip-hop ('Rise To The Occasion' 
by Climie Fisher). Once again, 
these are imitations of the 
genuine articles synthetically 
produced by Brits. 

e As a freelance writer, I am 
approached to work on a variety 
of projects. Some I turn down 
due to lack of time - I also 
have a fulltime job - others be
cause they don't appeal to me, 
but the one recent assignment 
that I would have undertaken 
free of charge even if I had to 
give up all my spare time for a 
fortnight, was writing the sleeve 
notes for 'Dusty - The Silver 
Collection', Philips Records' ex
cellent new Dusty Springfield 
retrospective. 

To be associated with this de
finitive compilation of the work 
of perhaps Britain's finest female 
vocalist is a privilege, even 
though Dusty and her manager 
removed a reference to her year 
of birth ( 1939) and vetoed one 
of my mentions of Cilla Black, 
one of her top Sixties rivals. 

Released last week, the LP 
and cassette versions of the 
album contain 22 tracks, the CD 
another two, amongst them all 
but two of Dusty's 18 solo hits, 
including the classic 'I Close My 
Eyes And Count To Ten', and 
Dusty's biggest hit 'You Don't 
Have To Say You Love Me', an 
Italian melody with English lyrics 
by Vicki Wickham and erst-

. while Wham! manager Simon 
Napier-Bell. My own favourite 
though is 'Goin'. 'Back', a yearn
ing almost heartrending per
formance which led Carole 
King, who wrote the song with 
her husband Gerry Goffin, to 
comment: "There are literally 
hundreds of artists who've re
corded our songs, but no-one 
ever interpreted them as well as 
Dusty did". 

'Dusty - The Silver Collec-

:za R NI. 
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• KRUSH: Britain's homegrown house masters 

tion' debuts at number 31 this 
week, to become Ms Spring
field's first album chart entry in 
a decade, and to celebrate the 
occasion Chartfile, in association 
with PolyGram Records, has I 0 
copies of the LP. cassette and 
compact disc to give away to 
the first reade rs to correctly 
answer the following questions: 

I Dusty nearly charted in 
1985 with her version of the 
Donna Summer composition 
'Sometimes Like Butterflies'. It 
was released on the Hippod
rome label. Who owned Hip
podrome! 

2 Dusty has a cameo role in 
the current TV advertisement 
for which drink/ 

3 Which Dusty Springfield hit 
was successfully covered by the 
Bay City Rollers and the 
Tourists/ Answers to Dusty 
Competition, rm, Greater Lon
don House, Hampstead Road, 
London NW I 7QZ to arrive no 

later than Monday, February 8. 
Incidentally, Dusty's recent 

collaborations with the Pet 
Shop Boys and Richard 
Carpenter, and her co
operation in compiling this 
album are seen by many within 
the record industry as an indica
tion that her interest in record
ing has been rekindled, and 
rumours about that she will 
shortly be signing a contract 
with one of the many companies 
currently chasing her signature. 
Here's hoping ... 

CHARTFILE USA 

e With five different number 
one singles in as many weeks, 
the US singles chart is having its 
most volatile start to the year 
since 1977, when the first six 
weeks of the year each saw a 
different disc perched at the 
summit. 

e coNTINUED 

The latest number one, 
appropriately in view of the 
bicentenary celebrations goin~ 
on down under, is 'Need You 
Tonight' by Australian band 
INXS. 

It's the first American number 
one by an Aussie act in five 
years and the eighth in total, fol• 
lowing Helen Reddy's success
ful trio of recordings: 'I Am A 
Woman', which reached number 
one on 9 December. 1972, 'De
lta Dawn' ( I 5 September 197 3) 
and 'Angie Baby' (28 December 
1974), 'The One That_l Love' by 
Air Supply (25 July 1981 ), 'Jes
sie's Girl' by Rick Springfield 
( I August 1981 ), 'Who Can It 
Be Now' (30 October 1982) 
and 'Down Under' ( I 5 January 
1983), both by Men At Work. 

INXS's first American hit was 
'The One Thing', which reached 
number 30 in 1983, and their 
previous best posting was num• 
ber five, with 'What You Need' 

in 1986. 
'Need You Tonight' is also a 

triumph for its veteran British 
producer, Chris Thomas, who 
was born in Perivale, Middlesex 
on I 3 January 1947. 

Thomas had been a producer 
since 1968, when he helmed 
Clima x Chicago Blues 
Band's introductory, self-titled 
Parlophone album. He has subse
quently produced many success
ful acts, amongst them Paul 
McCartney and Wings, Pro• 
col Harum, the Sex Pistols, 
Elton John , the Human 
League and Roxy Music, but 
'Need You Tonight' is surpri
singly his first US number one . 
Thomas' only UK chart-topper 
was 'Brass In Pocket' for the 
Pretenders in 1980. 

INXS's US success completes 
a neat Anglo-Aust r alian
American triangle. America's 
Tiffany is number one here, 
and Britain's George Michael is 
up top down under. 

'Need You Tonight' reached 
number three in Australia and 
number 58 in Britain las t 
November. The subsequent in
terest generated here by the in
ferior follow-up 'New Sensa
tion', which peaked at number 
25 last week, should precipitate 
a r e-issue of ' Need You 
Tonight'. The next US single will 
be 'Devil Inside'. 

USA BRIEFS 
• The Bangles cover of 'Hazy 
Shade Of Winter' moves to 
number three in the US hot I 00 
this week. It's the most success
ful remake of a Simon & Gar
funkel hit, topping the nuQlber 
six peak of Aretha Frankllhls 
version o f 'Bridge Over Trou
bled Water' . . . 'Love Over
board' is Gladys Knight And 
The Pips' tenth number one 
black hit, spanning nearly 27 
years. This week it advances to 
number 39 on the pop chart, to 
become the group's first top 40 
hit since 1975's 'Part Time Love' 
... Rick Astley's 'Never Gonna 
Give You Up' sprints to number 
24 on the hot I 00 this week, 
and is widely t ipped to reach 
number one. The record has 
already topped the club play and 
Ii-inch sales chart, and Astley's 
album 'Whenever You Need 
Somebody' is this week's highest 
chart debutant ... 'She's Having 
A Baby' is the title of director 
John Hughes's new film. The 
soundtrack album, out in Amer
ica on 8 February, includes a 
brand new Kate Bush track en
titled This Woman's Work' ... 
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ACROSS 
I The occasion of their debut hit 

hasn't proved coo much for 
them (6,6) 

5 A downpour from Peter 
Gabriel (3,4) 

8 It stars Bruce and Cybil and was a 
hit for Al ( 12) 

9 One more step for Kim and 
junior (7) 

11 How Mac of the Bunnymen is 
known to his fr iends (3) 

12 It crawled into the charts with 
the C ure in 1984 ( I I) 

14 The Beat told us about his 
tears (S) 

15 Five Star hit that's as hard as 
metal (6.2,S) 

18 Group that managed to fiy into 
the charn even though they had 
'Broken Wings' (2,6) 

20 She had a hit in 1985 with 'Body 
Rock' (5,5) 

23 Jody Watley was searching for 
something during 1985 (7,3, 1,3.4) 

27 Kool And The Gang hit that 
sounds as good today as it did in 
1984 (S) 

28 Lionel Richie hit that goes on 
throughout the darkest 
hours (3,5,4) 

30 Group that was 'Alone Again 
Or' (6) 

32 Something huge from Fleetwood 
Mac (3,4J 

33 In 1981 Dylan gave us a · .... Of 
Love' (4J 

36 George really is someone we 
should look up to (6,6J 

39 It's a r-r-r-r-r-rap hit (7) 
4 1 Group under 'House Arrest' (SJ 
42 Sheena had it and Prince was 

telling her about it (1 ,3,3,4) 
43 See 10 Down 

DOWN 
I An invimion from Joyce Sims 

(4,4,2,4) 
2 Cher can stop looking ( 1,5,7) 
3 You have to do this for your 

right to party (S) 
4 A night t hat's OK for fight ing 

according to Elton (8) 
5 Rick's label ( I, I, I) 
6 In 1983 Joan Armatrading asked 

us to ' .... The Pilot' (4J 
7 Who wouldn't like to join the 

Christians and live here/ (5,SJ 
10 & ◄3 across Bowie's colourlul gir l 

(4,4) 
12 Mrs Jim Kerr who is a great 

pretender (8.5) 

I 3 Elvis Costello added it to 
chocolate for a LP (SJ 

16 A hit that Luther Vandross thinks 
is incredible (2,7) 

17 42 is an e ven number (SJ 
19 Kirsty MacColl wasn't looking for 

a new one (7) 
2 1 T his formed a ring for a Jennifer 

Rush hit (3) 
22 Elkie Brooks said you'd be a ' •••• 

If You Think It's O ver' (4) 
24 Marillion's warm circles (3J 
2S T he goddess of love was a big hit 

for Bananarama (SJ 
26 T here'll be no tears from Gle n 

Goldsmith over his 1987 
hit (l,4,3J 

29 Dr who told us what happens 
'When You're In Love W ith A 
Beautiful Woman' (4J 

31 Christophe r Cross had a hit with 
the theme from this movie ( 6) 

32 W hat the Gap Band were having 
during I 986 (3,3) 

34 How Rod Stewart described his 
legs (3J 

35 Housemartins hit that could have 
been constructed from Meccano 
or Lego (S) 

36 This Alexander O'Neal hit isn't 
the real thing (4J 

37 How many people get over 
e xcited at the Housemartins? (4) 

38 The C lash caused a white one in 
1977 (4J 

40 Sinitta's got a big red one (I, I, I ) 

ANSWERS (JANUARY 16) 
ACROSS: I Tighten Up, 6 Then 
Jerico, I I Nothing Like The Sun, 12 
Wet Wet Wet, 16 Shiver, 17 
O liver 's Army, 19 Cloud, 20 La 
Bamba, 22 News, 23 SOS. 24 Start. 
25 Easy, 26 Hoffs, 27 Debbie. 30 
Heart, 32 Sayer, 33 Lemmy, 34 Ono, 
35 Ten, 39 Red, 40 My Bag, 41 Day 
In Day Out, 42 Don Henley 

DOWN: I Tunnel Of Love, 2 Got 
My Mind Set On You, 3 This Wheel's 
On Fire, 4 Night, S Pride. 7 Hit Me, 
8 Jesus And Mary Chain, 9 Running In 
The Family. 10 Cocteau Twins. 13 
W EA. 14 Why Can't I Be You, IS 
Toto. 18 Remember Me, 21 Blow, 
24 Satellite, 28 Islands. 29 C lannad, 
31 The Game, 36 Eden, 37 Kim, 38 
Boy 

W'INNER Qanuary 16): E Langford, 
T olladine, Worcs. 

Send your entry, with your name and address, to rm X
word, Greater London House, Hampstead Road, London 
NW I 7QZ. First correct entry wins a £5 record token. 

IAMES BROWN 
SHE'S THE ONE (2·59) 

(PREVIOUSLY UNAVAIL\BLE) 
FUNKY PRESIDENT (4-0t ) 

FUNKY DRUMMER (9· 13) 
FUNKY DRUMMER (2·5-t) 
(BONUS BEAT REPRISE) 

VERY UMITED EDITION 1~ INClUDES FREE POSTER 
111J1t1n ~ (ltllilBl 
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CLASSIFIEDS e O 1- 3 8 7 6 6 

Personal 
For FREE LIST of pen pals send scamped self 
addressed envelope to Worldwide Friendship 
Club. 46 Cemetery Road. Denton. Manchester 
M34 !ER. 
PENPALS 153 Countries. Send (SAE) for 
details to: !PF. I 2F Darroch Way. Cumbernauld. 
Glasgow G67 I PY. 
PENPALS 153 Countries. Free details (SAE) 
1.P.F. (RMS). PO Box 596, London SE25. 
CHRISTOPHER, SOUTH Coast, looking for 
girlfriend aged 16-30, hopefully local but any area 
considered. Please wr ite soon. Box No. 4888. 
FRIENDS/MARRIAGE: Postal intros all 
areas/ages. Write: Orion, P3. Waltham, Grimsby. 
PENFRIENDS USA Make lasting 
friendships through correspondence. Send age 
and inte rests for free reply. Harmony. Box 
37955RM, Phoenix Arizona 85069. 
MICHELLE, 21 Seeks anybody anywhere who 
likes music, fi lms and books. Male or female 18+ . 
Box No 4894. 

Record Fairs 
PETERBOROUGH TOWN Hall. This 
Sawrday. Now in its 6th year and put togethe r 
by YIP Fairs - so its worth a visit. VIP Fairs 
0533 548821 (Monday-Friday Office). 

BRIGHTON RECORDS FAIR 
Brighton Centre, Kings Road, Brighton 

SUN 6TH FEB & 6TH MARC H 
ADMISSION SOp 12.30pm-Spm 

(Preview £ 1 I0.30am•l2.30pm) 

120 STALLS 
BUY & SELL 

Bargains, Rarities & New Releases 
Records, Tapes, CDs, Posters 

Tour merchandise and music memorabilia. 
UK's biggest and besl. 

Stalls/Info, (0273) 608806. 

WEST MIDLANDS. Walsall Town Hall. This 
Saturday. What more can we say about this 
event? As other fairs in t he area have stopped 
this has progressed to be one of the biggest in 
the country. Now supported by over 40 deal• 
ers and 800 collectors. Come and fi~d out why 
- as there's plenty to suit your tastes. VIP 
Fairs (0533•548821 Monday-Friday Office). 
BLACKBURN SATURDAY 30th January. 
King Georges Hall. I 0.30am•4pm. Don·t Miss 
Lancashire's No I Fair!! Trans-Pennine 0S32 
892087. 
BLACK MUSIC Record Fair Manchester 
YMCA. Peter Street. Saturday January 30th, 
Admission 60p. 10.30am· S.00pm. 
MANCHESTER SATURDAY 6TH 
FEBRUARY, Piccadilly Plaza Exhibit ion Hall. 
50 stands fully booked. 

H~ading requ i r ed (as 
personal. for A le etc) 

Number of words/ 
in~rt1ons 

Commencing date 

Sound Effects 
NEW RELEASE (FXl) 55 Digitally Mas
tered "Soundeffeets" from Abulances to Z ips. 
On Studio Chrome Cassette - o nly £5.00 
!incl) from Manchester Mix, I 00 C leveland 
Ro:tcf, ManchPener M8 6QY. 

Records for Sale 
HUNDREDS OF cheap singles. Large SAE. 
Dave. 75 Luther Street. Le icester LE3 OQH. 
LONG LIST of used records including CD's. 
"Contact" (AC2), 9 Bodriggy · Street. Hayle 
TR27 4NB. 
BAD BOYS Record finding service 0702 
523848. 
CASSETTE/COMPACT Disc Hire. 5000 t i• 
ties for sale/rent. Unbeatable prices. SAE: Eaton 
Audio Library. S Brook Street. St Neots, 
Cambs. 
A BARGAIN pot luck assortment (our 
,election) Send £23 for SOO used 7" singles or 
£ 12 for I 00 used LPs and 12" singles (postage 
free). Record and Tape Exchange, 28 Pcm
bridge Road, London W 11 (0 I 727 3538). 

OLDIES UNLIMITED 
Dept R3, Dukes Way, 
St Georges, Telford, 
Shropshire TF2 9NQ 
SEND A SAE FOR A CATALOGUE OF OUR UNICUE RANGE OF 
lliCORDS 
Btltw follow• • Anlll Mlecdo~ tro• Oltl t lllt.nsive ra11511 al r 
1in.9lts-111an.yln piclur1c0Hr 

:::: ~~~ES- a~6:~TI':~':'8.H1trtf1tl H-H•_, __ :i; 
::~lo~1~~~c.:-!trv!w~= R:r.-=:==:: 
1100DEAD ORAUVE- 8r-tl\dN1w Lovt1 _____ 40p 

~:t~~C~= ::r.c:~~HThlng ____ ::: 
801' PAm LA8EW-Soiattllit11 $,-ci11 40p 
1416 DEECLEE- HeyWh-tl'dYoi,Say 40p 
14fllDVEBUG STARSll:I- Ho11Hftoc;ltt r - ---40p 
M90MlAMIS0UNDMACHINE- F,!li.nglnLo~e -H•H•- - "' I09I DAJIYli'AN0'l'-Aftl••I _______ 40p 

1396S0U£E2E- NoPl-tctllhHoM-;:::::== = = '°' 
t 121STEYIEWONOER- lilnclOf LaLI 40p ru: tfGNf MfoorHl~~iE~f'!:YMa Slrltt ..... H . H •H• .. -- := 
:=t:"~:!~:;-.JGt?~•Boy _ ___ __ ~= 
14OSAMANTHAFOX- fouc'-Mti----- - 70, 
12SJCYNDILAUPEA-Wllat"1Goi11110n. ___ _ _ 70, 
MU USA LISA- AIICrit cl 0111 -=--=-cc----- 70, 
M:91 lovel1Tiitt Wo,ld.. . .... 10p 1 ffllli9ht$ ____ _ 70, 

HowM1nyUtt ___ _ ,o, 
B1caun l l.e¥eY011 ....... 70p 

12116STRANGlERS- Shalcin'llkeAltal ____ 70, 
7'911 THETHE- lnlectfll - ------- ,0, 
.-99B0NNIETYLER-llrci1wtr•a wor11at1 .... 70, 
7S53AMAZUl U- TooGoodTIBe (1.00 

1194PAT8EHATAR- lrwincilll• ~====='"" 6SSOBU.CKlACE- DoT\tCon111 CHIO 
67400AVIDCASStOY-The LmKiu _ ____ £1J)I) 
682tHAROLD FAlTEFIMEYER-.belf _ ____ £U0 
82UPm RGABRIEl - Bitlim,;;,;;;====='"" 
ffiZOJllN'JUICE' J0NES-Th1Rlin [1.00 
7221 KIHG- TlleT11110fYO\lrTt1rs _____ £1')1) 

:i~~~~u~,g~~L-°AD~~~=-n:CGffllr --···- ·· ...... r,: 
8261 ROBERTPALMER- Riptics - - ----£1.00 
1567PMFA8$9'ROUT-A1111eti1• --- - - - [UIO 
tOSOPSYCH.EDELICFURS- Pre-ttylaPin.k ____ (t.(IO 
, •. , .... OLUNGSTONU-NIIIHISfl•nle ---- n.oo 7771STRANGLERS-Nic•lnNic1 ____ _ _ [1.00 

12MW-WithOrWi1Ma!Yo1tm=====£1.00 
~~ ~~rwi~~g~(MH~;::,•t,H __ _ _ __ ~t: 
&661PAULYOUNG- Ewtryth1n9Mus1 Cllll11ge ___ Cl.OD 
0121 BEATLES- TIie Long& Wi11di119Ro1d --·--£1.JO 
S50!JOAVID BDWIE- Tl•eWill Crawt _____ '1.30 

Fanzines 
NEW ORDER - "Last Orders 4" £1.00. 
Issue 5 available sbon ltd I 00 - N B Bhamra. 
22 Castle Hill, Maidenhead, SL6 4JJ. 
PRINCE LOOK Into The Crystal Ball, 4 All 
That Is Peach And Black, Avail3ble Now @ 
£2.25 from Crystal Ball Office. 5 Westgate 
Arcade, Otley, LS2 I 3AP. 

Records Wanted 
IMMEDIATE CAST Offer for your large 
record/tape/CD collectio n. Buyer Calls Any
where, Anytime. 0 I 509 0239. 
ABSOLUTELY ALL your records. tapes. 
CD's, videos and books bought-sold/exchanged 
- also All Hi-Fi, musical instruments. com1>u
ters and cameras - NONE REFUSEDII 
Bring ANY quantity in ANY condition to 
Record, Tape and Video Exchange, 38 Notting 
Hill Gate. London WI I (open 7 days IOam• 
8pm Tel: 01-243 8573). Or send them by post 
with SAE for cash (none returned - we decide 
price). 
CHARLES BOYER Album "W here Does 
Love Go". Will pay £20 for good condition. 
Phone 0227 275911. 

FOR THE BEST 
SELECTION OF 

GOLDEN OLDIES 
AROUND 

8146HAZELOEAN- Nofool __ _ _ _ _ __ £1.30 
6891PAUlHAJIDCASTLf-1'------'1JO 
7111CYNOl lAUPER-Tri,e C1ler1 - ---- [1.30 
f 180MENTALASANYTltlNG- Uv, l tUp £1.30 
1132MIRAG£- J•c.kMixU'~~~= = = = [l.30 
7953RENE&YYETTE-J,TA1"1e--~---m• 
2fl10JACICl[W1LSON-1 t.teThe Swee1estFi,etl119 H ............. (1.30 
1135JOHNBAE2-Thtre B111:ForFortu111 ""7c----£1.80 
0091 BEACH BOYS-GoodVlbt•tli>nsJHetos & V ............ •. £1.80 
'5878UCEES- Jivelelkin· _______ £uo 
D16'JANE BIRl(IN- J1 f'Ailn1 . .. Moi No11Pl111 ..... H ... _ .. £1.10 
'9617 BUCKS FIU - M,Oin,g 'l'Q\lt Mind UP/b nd Ot M•kt 
8.ii■l'l==~c--~c-------£1.10 
0291CARPENTERS-Closele You .-----U80 
Cll2QCHU8BYCHECKER-let'1Twls1_At1l1 Cl.SO 
4707CLASH- RockTht CU'11h ;;;;;;;::==== ,uo 
3655PHILCOLUNS- h1TlitAir Toai9hl £1.10 
16l"ICRYSfALS-D1 D00Ro11Roe-c,---- - C1.80 
&63"1 0EAD0RAUYE-Yo111Spi1Mt Round .............................. ,. £1.10 
4W MAJllE.NE0l£TRICH-liliM11lene _ ___ £U0 
0525BOBOYLAN-JustLlkeAWOfflln £1.10 
6566EUAYTHMICS- S.xCri1111 £1.IO 
n42FIVESTAR-SJ1t1111Additl ______ Cl.SO 
2166FL££TWOOOMAC- Sne-,,-~-:---- -<UO 
2J10FUNKA0E.UC- 0111N11i1111Und,rA Groov1 ...................... £1.IO 
'590GOOlfY&CftEME-Uocte,YourThumh ............................ ti.ID 
Jt15JANltAMMER-Mi11111iVictfhtlftt ~--- £1.0, = :~~~t:~:~~ANAJ~~l!:',:r~e~!f~~.::::::::::::::::::: g: 
1Z19GRACEJONU- Sllnlol bt Rh)'th111 Cl.lCI 
91'2BRENDA lH-Sw1.tNo .. iH ' _ ____ (1.10 
811SLtvEL-Q-Ru111nl1g141Thef1ntlty _____ [1.0, 

6774MAD0NNA- M-tlffl1I Girl;;;.;.,:==== £1.0, 
1122GEORGEMcCRAE-Rock Your BIiiy ti.ID 
~ MIRAGE-Givc Me lh•NltlH ----- [1.0, 
7521:Nf:WORDER- Sht ll•lloclt -~----£1.10 
71MORCHESTRAlMANOUVRfS- Live& Di1 n .. H..... .. ... [1..Mt 

96030DUYPARTON-Joltn•pkl;,;;;-;:::::=== !1.0, Ji24£LYISPRESLEV- Hu nbrpkHoc1I t1.ID 
S'10tPUBUCIMAGE-Tlli1l1 NetAl.CJHSon9 ..... ti.ID 

=~Wi~f::~JTit~t~::r:?1Girls ____ ~: 
7304SHAKATAIC-D-tyByD■y .~-~~~- £1.10 
'111 FRANK &NANCY S!NATIIA- SOP1ethin9 Stupid M .. _ [ IJO 
kMBRUCESPRINGSTEEN-C.nrM• ---- £1.10 
M1'R0tlST£WAIT-8• htr•I- - ·-- " ·"' 
JJ14SWINGINGBWEJEANS- HippyHippySh-tkt--'1.IO 
MODTHENJ ERJCO-M1tacleDeep tUO 
1481R\IBYTURN£1l-rml"Love £1.80 
m•e0NNIETYLEfl - l.Clri111"Vou"sA Dirty Jolt ---£1.10 
2913FRA.NKIVAlU-MrEy11A([orlil You----£U Q 
5001WH0-MyGuerllit11 -.--c--=--=--=----"'"' 
62S1 DCNIECEWllUAMS- lat'1HtarllforTh•Boy __ (U0 
SSl7JACKtEWILSON-JlfftPetile-----<UO 

UrlilNI Kifl,dolll Post & PK,ill!it Cl1111t:1: 1-5 s ,n~lu ~p: 6-IC s ingtu - 15',, 11-1$ s.ngles-CI; 1&-20 SlflQlts-[ 1.50: 

1-50 sin~es-0.00: 51-1~ l)'g':~iP~iN~~2~0~,t~ci.1~iNf~;' Jl'IO'• ,ingks,,DSt rreo. 

NAME ............. ,.-................................................... ADDRESS ................................................................... . 

I enclose cheque/postal 
order for , ... Name & Address when included in advert must be paid for 
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For Sale 
AUCTION AND Sale of PA Recording Dis
co Equipment and Records, Saturday January 
30th. At Catholic Hall, Llewellyn Road, 
Cwmbran. Stam IOam. Tel: Pontypool 56412. 
BOSE SPEAKERS 802s £650. 302s £790. 
System Controller £ I 00, Citronic PP x 900 
Amplifier £550, Formula Sound 8 Channel Mix• 
er £790. Tel: Joe 01-387 5362. 
MUSIC PAPERS/Magazines I 9SS- I 987 in
cluding ·RM. Smash Hits etc. SAE 5 1 Cecil Road, 
London SW I 9. 
NEW "IN-CONCERT" Photos! Boy 
George (latest tour!), Five Star. Madonna, U2, 
A-Ha, Duran, T.T.D'Arby, + lots ol others! 
10-pack £3.60, 30.pack £9.90. 60-pack £ 18.60, 
complete 120-pack £35.90! (All on same artist, 
photo size 5" x 31/i") postage 40p. Send to: The 
Concert Photo Co (R23 I ), PO Box 497, Lon
don SE 19 2A T. Or write/phone stating in
te rests for FREE lists 0l-6S3 3890. 
LP DAVID BOWIE - Same - UK Philips 
Original Space Oddity album - Mint. Offers 
Box No 4892. 
NAME THAT Star. Pop Star cuttings from 
foreign magazines and stickers. SAE: Jim Gil
mour, 39 Catherine Street. Liverpool LS 7NE. 
051 708 6 171. 
CITRONIC TRENT "2" TECHNICS 
SLI 200 MK2 BASED. The ultimate Citro
nic Console. Ideal for mixing £ I 000 ono. 0903 
60630. 

Situations Vacant 
LYRIC WRITERS required by recording 
company. Details (SAE):- Robert Noakes, 30 
Sneyd Hall Road. Bloxwich, Walsall, Midlands. 
JOBS GALORE OVERSEAS Enjoy a new 
and exciting lifestyle. Send 2 x I 7p stamps for 
FREE brochure. Direct Busines5 Publications 
(RMB). 9 Selborne Avenue, Harefield, South
ampton. 
WORK OVERSEAS. Opportunities in over 
I 00 countries worldwide from Florida (Dis
neyworld), Hawaii (working with dolphins) to 
Australia (harvesting tropical fruit). Unbeliev• 
able se lection. Short/long term. good pay (up to 
£50 day), travel free, start anytime. Send 2x I Sp 
stamps for brochure. T ransglobal Services, I 0 
Bebbington Street, Manchester M 11 4QQ. 

Special Notices 
AGNETHA FAL TSKOG'S New Single 
"The last Time" out January 25th. 
POP QUIZ Are you interested in forming a 
four person team to represent your pub/club in 
a national pop quiz league. If so telephone 024S 
323007. 
WANTED, VHS Recordings of The last Re
sort. 25.12.87/10.87/ Sting on Breakfast Time. 
13.10.87. Box No 4893. 

Mobile Discos 
CAPRICORN 2' Cambridgeshire area. °>.1an 
0480 212033. 
BUMBLE BEE DISCO, Spencer 0 1-698 
7145. Dean 01 ·6S8 5079. 
FRONTLINE The best in the West. Swindon 
822S30. 
DAVE JANSEN - 01 690 7636. 
EXCELLENT DISCO, Best in Brum. 021 
788 0529 (24 hours). 

Voiceovers 
BILL MITCHELL Cust0mised Deep Voiceov• 
ers (Discount Rates) Recording Soon. Book 
No w - 061 740 S4 19. 

Musical Services 
ABSOLUTELY FREE "Twenty Songwriting 
Questions Answered'' explains copyright, royal
ties, publishing cont racts, recording agreements 
etc. Absolutely free without obligation from 
International Songwriters Association (RM) Ire
land. 
FREE SONGWRITING newsheet explains 
publishing, copyright. royalties, songwriting. 
contracts, recording, contact addresses, getting 
songs heard. SAE Society International Songwri
ters, Composers 12 Trewartha Road (RM). 
Penzance TR20 9ST. Telephone (0736) 762826. 



DISCO SCENE eoI-Ja1 6 6 I I 

ARE YOU SITTING 
COMFORTABLY? 

Then I'll begin. In a land far far 
away stands a disco showroom 
called Lightning Sound & Light its a 
cave full of sound and lighting, eq• 
uipment for clubs pubs and mobiles. 
A host of friendly hardworking . and 
goodlooking staff await you, who 
have already fought off the evils 
"carriage and inflated prices." 
Suddenly Phil shouts "Open the 
brown book" 
"OH MY GOD" Paul 
crys. "Get Keith Quick," what will 
happen to Paul and whats in the 
book. Find out next week only at LSL 

LIGHTNING SOUND & LIGHT 
410 Bearwood Road, Warley, 

Birmingham, B66 4EX 021 ·429 6884 

DJ Studios 

NOISE GATE DJ STUDIO 
Studio Hire - Mixing 
Courses - CV/Demo 

Package - Voice Overs -
Megarnix Jingles - Custom 

Acapellas Adverts. 
Telephone: 01·358 0809 124 hoursl 

Equipment 
Wanted 

YOUNG'S DISCOCENTRE requires used 
equipment, lighting. nothing refused. 0 I •485 
11 15. 

DJ Jingles 
DIAL A DEMO 01 639 2832 
Dial A Demo 01 639 2832 
DIAL A DEMO 01 639 2832 
24 hours a day updated jingle demo. 

Situations Wanted 
PROFESSIONAL DISC-JOCKEY seeks 
exciting new challenges for 1988. Barry 902 
1926. 

Custom Jingles 
MANCHESTER MIX 061 740 541 9 for 
price list or send £ 1.25 for current demo. I 00 
Cleveland Road. MS 6QY. 

Disco For Sale 
COMPLETE DISCO Citronic Severn Decks, 
Citronic 200W Stereo Amplifier. Pair I OOW 
Speakers, Shure Mike. Lights & Controllers, 
Approx 1200 Singles. £700 ono. Phone (0202) 
678719 x 4240 day, 825654 night 

For Hire 
HIRE: a disco from £30.00 a day, LAD & Tech• 
nics in flight cases, light boxes and strobes. Tel: 
01·960 2912/7212. 
YOUNGS DISCOCENTRE - Kentish Town 
Showrooms, Citronic Sound Systems, Technics 
SLI 21 O's. Smoke. Helicopters, Lighting. Deliver/ 
Collection O I ·485 I I 15. 
LOWEST PRICES - FREE DELIVERY. 
TECHNIC SLll00'S AVAILABLE. 
Largest range of disco equipment available in Lon
don. 368 9852/361 I 144. 
DISCO EQUIPMENT, PA systems, lighting/ 
hire and sale ring Newham Audio Service, 0 1 •534 
4064. 
DISCO EQUIPMENT Hire at the best rates 
around. Complete systems from £10·£50. wide 
range of lighting & special effects also available. 
Call us first for our price list. Stage 2, Watford 
30789. 

Mixing Tuition 
BASIC MIXING Free Factsheet 061 665 
1117. 
MIXING, SCRATCHING and studio tech• 
nique courses at Noisegate, London's leading DJ 
Studio, with record titles champion, calibar cut 
creator/UK mixing champion CJ Mackintosh/DJ 
Lee. Ol-3S8 0809 (24 hrs) (or 0753 4S521 ). 

Disco Equipment 
DISCOTHEQUE & ENTERTAINMENT 
CONSULTANTS - Largest choice of used 
branded equipment for mobile Disc-jockeys in 
England, whether starting•up or upgrading. 
Nightclub items too. In stock this week Citro
nic Hawaii Mark 4 (Performer) and Hawaii 
Mark 3. Bose 802•s (Walnut) with Controller. 
Please phone w ith your requirements. Branded 
Used Equipment Wanted - Single items or 
complete systems. Helpful advice fro m experts 
- D & EC 0836 233319 anytime/seven days. 
YOUNGS DISCOCENTRE. 20 Malden 
Road, Kentish Town, NW5. We buy/se lVpart 
exchange new/used equipment and lighting. 
Many special offers. Let us beat your best 
quote. All new inc. VAT. pinspots £10.75, scan• 
ners £29 (all inc bulbs). Sonic MRT 60 Mixer 
£ 120. Citronic Mono Popular £265, stereo 
popular £345. Thames II £ 1010. All the;e bar• 
gains plus many more. Visit our showroom, Tel: 
01 •485 1115. 
FOR SALE Pair T echnics SU 200 HKII Decks. 
One light domestic use VGC. Other unopened. 
£425 - phone Mark 0491 571806. 

TIDY-UP YOUR AUDIO CASSETTES 
ECONOMICAL WALL MOUNTED CASSETTE STORAGE CASE 
1) Superb quality wall.mounted feature 
2) Black Ebony Ash, wood grain effect. 
3) White one piece moulded insert shelving. 
4) finger-tip access. 
5) 50 cassette unit size. 
6) Can be fixed side by side along wall. 
7) Size 657 h x 206 w x 88 d m/m each. 
8) For use wherever you have audio cassettes. 
Please supply ............ cassette cases (complete with 
fixing screws) at £19.99p incl. P&P & VAT each. 
Name ................................................. ............................... . 
Address ............................................. .............................. .. 

Signature ......................................................................... .. 
Credit card orders ACCESSNISA/AMEX/DINERS Phone 
Card no. Expiry date 
0734-774723 10•5pm Monday to Friday 
0344-777511 10-7pm Weekends only ex stock despatch. 
White Board Products, PO Box 40, Wokingham, RG11 1BS. (sales) 
White Board Products, Sa Falmouth Road, Trading Estate. 
Slough, SL 1 45D. (Admin.) 

"8AIKIH dlacoflNflllC CcnfN P.fd 
HUGE STOCKS - SUPERB PRICES - EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER 

I 

~ 
Large Stocks of Sccondhard Equiprncnt -- Part Exchange Av~ulablc ~ 

734· 736 OXFORD ROAD. READING RGl IEH 
(0734) 509969/589453 (24 hrs) 

IA 400 MOl'RI AAYI AMl'Lll'IIR 
20Q wol!s per chonnel supe,b qvalily fully 

prolected circuit. very reliable. 
£299 including VAT ond dt>livery, 

IA 700 MOl'RI AAYI AMP&Ma 
350 watt, per chonnel, fully protected, cireuit 
fon cooled teal bargain at £449 inchxling 

VAT. 
1111 11D DIIAOON FOOGIR 

folf remote control focility, pi.>werful and very 
rehable. including 5 lit, .. of fluid on £299. 

HUGI S10Cl(5 o, PINll'OrS 
includih9 lomp and £13.'j;} pa• cons 300 

watt, £28.95. 
'DB ORANGE SUNFLOWIR 

HAS a,RlllVID 
Moving beams of light, fantastic in fog. 

Compjefe wilh lamp. VAT ond free delivery. 

. NICI ONLY mo 

· Instant no deposltfinance 
with up to-£ 1500 available. 

Buy now, pay later, with 
superb January savings of 

up to 25%on certain 
bargains. 

SPECIAlJAlllUARY SALE 
ClfronlcThamesll£1150 
Cltronlc Hawaii (4) £575 

Cltronlc Stereo popular £369 
Claud Winsor £599 

Sx4 Lighting Controllers £179 
NJDLoglc4004£185 
CemarTristar£699 

80s411 loudspeakers P.O.A. 
DON'TfOllOITWIOAB 

fRBDELNa'f ...,_ ........ 
Please note when shopping at Orange - our puces include VAT and FREE DELIVERY anywhere m lhe UK 

THERE ARE NO HIOOEN EXTRA CHARGES 

ABRACADABRA 
Disco Sales and Hire Instant Interest Free.Credit. Trade In or Sell 
Your Did Equipment. 
STOP PRESS: JANUARY SALE 

15% off all Harrison products; Manhattan Micro Elite Foggers 
Only £178; 20% off all Le Maitre Foggers; 10% off all Citronic 
Products. Huge discounts on everything. Used equipment at 
Bargain Prices. 

314 NELSON ROAD, WHITTON, MIDDX. TW2 7AH 01·898 1127 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK. LATE NIGHT WEDNESDAYS 'TILL 9 p.m. 
Our 200 watt speakers are the cheapest in the country £100 each and our new 
range of flight 
case decks are flicking brilliant. Decks, consoles and lighting rigs made to your 
specifications. 

fvouNG'SDIBCOCENTRE 20 Mal~nRo~.Ke~shT;;;,,;- IWll5'7 
I Fast Repair Service Tel: 01•485 1115 I 

• Phone/Write For Special Offers List • Showro om Open Monday-Saturday 11am-6pm I Sunday By Appointment Run By Jocks For Jocks. New/Used Equipment Bought/Sold/ I 
Exchanged Oiscd' Equipment, Lighting, Technics SL1210's For Sale/ Hire. Special Offers Valid 

I (With This AdVert) Till 29th February 1988. 

X 
leap Year Bargains: 

ALL NEW - 12 MONTHS MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY (INC. VAT) 
TechnicsSI 1210£295 NJOSA220Amp£149 BlackPinspot(lncBulb)£11 X 

I 
Thames ti £1,010 4Channel Controller£33 Scott 100 Watt Speakers £155 Pair 

ti~~0
/.,';fu~!~iiis · ~~:;';i~k~~roo~r.:i~;\;

5
oott Pick~~:i~~r?d::m I L N_!S,!!1~!:!;s ___ .,::••,::c~~T~bl~8- ______ , 

DJ Publicity 
ATLANTIC PRINT- Cards. Badges. Pens. 
Stickers, Giveaways. Free Brochure 0233· 
24538. 

DJ Services 
8PM LIST £4.95 - 500 DJ 'One•Liners' 
£9.95 - Slipmats £3.50 - Flash Ents .. 41 Pen• 
ryn Road. Oldham. OL2 6l 

LUTON SOUND & LIGHTING LTD 
~UST SOME OF OUR $PEC!AL OffEJIS 
H•""1 SPI Speaker•-·--.... pair£2-
Hendy SP! Speakers .. _, .. , ..... P'ir £419.00 
Ef tclrO-Yoice Stage 200 ., __ ,.,pair £999.00 
NJOSA1t0Aftot>lifitr .. - •. - ... _,_.£10,,00 
CillOnicPPXAmplifiers .. ...... ,_ ._J',O.A. 
CilrOnic Mono Pop11ra, H, .. , _____ ,...£299.00 
CillOnic Th•-II --.. ···--- - .£1159.IIO 
Cilnlllic SMl!O & PS1J ... _ .. , •. --f23S.III 
Citroni< Slll450 & PSU ·--·-·-·.£3ti.OO 
CitronicXF100 £3.10'! 

• Complete raage ot SOUAG eqllipment 
eliglning coorrollers/s,roem/lanterns 
• PinspolS & special ollects ligiti,g 
• Eq11ipfltt11I stands/radt:s/ri99iag 
MAIL ORDER & EXPORT - We offer 
t tas:t & reliable servict to anywhere 
ill ttle Uk and overseas. 

CitrofticA"'A £10l00 
CillOnieCS3111JO ____ moo 
TechnicsSL121I0----- ·0.A 
ADC MtOIG,YS 10 Bind G,apliic .... .fll!.,S 
SllureU.idy,e StSSD & Cabto.- .•. ..i4U9 
Sa11so11 IEYR1di0Mic Sys1e111_,_,.£49$,00 
TOARadioMieSystem, •. _, __ ..... .Ml.1111 
S11nto, 500Altartridgo .. _ .... _ ... .£2195 
SlantonlllllSrylus Trijlle PacL.,-.£37.91 
NJDSCffli 1.99 

• Pyrotecbnict & special «N1c1s 
• Record Cl$8$ & ICCflSOfiH 

• Established tor 11 years 

NJDLogic8111111 £2!19~ 
P,1..,Z,roQI0, ____ ~,79.99 
Par36 PilltllOI& t.1■p _ , ... -... -. ....£14.lll 
Par 36 Scanner & laMP, .. ,_, . ... _,_ .£39.99 
Optikioetics Sol,r 250_,_, .. , .... -.. £149.00 
JEMZRZO Sntoke Madi.e STD ..... .£349..00 
Disco S1111ds · £29.99 
MicBoomSllnds---- •l91 
Record c,,.. ___ _..,.£20.99 

and Nell Nell nt0re! 

t Real custllfQef smice 
• in house serYice depanme11 
• Finaace & i1sta111 credit 
• All 111jor credil cards 1ct1pl.ed 

SHOWROOM - 0.1 showroom a,e 
conveffleqtty situat,d 11ot lar froAI M1 

J,nctioo 10 ooly 11 ,oilH Iron! MZS J21. 

LUTON SOUND & UGHTING LTI>. 
75 & 518 Wellington Street 
i.. ..... LU1 SAA. 

SEND NOW! - ENCLOSE YOUR 
BUSINESS CARD OR ONE POUND 

Telepl,oae: 11582 mm f~ lines) 
Fax: 11582 391102 
Telex: l2S!62 CHACOM G LITECO 

FOR OUR 1987/88 64 PAGE 
PRODUCT GUIDE AND PRICE 
LISTS. 
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"WE'D GIVE ANYONE 
OUR LAST ROLO" 

3 2 R NI. 

Julianne and Tim from 
All About Eve stand 

accused of grievous 
bodily niceness. As the 

band shake off their 
nouveau hippy tag and 

prepare for a major 
chart breakthrough, 

Lisa Tilston hears 
about Uncle Wayne, 

Gene Loves Jezebel and 
some rather embarrassing 

musical skeletons in the 
AJJAboutEvecloset . .. 

IL 'I'~ABOUT NOT BEING 
- 'PARD SOMETIMES" 

How would you like to have the whole weight of the 1987 
hippy revival on your shoulders? All About Eve have 
coped admirably with the damning nouveau hippy tag, 
laughing at it, playing along with it and finally laying it to 
rest with some hauntingly beautiful tunes which could 
melt the stoniest of hearts. 

In a perfect world they would embellish the top of the 
charts, and the new single , 'Wildhearted Woman'. could 
be the one that takes them there. Rockier than their 
previous melodi-:: releases, it wipes out all remaining 
suspicions of whimsical wanderings without detracting 
from the radiant pop perfection innate within Julianne's 
voice. She loves it because "it shows the tinkly, nice side 
of us, but it's got balls too". 

Balls? Hardly the sort of language you'd expect from 
an enchanting young lady rumoured to spend her days 
skipping round toadstools and talking to pixies. 

"Have I blown my cover?" she asks. 
"Julianne shocks me to the fourth dimension some

times." says guitarist Tim, wickedly. "I go through 
moods slowly. I'll get crabbier and crabbier until I'm Mr 
Nasty, but she can turn it on and off. [t keeps us on our 
toes, never a dull moment!" 

·•1 think it's called acute schizophrenia," decides 
Julianne. 

Ms Regan's new and not entirely serious name for the 
Eve sound is 'folk metal'. It sums up both sides of the 
band and is likely to wind people up even more than the 
hippy tag. 

"We've ewn been told off on behalf of real hippies, 
who didn't like us flirting with the idea. Apparently they 
listen to Crass and grow their own vegetables. they're 
not kaftan-wearing, acid-dropping types, ~o it was a very 
dodgy category to start with," says Julianne. 



"I find the idea of all these punks walking around 
smelling of patchouli oil and eating vegan cheese a bit 
disturbing," says Tim. "Before this hippy thing we got 
called goths, but we probably deserved that more. When 
we first started, the band went through some horrible 
names; we were called Electric Funeral. and then we 
were Red Red Wound for about a week. We're lucky to 
have got this far with ideas like that!'' 

"We get a real cross-section of fans now," Julianne 
stresses. " I think they've got a lot more intelligence than 
they' re credited with, and they're not narrow-minded. 
I'm sure they don't just listen to one kind of music.'' 

The original gothic connection has been emphasised by 
All About Eve's much-publicised friendship with those 
godfathers of goth. the Mission. Guess who provides the 
backing vocals on forthcoming album track "Shelter 
From the Rain'? 

"Uncle Wayne! No, he doesn't like being called that, 
he thinks we're being facetious!" says Julianne. 

Perhaps less widely known is that when Julianne first 
came to London she was bassist with the fledgling Gene 
Loves Jezebel. She even played on one of their early 
singles, which she remembers with embarrassment. 

''There are some very dodgy backing vocals on it 
which I'd forgotten until someone kindly reminded me. I 
sound like Minnie Mouse! I don't regret it because it was 
an apprenticeship for me, hanging around in the back
ground quietly learning." 

So, now the musical skeletons have started rattling in 
their closets, Julianne and Tim gleefully take advantage 
of the absence of the other Eves. bassist Andy and 
newly-acquired drummer Mark, to really dish the dirt. 

"At one time Andy formed this synth-pop nightmare 

band," says Tim, attempting to suppress his giggles. 
"They were called Pink And Black, and they"had a song 
called 'Sometimes I Wish', so look out for it in the 
second-hand record shops. Andy doesn't actually play 
on it, which is his saving grace, but he is on the cover 
looking extremely got hie and serious. He pr· ends ·not 
to mind, but really he's horribly embarrassed!" 

"Mark was the Hovis boy when he was about 12," 
continues Julianne. "He was in the advert where he rides 
down the hill on his bike, and he's wearing little 
knee-length trousers. But worse than that, he was in Nik 
Kershaw's band! We've seen some of the videos where 
he had the padded shoulders and Kershaw haircut, it's 
like watching someone else. He's an absolute Eve now, 
but he doesn't regret that period. After all, they were a 
great pop band and he's a brilliant drummer because of 
it. Oh dear. I really am being so creepy and nice I'm 
mal,ing myself sick!" 

'Nice' is a word that's been used about the Eves so 
often that they' re beginning to get paranoid. 

"People keep saying we're nice, as if it's an insult," 
says Julianne. "I feel guilty about not being a right 
bastard sometimes. Of course we have our nasty mo
ments, but we don't do it for effect. We 're all quite good 
humoured and carefree." 

"We're all very English as well," adds Tim. "That 
horrible politeness to the extreme." 

"Oh yes, we'd give anyone our last Rolo," says 
Julianne. "I blame my parents." 

The other classic All About Eve put-down, of course, 
is ·romantic' - as if being dreamy, passionate and naive 
is something to be ashamed of. 

"The importance of romance, fantasy and escapism 
has been totally ignored, but it's a great thing," says 

J ulianne. "We do wear our hearts on our sleeves as far as 
the lyrics go. You don't have to be slushy to be romantic. 
anyway. I love that Led Zeppelin song 'Since I've Been 
Loving You·, where he says 'I've been working from 
seven 10 I I and I can'I wait 10 get back home and see you 
baby, 'cause since I've been loving you I feel great'. 
That's massively romantic. I can't really see the point of 
songs about dancing or cars. 

"But we do try to avoid the trite phrases. I say 'baby' 
in 'Wildhearted Woman', because it's almost a blues 
parody, but if I ever sing 'I love you, baby' then·rm 
readers are welcome to decapitate me and boil me in 
oil." 

As always, the fans know best, and they love All About 
Eve for the very things the critics dislike - their 
colourful imagery and embracing of powerful, if un
fashionable, emotion. 

"Lots of the fans say our music makes them feel 
creative," says Julianne. "They don't have to be embar
rassed to show their feelings, because we do too." 

"It's horrible, frustrating and painful being a teen
ager," says Tim. 

''It's awful, but it is exciting as well," counters 
Julianne. " I was very introspective and maudlin, glor
ifying melancholy and enjoying it. I still do, but I'm 
more down-to-earth these days. People can't seem to 
accept that you can be a mystical dreamer but also be 
quite straightforward and get drunk from time to time. 
You don't have to be one or the other. Everyone expects 
us 10 talk about moon goddesses all the time, but you 
can't live like that, you have to ... " 

" ... Hang loose!'' interjects Tim triumphantly. 
What was that about a hippy revival? 
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Three hit singles under their belts 
but people still won't take Johnny 

Hates Jazz seriously. Roger 
Horton talks designer stubble 

with the Eighties' answer to the 
Batche/ors 
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GOODY GOODIES? 
"When our first single came out there were no pictures of us 
on the cover and we got rave reviews. Then as soon as 
people saw these three young, clean-cut guys in designer suits 
it clouded their vision of what we were doing musically" 

The boy looked at Johnny Hates Jazz, 
and what did he see? All the things 
that a pop snob must hate. 

Johnny Hates Jazz emerged last year 
as the Johnny Be Goody Goodies of 
clean-cut pop. In the eyes of the pop 
prig, their list of sins was virtually 
endless. It goes like this: 

Beginning in the early summer with 
'Shattered Dreams', the Johnnies came 
as if from nowhere to release a trio of 
frighteningly catchy pop hits. Worse 
than the ease with which they slid into 
the charts, however, was the discov
ery that all three members had long 
histories as music business backroom 
boys. Singer Clark Datchler had been 
a professional songwriter and \lllSUC· 

cessful solo act, Mike Nocito and Cal
vin Hayes were both studio engineers 
and the latter had served time as an 
A&R man. It looked like a planned 
and faked seduction. 

In these designer conscious times 
they wore the gucciest suits and re
fused to blush. In the cherubic fea
tures of Clark they had the ideal teen
pop pin up. And in interviews they 
conducted themselves with a distres
sing lack of arrogance. All of which, 
when added to the softly sentimental 

· gloss of their songs, made Johnny 
Hates Jazz either male pop whores or 
sickly sweet pop bores. Didn't it? 

As 'Tum Back The Clock' (the sing
le) fades from the charts, and 'Turn 
Back The Clock' (the album) enters 
the chart at number one, it's time for 
the boy to take another look at Johnny 
Hates Jazz. Did they do the right things 
in '87, and are they as cleanly cut as 
they seem? 

Deep within the London headquarters 
of the band's record company I bump 
into a highly approachable Clark 
Datchler, who is not looking as clean
cut as he's supposed to. In fact, he's 
thoroughly unshaven and has a 

headache, which could not, it has to 
be said, have come from indulging in 
the 10 silk degrees of easy(-ish) listen
ing on 'Tum Back The Clock'. 

I dig around for some aspirins and 
we join the affably American Mike 
and the faintly begrudging Calvin. The 
three of them, it seems, are treating 
this encounter with some suspicion. 
The last rm interview was more than a 
little sceptical and the three Johnnies 
are on their guard. 

Clark: "You do get to be a bit suspi
cious, especially if you're categorised 
initially as we were as a young girls' 
pop group." 

Well, it did look very much like the 
band had been designed to sell to a 
certain part of the CU1Tent pop market. 

Calvin: "It might have looked like 
that, but honestly it wasn't planned to 
be like that at all." 

Mike: "It's very funny that when we 
came out there were half a dozen 
bands that were wearing designer 
suits. We didn't do it intentionally." 

And because of your backgrounds 
it looked like a professional job 
Male pop whores. 

Calvin: "What do you mean?" 
Mike: "You know. He means it 

looked like it was all contrived." 
Calvin: "Oh I see. I guess it did look 

like that. But it's a shame because I 
think a bit too much was made of our 
past. When people accuse us of being 
manufactured, they're absolutely right. 
We manufactured ourselves." 

Mike: "All we can do is keep re
leasing records that people like. Just 
like Madonna who was making pretty 
naff pop when she first came out but 
now she's got respect from people. 

"We're not going to say 'We want to 
be taken seriously!' or 'We're a soul 
band' or something. We're Johnny 

I Hates Jazz." 
Clark: "The nice thing is that in 

Europe people weren't really given 

was very little written about us and 
people made up their own minds 
simply from hearing the records." 

Clark: "When our first single 'Me 
And My Foolish Heart' came out, there 
were no pictures of us on the cover 
and we got good reviews. Then as 
soon as people saw us, they saw these 
three young, clean-cut guys in desig
ner suits and it clouded their vision of 
what we were doing musically. I think 
that's still the case." 

Clark has a point there. The 'Tum 
Back The Clock' LP might be pretty 
easy on the ears, but that's probably 
more to do with the band's predilec
tion for American West Coast pop, 
than any deliberate soft sell. US sin
ger/songwriter types like Michael Mc
Donald/Donald Fagen/Boz Scaggs 
might not be exactly the hippest set of 
influences, but it doesn't necessarily 
mean you're going to come out with 
slosh. Indeed, as I discover when I 
accuse Clark of writing contrived, im
personal pop, JHJ songs have DEPTH. 
War, death, failed love, childhood, 
prostitution . . . It's all in there. 

Clark: "If you look at Stock, Aitken 
and Waterman, those lyrics about fall
ing in and out of love are a lot more 
personal than any of mine, but if that's 
the case then I'm glad. The point 
when I'm writing, is not to preach to 
people. 

"The next single, 'Heart Of Gold', is 
about prostitution, but I didn't want to 
preach the rights and wrongs of pros
titution. I wanted to make an observa
tion. So in a sense you're right. 

" 'I Don't Want To Be A Hero' was 
about war, but I didn't want to make a 
political statement. Maybe some peo
ple don't like that, but I think it's a 
more subtle way of doing it." 

Mike: "In Europe, the reaction to the 
LP is completely the opposite. They've 
been saying how much they like the 

lyrics as opposed to the usual rubbish 
about dancing all night." 

Indeed in Europe it appears that 
Johnny Hates Jazz can do no wrong. 
'Shattered Dreams' took off on the 
strength of radio play and after a year 
of showing their scrubbed faces all 
round the continent, they are now 'the 
big new British band'. 

Clark: "I have to stress that the im
age that's been forced on us is purely 
in this country. And if it does carry on 
then we can live with it, because there 
are enough other countries that see us 
just for our musical content and no
thing else." 

Mike: "Time will give us the re
spect. If we're around in two years 
time, you can be sure that people 
won't be saying 'Oh .. . that cack pop 
band'." 

OK boys. I think that charge has been 
answered. But there's still the question 
of being a bit, er ... boring. The last 
year might have been spent half in the 
studio and half on the hotel-interview 
promo round, but surely '8Ts cutesy 
faces have had a few 'wild popster 
experiences'? 

Clark: "Well, the thing is, you might 
have been able to write books about 
that in the Sixties . . . 'Diary Of A Rock 
'N' Roll Star'. But these days it's slightly 
different." 

Calvin: "Our 'Diary Of A Rock 'N' 
Roll Star' would be the most boring 
book ever written." 

Clark: "We did this interview where 
they asked us what our hobbies were, 
and me and Ca!J£in gave some sort of 
bullshit and Mike said 'Er .. . Snooker 
. . . Oh dear, I'm not supposed to say 
that am I?' 

"Just because you don't go to String
fellows until four in the morning and 
throw up over Samantha Fox - which I 
wouldn't mind doing really - it doesn't 
mean that you don't have a life outside 
music. I think the most interesting 
people are the ones that keep the two 

things separate." 
Mike: "I know that people do like to 

see famous people act the part 
though. I mean if you see Tom Jones 
aniving somewhere, you want to see 
him anive in a Rolls Royce, not a 
Mini." 

Calvin: "It's just that we really don't 
feel at ease with it." 

Oh well Better a genuine Johnny Be 
Goody Goody than a fake Johnny 
Rock 'N' Roll Rebel, any day. Johnny 
Hates Jazz may not be the roughest 
diamonds in pop, but at least they 
know how to laugh at themselves ... 

Your designer stubble, Clark. Is it a 
reaction against the 'clean-cut' image? 

Clark: "No! My shaver broke! Hon
estly, it really did. It wasn't like 'Yes! 
Drastic change of image'. 

"Although, come to think of it, I 
have bought myself a new pair of 
glasses. They look like bloody Buddy 
Holly glasses and I look completely 
hilarious in them." 

Watch out while flying in planes 
Johnny Hates Jazz boys. Rave on. 
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Go BoiL I 
-H!Yer hEadl 

■ After reading the letter from a Som 
(singer) Fox fan (rm January 16), I 
feel compelled to write expressing my 
personal opinion. OK, here it is ... 

Why should people "leave 
Samantha Fox alone"? What hos she 
ever done that entitles her to be left 
alone? She hos the charm, wit and 
personality of the overage three-piece 
suite, and no doubt the furniture would 
be a better singer than Ms Fox. I know 
"Samantha brings out records that ore 
easily as good as those of Mel & Kim, 
Sinitto or the brilliantly talented Pepsi 
& Shirlie", but that's not saying much, 
since these people also make 
hideously grating records which would 
not be out of place in a rubbish skip. 

Also, the Som Fox fan asks if people 
ore jealous. Ho ho! Jealous of what? A 
rotten singer who is famous because 
she took her clothes off to satisfy the 
sexual desires of millions of old men? 
Everyone's dream? I'm sure! · 

'Touch Me' and her other records 
reached the top ten because, 
unfortunately, there ore lots of idiots 
like you, Som (singer) Fox fon, who 
ore gullible enough to believe that she 
is of any worth. 
Mark, Lanarkshire 
• Who cares if she has the 'charm, wit 
and personality' of a three-piece suite? 
I'd be happy lo put me feel up on her 
anyday, knoworrimeon? 

■ I've recently bought U2's 'The 
Joshua Tree', the second best-selling LP 
of the year according to 'Chortfile'. 

But where was the track, 'Rain In 
The Summertime'? 
Tim Micklesburgh, Hebden 
Bridge, West Yorkshire 
• It's probably still stuck lo the bottom 
of Bono's shoe. It's just one of those 
little nuisances that just doesn't seem lo 
go away. A heavy dose of detergent 
might do the Irick. 

■ Who ever you ore, Mr Baloney, I 
wish you were behind bars. I always 
thought rm was a good adult music 
magazine, and so well, it is, apart from 
your boring, thick replies and stupid 
letters. At least some people ore 
protesting, and about time. Please 
bring bock a serious letters page. As 
for the quote about a tenfold rise in 
the rm postbag, either there ore a lot 
of inane, discrediting readers or you 

ore lying. I'd like to see some action 
about this as most people must only 
feel sympathy for such a pathetic 
page, or they ore in hysterical laughter 
at the old ideas and boring replies. 

PS. If there is such on increase in 
correspondence, why print only half a 
page of letters? Are they all criticising 
your page, I wonder? 
JA Nicholls, Northampton 
• Sympathy?! I don't think ifs me that's 
in need of sympathy, maley! Bui al 
least you were right about the stupid 
letters. Some of us actually enjoy o 
good laugh, ond this one is ol your 
expense. 

■ Pete Paisley was obsolutelty right in 
his Soapbox piece about censorship. It 
starts off with pointless, little things and 
then inches its way up until it's got a 
firm grip on your short and curlies. Yes, 
censorship is f"king terrible! 
The Man Who Knew Too Much, 
Leytonstone 
• 1 don'/ think censoring the word f"k 
makes a great deal of difference. After 
all, anyone who reads ii know that ii 
means f"k. The day they start 
censoring me, or at least try lo, is the 
day that heads start lo roll. 

■ Don't you just hate Stock, Aitken and 
Waterman? I know I sure do. I hate 
them even more because their tunes 
burrow their way into your brain, 
where they remain for the rest of your 
life, and you just can't stop humming 
them. I feel a dire need to do 
something nasty to them, but 
unfortunately, murder is against the 
low. 

At least none of their records 
managed to make it to the Christmas 
number one spot, though. They were 
foiled by quite the most wonderful 
group in the universe, the Pet Shop 
Boys, thereby proving that although 
life's a bitch, it's really rather good on 
occasions, especially when the Pet 
Shop Boys come to the rescue. And 
upon that profound note, odios, 
amigos. 
Chris Lowe's bobble hat 
•As Stock, Aitken and Waterman's 
music is so totally vacuous, they must 
hove left a few sizeable holes in your 
brain where they've burrowed in. I'd 
curb those masochistic tendencies if I 
were you; I only hum their songs lo my 
worst enemies. It seems that they're 
already getting out of control. After all, 
you did write about them, didn't you? 
As for the Petties, they're the runfs of 
the whole litter if you ask me, and 
deserve to be put lo sleep immediately. 
I suggest they're forced to listen to 
their own albums - tho/ should do it. 

NEXT WEEK 
Wayney,. Wayney, wherefore art thou 
Wayneyl Why forsooth little ones, 

no place other than the fabled cover 

of your very own rm, which next 
week plays host to the Mission. And 

what's more, we've got two whole 

pages dedicated to tl)e great! man 

and 1-iis apostles. with gothic words, 
pies and mansions inclu,ded! 

As if that wasn't enough' to start 
you salivating in antici ... pation, 

Tiffany will be gracing rm wit~ her 

gorgeous self, taking time 

out from pouting in the 

nation's shopping malls to 

import some of her worldly 

wisdom to your humble 

selves dear readee. 

And for those of you 

with a liking for twiddly 

synth tunes, rm are proud to 

present, in living technicolour, 

the kings of Liverpool, 

those men with the Joan Of Arc fix
ation, OMO. 

But for independent raincoats every-
wher¢, rm has spared no ex,Rense to bring you 

live from Wolverhampton Wanderers' football 

ground, the Mighty Lemon Drop~, enthusing about 

life, the, universe and Wolves. All that, plus Surcidal 

Tendencies, John Cougar, sqindal and scl,lrrilous gossip, 

news and reviews, and the only charts fit to funk to. 

Photo by Peter Al'lders~n 



CENTURY GIRL 
Having been toppled as the queen of the jazz revival by Sade, 
Carmel disappeared, but, at last, $he's back. Carole Linfield 
asks her about rubber dresses and Qther things 

There was a time, about four years ago, when you'd 
have put money on Carmel becoming huge; even more so 
than a less talented bleached blonde called Madonna who 
was then edging her way onto the scene. You'd have 
rated Carmel's singing powers above those of, say, Cyndi 
Lauper ... In short, you'd have put her way out into the 
distance by now. So what happened? Why did Carmel go 
from tottering on the edge of the charts with hits like 
'Bad Day' to becoming, well, a rather clique-y secret? 

"I just decided that I literally had to retreat," explains 
Carmel, relaxed, smiling, but self-conscious in the Joan 
Collins make-up she's put on for the photo shoot in 
preparation for the release of the single, 'Every Little Bit'. 
"What I had to do was pull back, because there's a whole 
artificial front to the media that you have to either take 
on fillly, or reject. I knew I still had so much to learn, and 
we had lots of ideas but weren't yet ready to pull them 
off, so I consciously decided it wasn't a good place to be." 

So have you any regrets about turning your back on 
that initial success? 

"I wouldn't say there's nothing I regret, but there's no 
going back .. . and once I make up my mind, I stick w ith it. 

" It's like when you're going out with someone, and on 
the one hand you think, oh, we could be married and 
happy, but on the other you think maybe you shouldn't go 
out with them anymore, and when you decide what to 
do, you know it's r ight and you stick by it. The things you 
do are the making of you, the decisions you make are 
you." 

concert because there were some great singers perform
ing, and l'd'vc learnt a lot, but I only found one song I 
liked, 'Porgy', which Billie Holiday had sung, but she did it 
so brilliantly I thought there's no point in doing it. It 
would be like trying to do 'Respect' by Aretha Franklin, 
you just shouldn't allow yourself." 

So what direction does Carmel (the group) go in nowt 
"With the next album, which should be out late this 

year, I think we've arrived in the 20th century. Before, 
we were looking back - I think everyone has to look 
back in order to learn - but now we're going to be 
looking to the Eighties, making music you personally 
understand and have arrived at. We've been working w ith 
synthesisers for a while, too, so now we're on our next 
phase, incorporating the simple use of technology." 

What's the most important thing w ith the music? 
"To remain credible to myself, to only take any notice 

of what I think." 

There's also been some involvement with films. ' It's All 
In The Game' will be used as the theme for a forthcoming 
John Hughes film, 'She's Having My Baby'. 

"Yeah, he's also got 'Mercy', which he's holding onto 
and won't let go. He wants to use it somewhere in a film 
and wants to work with us in the future. Now, that opens 
up many avenue1 of expression," Carmel rocks back on 
her chair and looks pleased with herself. "Yes, that's a 
good way of putting it - I'm being very coy here, 
because I have lots of things I write at home, some plays, 
and at the back of my mind I'm thinking, I'd love to do a 
musical and it'd be great if he could back us. 

So, Carmel became credible instead, releasing two 
albums ('The Drum Is Everything' in 1984 and 'The Falling' 
in 1985) and embarking on a series of highly acclaimed 
jazz-style sets in clubs like London's Ronnie Scott's. The 
band also turned to the more jazz-orientated shores of 
Europe, becoming especially popular in France. 

Carmel's last album, 'Everybody's Got A Little .. . Soul', 
was rapturously received, yet the single, a cover of 'It's 
All In The Game', was not a commercial success. Did this 
depress her? Carmel looks genuinely amazed. 

I'm a dreamer so I know! I'd do what my dad's always said 
he'd do. I'd fill the front room with blue fivers and take 
my clothes off and roll in it, naked!" 

"What are they about? Oh, one's a ghost story- and 
one's a blue stor/ - very raunchy. Some of the things are 
from real life and some are from my imagination, and the 
reader will never know t'other from which!! 'The D iary 
Of An Infidel' is the blue one - it really lets r ip - it's 
about a love triangle.'' 

Carmel was invited to perform in France, in front of 
the President and Prime Minister, at a concert in honour 
of George Gershwin, along with luminaries like Ella Fitz
gerald and Leonard Bernstein. Unfortunately the event 
was cancelled. Carmel doesn't seem too upset. ' 

So. could you see yourself becoming a sex symbol! 
"Mel Oh go on! Me/ Never!" 
So if a video director asks you to wear a rubber 

dress .. . 
"Oh, no ... singles aren't something we want to do a 

lot of, they're useful if they take off but if not, well, it's 
OK. But our interest really is in performing live, we really 
prefer that. You can make money by selling records, that's 
all. And I've never had money and probably never will. .. 
What if I did/ Well, I know exactly what I'd do with it -

"I was never so pleased! Never so pleased' See, I don't 
like Gershwin and I was finding it very difficult to find 
something decent of his to sing! I wanted to do the 

" ... I'd kick him up the arse, that's what I'd do! I would 
only do something like that for a good reason, an artistic 
reason. ".'." not saying I wouldn't do it, just not for him, 
maybe . . . 

CAMP FOLLOWERS 
Imagination, the bond more comp than a row of pink tents, tell 
Edwin J Bernard about sex appeal and their x-roted video 

Someone came up to 
Imagination's Leee John recently and 
told him that he used to be his sister's 
favourite pop star until Boy George 
come along. Leee was flabbergasted. 
He'd never considered his flamboyant 

·theatricality to be on a par with thot of 
George O'Dowd. When I came up to 
Leee John, I suggested that for many 
years Imagination were considered 
prime purveyors of camp soul. They 
were seen as comp first, soulful 
second. 

"Yau know," says Leee, leaning back 
on his chair, sipping orange juice, "I 
used to get paranoid that people 
would think I was loo camp. I tried to 
macho up. But then I did some 
research and discovered that camp 
was just theatricality to excess." 

Those early 'Top Of The Pops' 
appearances with 'Body Talk', 'In And 
Out Of Love' and so on, were, 
apparently, serious. 

'We were serious in that I love 
being sexy," says Leee. "I wanted to 
be like Sly Stone. But England was not 
ready for us," he sniffs. 

The break following 1986's 'Thor~ 
You My Love' heralded the end of !he 
o ld Imagination. As they signed with 
their new label they became a soul 
band; as they released their third 
single, 'Instinctual', from their 
forthcoming album, 'Closer' they 
became a duo. 

"Errol decided to leave because we 
had opinions about different things," 
Leee explains vaguely. "It's all been 
very amicable," he adds, moving 
quickly on. 

The logical move, always avoided 
until now because their previous 
record companies couldn't afford the 
air fore, was a trip to the States. The 
result is the slimmed down duo's best 
offering for years. Connoisseurs of US 

soul will recognise their producers -
Arthur Boker, Nick Martinelli, Preston 
Gloss, Rondy Goodrum, Robert Kroft 
and Ron 'Have Mercy' Kersey - as 
the creme de la creme of soul session 
land. Add a couple of tracks produced 
by the boys themselves (they wrote 
most of the material, too) and you 
hove the ingredients for a highly 
commercial album. 

And iust in case the public still aren't 
quite ready for the new, improved 
Imagination, Leee and Ashley have 

diversified. Ashley, Imagination's 
musician, hos written the current single 
for leading US soul songstress, Mikki 
Howard, whilst Leee con be seen on 
Night Network every Saturday night/ 
Sunday morning hosting his "casual, 
OTT and camp" chat show, 'Leee's 
Place'. Mind you, just to make sure 
everyone's talking about their latest 
single, 'Instinctual', they've shot a semi
pornographic video for it that 
guarantees it won't be i;,loyed on 
'TOTP'. Bet that's got you interested . .. 
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• T-COY: house masters 

ONE (HOUSE) NATION 
UNDER A GROOVE 

With the success of Krush in 

the Gallup charts, is this the 

dawning of a new age of 

British dance music? Our 

house surveyed by 

Tim Jeffery 

38 RM 

e CHAKK'S Mark Brydon does his Mark King 
impression 

This time last year the music business was taken 
completely by surprise when Steve 'Silk' Hurley's 'Jock 
Your Body' hit the lop of the charts. Nat even the 
record label, London, expected such a massive hit 
from an instrumental track that hod hogged the dance 
floor a s on import for nearly a year. It was on 
emphatic arrival on the charts for a style of dance 
music that hod already established itself in clubs-1.1'-t 
and down the country. 

Throughout the year the Chicago sound made 
regular appearances in the Top 40 - 'Jock The 
Groove', 'House Notion' and so on - and it was only 
a matter of lime before 'home grown' House music 
appeared. 

But instead of the capitol leading the way, as it hos 
with many dance music trends, most of the quality 
House music hos been coming from the Midlands and 
the North. Krush (from Nottingham) and T-Coy 
(from Manchester) ore just two names in a rapidly 
expanding scene. 

Graeme Park hos been one of the more 
influential DJs in the Midlands and hos now set up 
Submission Records lo cream off the emerging talent, 
as well as producing his own material. 

"House music hos been the dominant sound in the 
Midlands ever since tracks like JM Silk's 'Music Is The 
Key' and Fingers Inc's 'Mystery Of Love', nearly two 
years ago. At the time all the trendy magazines ran 
full spreads on House music but because it didn't toke 
off in London they lost interest. But here it really took 
off in o big way." 

Amrik Rai, who runs Fon, the Sheff(eld based 
label that produced Krush (and before then Chokk 
and Age Of Chance), believes comparisons con be 



made with the Northern Soul scene of the.Sixties and 
Seventies. 

"A few years ago you'd only go to another town 
for a night out' once every few months, but now 
House music has made the club scene come alive and 
people think nothing of travelling 50 miles to a 
midweek club. Word of mouth, dress codes, dancing 
styles, and everyone knowing everyone - all the 
things that were important in Northern Soul have 
become part of the House scene." 

House music has developed into several styles -
'Deep' House with murky soulful vocals like Ten City's 
'Devotion'; 'Traditional' House with thumping basslines; 
or the more underground 'Acid' House with stark 
keyboard arrangements. That's without the spin-off 
effect it's. had with pop music like Mirage's Jack Mixes. 

The common denominator is that House music is 
easy to make and the technology is cheap (the 
original Krush mix cost only £800). With Chicago 
House becoming less reliable, DJs who had lived and 
breathed the music began churning out their own 
mixes. Mark Brydon, bassist with Chakk and co
producer of 'House Arrest', dubs the new 
phenomenon as "punk with computers". 

''TJ,e best thing about the Northern House scene is 
that irs,kids and DJs that are coming up with real new 
sounds. The technology is readily available and 
affordable and the House music that's coming out 
doesn't sound American. It has a more European 
sound and also borrows from the musical post in the 
Midlands and North. The 'industrial funk' of groups 
like A Certain Ratio, Cabaret Voltaire and Quondo 
Quango may hove long gone but there ore elements 
of it in House music. There's also much more 
excitement and enthusiasm for the music than in the 
States, and that gives it on edge." 

Parrot, one half of the DJ team at the Jive Turkey, 
a mobile club in and around Sheffield, is producing his 
own !rocks under the name 'Funky Worm' on the Fon 
label, and echoes the feeling that the home grown 
House scene goes much deeper than the current 
trend. 

"The Midlands and North have a tradition of 
producing heavy industrial funk with groups like 
Cabaret Voltaire. 'Y asher' was one of the big records 
in the Paradise Garage in New York in '83 and Jamie 
Principle who's working with Frankie Knuckles once 
quoted the Human League as his favourite band. The 
music I'm producing is different from Chicago House 
in that ii hos other elements like live drumming. IYs 
almost more of a disco record." 

e CABARET VOLTAIRE laid the foundations of 
house 

11111111111111111111111111111111 

It's clea r that the Midlands House scene ~s a 
potential hotbed of talent, but it's early days yet. 
Remember British hip hop - it promised so much but, 
with one or two exceptions, has so for foiled to 
deliver the goods? Amrik Roi believes British House 
stands a much better chance. 

"Hip hop isn't really suited to the UK because it 
thrives on a brutal environment for its inspiration. It 
doesn't really relate to towns in the Midlands or even 
in London. I mean, the Tube isn't exactly dangerous, 
and can you imagine hordes of kids wandering 
around Chesterfield looking for the subway?! 

"British hip hop was let down by the rapping. They 
were all trying lo act as if they come from Brooklyn. 
House music is easy to dance lo and doesn't carry 
irrelevant social messages." 

Parrot is more cautious. ''There is a danger of 
House music dying out because it's being used as a 
marketing ploy by record companies," he explains. 
''You get so-called House tracks by groups like M irage 
and loads of dickhead beer-boys jumping up and 
down because they don't have lo think about ii and ii 
just makes you want ta give up. It's possible that 
House will go the same way that disco did in the late 
Seventies and become really naff. For me, the 
Midlands House scene peaked last year at 
Nottingham's Rock City an the night of the Trax lour. 
The clubs are more varied now playing more hip hop 
and rare groove, and House music has spread around 
the country." 

There's no doubt that British House music won't be 
restricted to the Midlands and North now that London 
DJs and musicians are producing some worthy 
competition, but, as the rest of the country strives to 
catch up with the Midlands leaders, that can only be 
good for the doncefloor. 
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As INXS celebrate Australia's bicentenary 
with their first British hit, half singer/half 

sex god Michael Hutchence ponders 
Britain's love-hate relationship with our 

Antipodean 
cousins. I an 

Dickson fires the 
questions faster 

than a dingo's 
donger. Messianic 
Michael shots by 

Joe Shutter 

Michael Butchence is having a rant. 
"The problem between Australians 

and the English is that they're great on 
their own but put them together and 
it's a bloody horrible clash. You get 
introduced to an English guy and the 
Australian bloke's going, 'G'day mate, 
how ya doin', it's rilly nice to see ya!' 

(;OTTA SAY YES 

TO A LITTLE 

And the English guy hates that; he 
goes, 'Ooh it's so forward, Yuk!' And 
the Australian guy thinks 'Jeez he's a 
bit of a prick, isn't he?' It's a really 
hard situation to work out but rm not 
going to try to be English for anyone." 

SEXY INXS STAR IN JINGOISTIC 
AUSSIE RANT SHOCK! 

No, not really. You see there's this 
theory that if you give an Australian a 
cool glass of beer and sit him in front 
of a Pommie, he won't be able to re
sist the chance of selling the spirit of 
Australia to his starched collared dis
tant cousin. Add to this the fact that 
Australia celebrates his (it couldn't be 
a her, could it?) bicentenary this year, 
plus the fact that 'Down Under' has 
recently been declared a hip zone, 
and the Porn will sit for hours taking 
in the tales of a strange subterranean 
culture. 

During the Edinburgh leg of the re
cent lNXS 'Kick Off tour, guitarist Tim 
Farriss endorses the theory, rendering 
an nn hack virtually speechless as he 
nonchalantly reels off the amount of 
poisonous spiders to be found in the 
average Australian back yard. 

"Funnelweb, redback ... yeah those 
little blighters would have you on your 
back with just one kiss," enthuses Tim 
with great relish. 

My God! Do Australians study Paul 
Hogan to practice their national traits 
or is it all for real? I shouldn't have 
been so surprised. After all, that after
noon in a hotel room, half singer/half 
sex god Michael Hutchence had said 
enough to convince even the most 
hardened cynic that lNXS were made 
of true grit. 

INXS was formed some 10 years 
ago in Sydney. On the day the young 
would-bes left school, they travelled 
the 4,000 miles from Sydney to Perth 
just to be reunited with their drummer 
John Farriss. Bearing in mind the fact 
that anyone with a rock 'n' roll ambi
tion will readily sacrifice a limb to 
escape the isolated West Coast city, 
wasn't this move a little strange? 

"Yeah, I thought it was pretty 
strange at the time," concedes 
Michael. "But I was 17 and I didn't 
know any better. The day we left 
school was the day we got together. 
Johnny was still at high school and his 
parents moved to Perth. We thought 
that was the end of Johnny. But he was 
so good that we started talking about 
it, and thought maybe it would · 'be 
good to go to Perth and not have any 
influences around us. 

"It's a cheap place to live and we 
reckoned'. we could rent a !'*king big 
house and rehearse all day. So we 
took off to Perth. Kirk, our sax player, 
picked me up in his ancient van and 
we drove across the desert to Perth." 

It sounds very much like 'On The 
Road', Jack Ke.rouac's beat generation 
novel about young men hanging loose 
and discovering themselves. 

"Oh it was very Kerouac," agrees 
Michael. "We actually stopped out in 
the middle of the desert and did a 
poetry reading for the kangaroos." 

Ten years with the same line up is a 
pretty remarkable feat in itself, espe
cially considering the high turnover of 
bands these days. What reason or re
cipe can INXS give for their longevity? 

"Not noticing the time go by," 
answers Michael emphaucally. "You 
see, we started so young that half the 
time was occupied by growing up, 



which I suppose we are still doing to 
a certain extent. It's · sickeningly sim
ple; we just get on. We've had good 
times and we've watched each other 
go through hell. Ten.years is a long 
time. Hell, people don't even stay mar
ried for 10 years, let alone six 
people." 

INXS have toured the UK many times, 
but only now with their latest album 
'Kick' are they beginning to turn large 
numbers of heads and empty vast 
amounts of pockets. Perhaps a clue to 
what could euphemistically be called 
their 'steady rise to fame', lies in the 
band's choice of singles off the album, 
'Need You Tonight', and the latest, 
'New Sensation'. · 

The first is a funky groove-on-down 
type of thing while their latest is a 
Motown type thrash. INXS do not pos-

sess a sound of their own. What they 
do possess is something far more 
valuable - an attitude which moves 
them to entertain while experimenting 
with new formats. This was a little 
tough in Australia where most music 
fans tended to go for the immediacy 
of the guitar bands around. Why was 
this? 

"Well it must come from the whole 
thing of the pubs," explains Michael. 
"You know if you've got 200 people 
who've been drinking on the beach all 
day, it paints a pretty ugly picture, but 
it's actually unique. It's quite a good 
scene to ?,lay music in. But you get on 
stage and start playing sophisticated 
subtle music then it's not going to hap
pen. So you're kind of forced into 
going 'GRUNGE!' and trying to wake 
them up a bit. Moving out of the pub 
scene was hard for us in a way be-

cause it's i:.;.rt of our appeal and 
charm that we have a 'pub sensitivity'." 

I tell Michael that in Britain he'd bet
ter keep his 'pub sensitivity' tucked 
safely away in his trousers. Calling 
someone a 'pub band' is a form of 
insult in Blighty. 

''Yeah well that's because you lot 
have a different concept of a pub 
band," says Michael drtly. "To you a 
pub band is this jukebox band playing 
to 150 people. In Australia we have 
maybe two or three thousand people 
going to pubs with an 80-foot bar ... 
It's a lot of Foster's, man. I think the 
British have got to reappraise their 
concept. If you took a British pub 
band and put them in an Australian 
pub, they wouldn't stand a chance. It's 
not like they're selling beer and 
there's a band on in the comer. It's a 
gig. Unless you're a big band, it's the 

only place that you will get a gig in 
Australia." 

But aren't INXS wearing a coat of 
too many colours to attract 'yer aver
age punter', one who likes to enjoy 
his/her music with the minimum 
amount of thought? The blander in 
fact, the better? 

"I know it's harder to get into a 
band if their music is so diverse. But 
there are different ways of looking at 
it. I mean, you can take the Jesus And 
Mary Chain. People would say that 
they are ... Oh, it's so r*ked up these 
days I don't know what the expression 
is ... 'underground' or 'left field'. Yeah, 
that's it. Well I think that's crap! They 
play exactly the same kind of music 
all the time which is essentially con
servative. They've played the same 
music on both albums. 

"INXS are a band who people prob
ably regard as middle of the road; we 
don't play the same thing over and 
over. Our albums contain all kinds of 
music, so who's conservative? It's like 
the Birthday Party. I used to think they 
were a really nostalgic band. On 'Kick' 
we do more experimentation than 
f**king tons of bands around who 
think they're cool and where it's at." 

Michael is riled and hot under the 
collar and he's loving every minute of 
it. Stamping his feet, wagging his fin
ger and la.shing his long chestnut curls 
about his face, he constantly jerks 
back into his chair with Jaggeresque 
poise. He has his solitary Porn as cap
tive audience and he's preparing to 
shoot straight between the eyes with 
gung-ho Australianisms. All this while 
looking impossibly sexy in a black 
cotton two piece with zips on. 

Does it worry him that the British 
might think INXS a little uncool? 

"No, not at all. I think it's f• *king 
brilliant, I really do," he grins. "I re
spect and love good pop music and 
that's what I think INXS do at the very 
least. I grew up listening to good pop 
music; soul and Motown, all that stuff. 
If more of these people who shout 
'Sell out! Sell out!' would actually pull 
their finger out and tell the r *king 
world how good they are, if indeed 
they are that great, then they wouldn't 
be sitting on their spotty arses com
plaining about us. OK, British bands 
know which colour shoelaces to wear 
on their first album sleeve but so 
what? At the end of the day it's the 
music that counts." 

Could this bicentenary year be the 
signal for some settling of Anglo
Australian scores - the poor relation 
strikes back? Michael assures us that 
INXS are interested in being under
stood by the British._ 

"Of course we are, it's a really im
portant market to break." 

You can't help feeling, though, that 
INXS would guard their musical inde
pendence with the same ferocity as 
their crocodile wrestling stereotype 
would guard his last tinny of Foster's. 

It sounds as though INXS are set to 
celebrate their nation's 200th birthday 
with all the confidence needed to 
knock some sense into the British re
cord buying public. 

"It's not so much confidence," smiles 
Michael. "It's the new fowd Australian 
arrogance. Better watch out for it." 
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■ LEE SCRATCH PERRY, 
DINGWALLS, LONDON 
What the hell happened to reggae/ 

It seemed to go missing in action several years ago, 
with only the faint breaths of UB40 and Maxi Priest left as 
a reminder of the late Seventies' burgeoning scene. Most 
likely it all got displaced by rap and hip hop, and with field 
leaders like Perry on this lax form you can see just why 
the punters bum rushed the show. 

Perry hasn't so much rested on his laurels as passed out 
on them altogether. Well-known as a maverick, he now 
seems intent on becoming the Johnny Thunders of reggae; 
the legend who only has to set foot on a stage for his 
artistic legs to buckle under him completely. 

A predominantly young, white, male audience presum
ably came to see the dub master ride some heavy 
rhythms, but all they got was a tired little old man in 
spotty trousers and glittery headband who was well out 
of the mix. 

Six female backing singers carried most of the musical 
can, holding up the first two numbers - including a 
reasonable enough version of 'Music' - whilst Perry 
skanked about sidestage. Whatever eccentric maste r
strokes he's been capable of in the past, he looks entirely 
incapable as far as the present is concerned. A very mild 
sax-led cabaret reggae revue altogether; calm, orderly and 
entirely soporific save for Perry's rather pathetic stage 
presence. Looks like Scratch has lost his bass instincts 
altogether. 

Pete Paisley 
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■ THE LARKS, TOWN AND 
COUNTRY CLUB, LONDON 
It's PAAARTY night and the Larks are in town. Hip hip 
hooray and yabadabadoo, for here is a dance band who 
never let up, a long-playing record cruising at a constant 
45 rpm. 

That the Larks don't perform at any other speed is 
perhaps both their greatest strength and weakness. It's 
dance or die, and if you 're looking for anything w ith a 
little more depth, you might as well skank o r skiddoo! 

The Larks really aren't one of those tediously good 
time bootleg-boogie-brother bands, and there's a bit 
more to them than nutty boys who missed the night boat 
to Cairo the first time round. Their songs are sharp, 
uptempo concoctions that lump ska, jazz and soul into a 
pop mix which would make it all too easy to cite, as 
inspiration, the catalogue of Madness records which they 
must all surely possess. No, the Larks are n't the return of 
the Los Palmas 7, but they show a sense of style and 
humour that makes such suspicions understandable. 

Their frontman commands the stage with a presence 
that not even the wacky pantomime performance of the 
supporting brass can upstage. But still something tells me 
that it's too late for the Larks. So, they can write great 
songs, they can pull a decent crowd and they can put on a 
show like nobody's business. Trouble is, any band that's 
been this good for this long must sure ly have been passed 
over by big-time success. I only hope I'm wrong. 

Chris Hunt 

◄ STARS OF HEAVEN, BAGGOT INN, 
DUBLIN 
After almost five years of fumbling, stumbling and occa
sionally falling over (literally) in their search for the lost 
chord sequence, the Stars Of Heaven have arrived at their 
musical destination both younger than yesterday and more 
relevant than next week. While several of their fel,low
travellers were lured onto the neon-lit rock of fashion, 
the Stars both followed and snubbed their noses, showing 
single-minded determination to perfect their literate and 
lyrical muse. With rare justice, they've stolen considerable 
ground on their more highly-touted contemporaries. 

Having begun life with their favourite records sleeves 
pinned to their hearts, the Stars have now managed to 
combine the mystery of Television, the raunch of Big Star 
and the instant accessibility of the Byrds into a distinctive 
and utterly timeless musical format, where chime and 
reason seduce and defy all accusations of the impending 
demise of rock music. Stephen Ryan's deceptively power
ful voice guided th~ band through what virtually amounted 
to a 'greatest hits' set, with five songs from the forthcom
ing 'Speak Slowly' album giving ample proof that the 
creative surge which produced last year's outstanding 
'Holyhead' EP hasn't diminished. 

' 3 Kings Day', '2 o 'clock Waltz' and 'Unfinished Dream
ing' are, by turns, tough. tender, pointed and forgiving and 
were delivered with a confidence I wouldn't have believed 
possible a year ago. It shouldn't be long before the Stars 
look down from a shining firmament c,f their own crea
tion. 

George Byrne 

■ JONATHON BUTLER, 
HAMMERSMITH ODEON, LONDON 
Britain's late.st jazz defector, Andy Shepherd, jostled his 
opening stint into the hearts of many with a selection of 
rolling rhythms and mood-orientated pieces from his de
but eponymous LP, albeit with a little help from an ob
vious pocket of supporters. The fact that he spoke little 
said volumes for the muzak that was clearly new lO most 
listeners. He'll go far on audience appreciation levels lfsslot 
on the clapometer. 

Ex-South African sufferer Jonathon Butler cut a more 
direct path. Equally fresh to the British live circuit and 
armed with only a double debut LP and the hit single 
'Lies', he headed straight for the Luther Vandross/Lilo 
Thomas domain of sweet soul vocals along with his Earl 
Klugh/George Benson-style guitar pickin'. Americanised 
sincerities such as "Good evening Hammersmith", obvious
ly left over from playing support on Whitney Houston's 
US tour, and an uneasiness to dance without his acoustic 
guitar didn't impair enjoyment of the evening. Suddenly 
Jonathon Butler was a man with a mission. 

'Holding On' cracked it. The accessible calypso beat 
was raised to a lengthy crescendo that brought the 
Odeon to its feet. Jonathon Butler brought a child onstage 
while the happy party was swaying. Without a moment's 
pause he burst into 'Lies' and ended it with a bluesy 'the 
lady's been cheating on me' ad lib. The standing ovation 
was inevitable. 

The simple, syrupy but meticulously delivered 'True 
Love Never Fails' served adequately as an encore, and it 
was hard not to slavishly dr ink it up. Pleasantries apart, 
Jonathon Butler may well have the medltine for MOR 
soul's contrived times. 

Martin Shaw 



■ THE RAZORCUTS, THE FALCON, 
LONDON 
We were ent~ring the Twilight Zone. St epping through 
the door by the bar, we were zoomed back to the mid 
Sixties, when England won the World Cup and C ilia Black 
was hip. 

Actually, that's a lie. It's London 1988 and Cilia Black 
has never been hip, but try telling the Razorcuts that. I 
wouldn't be surprised if they totally ignored you. 

With an album due to be released any day now, fol
lowed by more gigs, the Buzzcocks - sorry, the Razor
cuts - should've been out to impress. Instead, we got 
out of tune guitars and all the energy of a badly concussed 
tortoise. Songs like 'Storyteller', 'A Contract With God' 
and 'I'll Still Be There' were played by a band just going 
through the motions. 

In their own narrow niche, the Razorcuts are perfectly 
competent songwriters. But if they want these songs to 
be heard outside the back rooms of pubs, their dull 
presentation must go. The Razorcuts are !Pleasant at best 
and, in general, noisy but harmless. Considering they're a 
band who could be raw and exciting that's really worse 
than simply being crap. 

Freddie Fareham 

■ aAYMONDE, DINGWALLS, 
LONDON 
Having threatened to hit the stage wearing only his six 
inch heels. Raymonde's main man, James Maker, eventually 
chickened out but still left us with a show that resembled 
'Oh Calcutta' rather than indie pop. 

Sporting a pair of dangetously low slung jeans, with 
buttons that suggestively popped open at regular intervals, 
James sexually terrorised the first five rows with a brazen 
display of carefree toplessness. "Phoaarr , look at the tits 
on that!" roared the masses, and you could see their 
point. What a belly! What guts! What lift and separation! 
But more to the point, what a performance! 

Slim 'n' trim James may not want a stadium to himself 
just yet, but that's what he deserves. The pristine expanse 
of chest lurking beneath his fringed suede jacket and his 
Jagger-esque boogying speaks of true sex symbolism. 

And with 'Stop Kicking My Heart Arour,d', 'Milk Train', 
'Solid State Soul' and the new, astonishing New York 
Dolls pastiche-punk 'Paper Saint Gqes Twelve Stations', 
he now has enough decent material to keep scoring high 
marks. 

Live, Raymonde can shoot in a way their records never 
have, despite the guitarist decking himself out with a 
Johnny Marr hairdo. 

See Raymonde and you 'II believe a grown man can 
go-go dance you under the table! 

Pete Paisley 

A THE PRIMITIVES, BARROWLANDS 
BALLROOM, GLASGOW 
Part of the Primitives' appeal is that they play with a 
disarming zest that is uncommon in these cynical days. 
Their drummer hits his kit with the inspired intensity of a 
man treading the thin line between genius and insanity. It 
is this enthusiasm and collective presence which saves t he 
male Primitives from falling into the traditional trap of 
being insignificant bimbos behind a blonde female singer. 

Songs like the ant hemic 'Stop Killing Me' arrive and 
depart at breakneck speed. 'Through The Flowers' simul
taneously plunders Sixties trash while running at the Nine
t ies with celebrated defiance. And then there's 'rracey . . 
Despite the incessant efforts of Stock, Aitken and Water-

man to ram lifeless pop Cindy dolls down our throats, you 
cannot manufacture suss, salaciousness and real star quali
ty. You e ither have it or you don 't. Tracey is mo re of a 
Mo nroe than Patsy Kensit or even Madonna will ever be, 
imbued as she is with a certain mystique and the confi
dence that she's he r own creation. (Like her did we! -
Ed) 

What happens to Coventry's finest foursome from now 
on will depend largely on their belief in themselves as a 
unit. If Tracey can hold on to the most important men in 
her life. namely the three standing beside her on stage, 
then the Primitives will steal the hearts of the nation 
before too long. 

Digby Smode 

◄ JONATHAN RICHMAN, 
POLYTECHNIC OF CENTRAL 
LONDON 
Was Jonathan a vic.tim of child sex abuse/ We at rm don't 
know, but something awful must have happened to him to 
make him the only true weirdo in a business where a 
personality crisis is compulsory. 

Jonathan hit the stage tonight like a middle-aged teena
ger, high on menopausal rock 'n' roll. Still looking like 
Dustin Hoffman trying not to look at Mrs Robinson's legs 
in 'The Graduate', he mixed a cocktail of Sixties pop, 
shaken with Fifties r 'n' b, and stirred with a bippety-bop 
Afro beat. 

A crowd of drunken students complained about the 
lack of volume before pushing rudely to the front. 
Jonathan told them to quieten down, but they refused, so 
he wandered off in a sulk. 

After five minutes, Jonathan came back and gently 
crooned four excruciatingly sensitive tunes about being 
three years old. Then he aged rapidly to become an 
18-year-old for 'Gir lfren' (yup, he really spells it like that), 
a melancholy tale of wandering in an art gallery without a 
girlfriend to explain the pictures. Jonathan's own student 
daze must have been Stange. According to two of 
tonight's songs, a UFO kept him under constant surveill
ance and he travelled widely on the astral plane. 

Jonathan Richman, then, accompanied only by a rhythm 
guitarist and a drummer, lovingly recreated the feel of an 
American Sixties college graduation dance, all evoked with 
a sharp stab of 'Psycho'-style, Hitchcockian horror. For 
that, we still love him. 

H enry W illiams 
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◄ Dear old Rowan 
Atkinson is getting into 
training for his next TV 
series 'Bagadder', in which 
he walks the streets as a 
down and out yuppie. 01' 
rubber features is off down 
to the railway arches for a 
good night's kip, t hough the 
poor thing hasn't got the 
hang of it yet and has left 
his cardboard box at home. 

Yuurrrghh! Ho hum, it's another rainy day 
in London town and time again to wring 
your stockings out every five minutes. I'm 
told it rains far more in Manchester but 
honestly, if I get anymore rain on my 
feet, they're going to start sprouting 
roots! Now, let me see, what do I have 
for you this week! A few divorces and 
unexpected love children perhaps! A 
'Fatal Attraction· type scandal! The story 
o( how Dave Gahan's leather trousers 
spontaneously combusted halfway through 
the Depeche Mode tour? Or how 
Mark Price from All About Eve 
survived being both the Hovis boy and 
the drummer in Nik Kershaw's band! 
Or how Norman Housemartin - as 
predicted in last week's Lip - has gone 
into the wild and wonderful world of 
rinky dink tre ndy doo dah! Yup. he's gorn 
and re-mixed the Eric B track 'I Know 
You Got Soul'. Makes a bit of a 
difference from mixing up Sarah Lee 
Double Choe Brownies, doesn't it, 
Norm! 

Ace Icelanders, the Sugarcubes. are 
currently causing much debate - not to 
mention loss of sleep - in A&R 
departments around London. Everyone on 
earth is claiming to have signed them up 
for big doshies, but the riddle still 
remains as to just who has got their 
signatures on the dotted line. 

Tipped to be front-runners were 
WEA, who apparently blew their chances 
somewhat when a bit of a row broke out 
over something in the proposed contract 
to do with 'artistic control'. (You know 
the bit that says how much the band can 
tell the record company what to do.) 
Rumour has it that the t iff got so heated 
that Einar nutted the poor unfortunate 
A&R man and the group ripped up the 
contract. The next thing I hear is that 
Polydor have enticed the Cubies onto 
their label. (Maybe their new offices are 
better than WEA's or something.) 
Meanwhile, pity p<;>or rm freelancer 
Chris Twomey who, when he tried to 
do a telephone interview with the group, 
was asked if he could call back at his own 
expense! (All the way to Iceland too!) 
Never mind Chris, your reward will be In 
heaven, as they say. 

While we're on vaguely Polydor
related matters. I hear that they've had 
the good sense to sign up the very fab 
Wonder Stuff. Meanwhile ex-habituees 
That Petrol Emotion have got high 
hopes indeed with their choice of 
producer for the next album. It appears 
cheeky Steve Mack has written to 
Prince, the Small Furry Purpleness 
himself, in order to ask him if he could 

possibly spare a few weeks sometime this 
year. Even though he's got more chance 
of talking to God on the telephone than 
acquiring Prince's services you have to 
give old Steve a gold star for effort, don't 
you? 

Stevo, the maddest man on the face of 
the music business. has been at it again. 
He gleefully rang me up recently to 
recount tales of his mammoth safari 
around Africa with Matt Johnson's 
brother Andy Dog. (Andy. you may 
recall. is responsible for the sleeve 
artwork on The The's albums.) In Zaire. 
the pair of them were held up at 
gunpoint. then, while they were travelling 
on down the road to Zimbabwe, they got 
pulled up in a series of roadblocks and 
questioned for hours as to why two 
loony white men were roving around 
such dangerous areas for no apparent 
reason. Stevo then become bored with all 
this 'inactivity' and decided to drag Andy 
up Mount Yingana, which is the highest 
mountain in the Eastern Highlands. Having 
got to the top and looked about a bit, he 
got bored. came down and then decided 
to get a nice little boat out for a paddle 
in the middle of the Indian Ocean. 
Following this tranquil splashing about in 
the briny, he got bored ... so he got out 
his ghetto blaster and serenaded the 
dolphins and sea mammals with a nice 
little soothing selection from 
Einsturzende Neubauten . .. Not 
surprisingly the locals. in the form of a 
killer whale. got a bit restless with this 
aural assault and started ramming the 
boat. Nice to see that even the fish have 
good musical taste. isn't it! (Acrually. 
whales are mammals - Ed.) Stevo, of 
course. got bored with that so he came 
back home. Next year he's going on a 
guided tour of the Scottish Highlands for 
a bit of action ... 

From the sublime to corblimey; before 
I forget, major congratulations are in 
order for rm design hot shot Graham 
Black and his wife Kim, who gave birth 
to a bottle of Holsten Pils, no sorry. 
that's not quite right now. is it! Kim gave 
birth to a bonny, bouncing gir lie in 
Worthing last Wednesday morning. The 
babe, Holly, is purported to have come 
out singing ·You're Gonna Get Yours' 
and hollering 'Yo' a lot. 

But wait, what is this lurking 
malodorously on the horizon! Could it 
be! Yes, it is ... The triumphant return 
of the Pop Will Eat Itself chaps to the 
gossip column! After a stunning absence 
of months and months, Clint and '
company have made in a last ditch 
at tempt to win themselves a belated Lip 
award! Last Friday. I'm afraid to say, I 
missed what spectators tell me was the 
gig of the century. The lads whipped up a 
frenzy at the University of Londo n Union. 
Clint, I am told, has been taking dancing 
lessons from T e l Trent D'Arby and is 
suddenly pelvic thrusting all over the 
place and giving It loads. (Driving the girls 
and boys wild or so I've been led to 
believe.) Anyway, after the gig. the band 
and entourage got a bit frisky and 
decided to invade the ULU swimming 
pool which adjoins the concert hall. In 
pitch blackness. about 40 rabid and naked 
bodies plunged into the pool and started 
frolicking abo ut. First off with the Y -
fronts were Weather Prophet Dave 
Golding and Poppies PR Dave 'Scoop' 
Harper, a man who has been known to 
bare all in public before, you know. The 
funny part is that it was by' now getting 
very late and the bouncers decided it was 
high time to eject the Poppies from the 



confines of their dressing room. 
However, when they got there they 
found that there was no one in sight. The 
loud shriekings from the pool eventually 
lead them to the scene of the crime and 
when they turned the flights on, they 
were greeted with the world's most 
horrible sight . . . A fast shrivelling Clint 
and company were thrown bodily out of 
the pool, which probably had to be 
drained and disinfected. Well, that's one 
late night party I'm glad I missed! 

Well, Poppies fever may be on the rise 
in London but further north in Newcastle 
Upon Tyne, teeny songstress Tiffany 
(and just why have half the male staff of 
rm put their names forward to interview 
her, I wonder?) is causing a commotion. 
She was making a appe.arance in a 
shopping mall up there, but the crowd 
outside got so big that the front window 
caved in and some poor little chap went 
through it. Later, nursing his cuts, the lad 
had the consolation of being chatted up 
by the girl herself, who then took down 
his name and address so that she could 
send him some comforting goodies to say 
sorry! OK lads, now you know what you 
have to do to get to T iffany, eh? 

Ha! So Bryan Ferry appeared on the 
'Roxy' last week with Mandy Smith 
posing as one of his backing singers did 
he? Ha! What was wrong with me then 
Bry? Don't I wear enougli make-up or 
something? Mandy, we are told, had 
rather a lot of slap on and very little 
else ... 

More tales of backing singers. It seems 
that on UB40's recent tour of Rio the 
girls who help out with the warbling had 
a lot of bovver with the locals and had to 
employ bodyguards to accompany them 
whenever they went outside the hotel, 

Back over in Blighty, it would appear 
that Holly Johnson 's current court case 
against ZTT is giving him a massive 
appetite for good old British steak and 

kidney pud. He's been seen sneaking out 
of the court and into an eating house 
with increasing regularity. Although what 
it's going to do to his waistline is 
anybody's guess. I suppose, though, a boy 
has to keep his strength up somehow. 
Our production chappie, Kev, favours 
some nice little amino acids and 
dessicated liver tablet cocktails himself. 

This week's lip has been one for the 
epic stories, so it seems quite fitting to 
end the rambling tale of what Sean 
Microdisney did on New Year's Eve in 
New York. Now, are you ready for this? 
It's a bit long I warn you, so if you've got 
a short attention span you'd better skip 
to the final sentence . . . Sean decided to 
go on a drinking spree around NY's Third 
Avenue bars. Now you know what it's 
like when you're three sheets to the 
wind, someone has a mad idea and you 
do it. Well, one of his drinking 
companions suggested that they get in a 
cab and cruise about a bit. Somehow, 
they ended up in Grand Central Station, 
so someone e lse suggested that maybe a 
little train ride would be nice. Before 
long Sean and crew found themselves in 
the wilds of New Jersey. They alighted at 
some station or other, got a cab, cruised 
about a bit and before they knew it, they 
were in the great American unknown, 
gatecrashing some party deep in the heart 
of redneck country. But Sean carried on 
drinking until sometime in the early 
hours, he decided, quite wisely, that he 
wanted to go home. (Well, back to New 
York at least.) Someone offered him a lift 
- so he got in ... only to find himself 
speeding down the freeway to 
Pennsylvania! Thus, the nightmare began. 
luckily though, the chap who'd driven 
him all the way there was a bus driver 
about to go on duty and he offered him a 
lift back to New York. Breathless and still 
slightly two and a half sheets to the wind, 
Sean then had to jump on a plane to 

meet the others in LA. No sooner had he 
touched down than Sean 'Call Me 
Whicker' Microdisney jumped into yet 
one more charabanc and drove to 
Mexico! Well, by now, it was time for a 
little top up of the alcohol levels, so it 
was everyone into a banditio bar with 
cries of "barman get me those tequilas 
and bring me your sister!" ringing out. 
After being suitably refreshed, the lads 
returned to the car to find that in their 
absence it had been br-oken into and all 
their clothes and effects had been stolen. 
They trotted off to the police to report 

◄ Someone's been 
peeing on Shane's hat by 
the looks of it, and it 
seems as if Migi Curios
ity's hair got done over 
too. Never mind, . I'm 
sure the boys will for
give and forget over a 
glass of Perrier 
though it does rather 
look as though Shane's 
forgotten already. 

the incident and promptly got themselves 
arrested. Argh! Will it never end? After 
being grilled for hours, they were all 
released dn .condition that they leave 
Mexico, immediately. They tried to, God 
knows they tried to, but the man at the 
border control thought the band were 
drug runners so once again they got 
grilled for hours and strip searched . . . 
Finally, however, they made it back into 
the LA sunset and lived happily ever 
after. Phew' After all that I think I need a 
break so pardon me, I think I'll just 
stagger off the page .. .. 

■ "My word, now isn't that a nice little shirt you've got there?" quips 
Rusty Egan to Dollar hearthrob David Van Day. " I must get one 
just like it." Therese chortles with glee, knowing full well that 
David's tasteful shirt pattern is actually the remains of his tea, after he 
forgot his bib. 
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Stand by for a new British rap sensation. MC's She 
Rock, Sweet Perfection and Betty Boop, who collectively 
make up the She Rockers, are about to explode on to 
your turntables. The She Rockers have only been together 
as a unit since August last year but have already gained 
Public Enemy's seal of approval, enlisted the turntable 
skills of DJ Streetsahead and signed up with Britain's 
hottest hip hop label, Music Of Life. 

It's a whirlwind start for the three 18-year-old West 
London girls who've been taking London stages by storm. 

"Most Rappers just start out doing back street rapping 
but we seemed to get shows right from the start. We 
were even offered a Janice Long session before we'd 
recorded anything," says Donna, aka MC She Rock. The 
She Rockers have been performing at various hip hop 
jams, including the London Fresh Convention, but possibly 
their most important show to date was to a few custom
ers of that gourmet eating house, McDonald's. 

"We were just walking down the high street in 
Shepherd's Bush when we bumped into some of Public 
Enemy who were filming a video in McDonald's," explains 
Donna. "We got talking and they asked us if we were 
rappers. We did some rapping on the spot and they asked 
us to bring a tape along to their concert the next day." 

Ever since that fateful encounter Public Enemy have 
taken the three London fly girls under their wing and 
have almost demanded to produce their records. Public 
Enemy's Griff has already flown back to produce their 
debut single for the Music Of Life label and is not shy 
about singing their praises. 

"I think they're the best rap group. Just name me one 
as good as them apart from maybe Salt 'N' Pepa. When I 
first heard them I thought they were good, and I thought 
maybe Public Enemy could do something with them be
cause we have other groups that we produce." 

Doesn't it seem a little odd that Griff should pick a 
little known crew from London town, not noted for its 
quality hip hop, when he could have found a dozen hope
fuls on his own doorstep/ 

"Rap groups in Brooklyn are dry, they think that be
cause they come from New Y orl< they can do anything. 
The attitude is all wrong. They're satisfied with little 
things like putting a record out on a small label, playing at 
the Latin Quarter. It's nothing, anyone can do that. I want 
to do a whole project. The music, the image. the belief, a 
couple of albums. Let's make a mark." 

So are the She Rockers to be some kind of sister of 
Public Enemy. 

Griff: "No way, they'll be a whole lot different from 

Watch out Cookies, here come the She Rockers, who, with the Public Enemy 
seal of approval, are about to explode onto your turntables. Stand by for a new 
British rap sensation, says Tim Jeffery. Cheesy grins by Norman Anderson 

Public Enemy. You couldn't give females the same hard 
militant radical look, otherwise they just wouldn't be 
females anymore. Public Enemy also have a certain know
ledge that other people just don't have." 

The 'knowledge' that Griff refers to is the black con
sciousness of Public Enemy. The whole gro up are students 
of the Nation of Islam school of black activism and are 
dedicated to the advancement of black people, and to 
raising their pride. It's a knowledge that Griff believes he 
must instill into his new pupils if they're to make any 
impression. 

Don't the powerful personalities of Public Enemy seem 

House'. 

a bit awesome to the apparently green young She 
Rockers? 

Alyson: "We've always regarded them as the best rap 
group, so we were nervous at first, but we've got to 
know them as friends first and we find they're really easy 
to communicate with. We get on really well." 

Gossips have been interpreting 'getting on well' rather 
more loosely. Donna shrugs. 

"We get that everyday, but we just laugh off rumours 
like that. What else can you do1 Besides they're all about 
28 years old and we're 18. I wouldn't go around with an 
old man!" 

"Yeah,• adds co-partner ond rap
per's delight MC Remedy, "Everybody 
loves to put us down!" 

it. Yau ask any of those other girl'6ne
hit-wonders. 'Cause they see the 
Cookies do it, they think they can as 
well." 

The Cookie Crew are severely critic
a l, and not just because the newcom
ers are additional competition. 

They couldn't live without hip hop, these hardcore 
females. The Cookie Crew, 1985's Rappers Of 
The Year, reckon they're the best in town . . . but 
Malu Halasa discovers they only party by night 

MC Remedy and Sioux Q are sitting 
in a cramped lV studio in Soho with 
their newly recruited DJ, Mad Maxine. 
A conversation between the three is 
the verbal equivalent of ping pong 
with five balls and no net. While one 
answers, the other is cracking a joke, 
and Mad Maxine is busy throwing in a 
robotic move or two, leftovers from 
her early training in o shock rock 
bodypoppin' crew. 

For the last four years, the Cookie 
Crew, one of the original rap duets, 
have been the darlings of London's 
underground rap scene. Now, with the 
sudden rise in the popularlity of UK 
rap, their position as the only serious 
girl MC team is being threatened, with 
new lady crews constantly crawling out 
of the woodwork. 

"A lot of them are ragamuffins," ex
plains DJ Mod Maxine. "They used to 
be into hip hop but they've turned 
freaky. You see them wea ring Volk
swagen things, or lhose furry pilot 
jackets, a nd people have the cheek to 
label them as hip hop. That just drives 
us mad because they' re not, they're sell 
outs." 

"Hip hop is a movement,• nods 
Sioux Q. 

"Honestly, I couldn't live without it," 
confides Mad Maxine. 

• 1 walked Into this gig and there's 
this woman onstage who starts slag
ging me off. I asked myself why, then I 
realised, 'Of course, she's a rapper'." 
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The speaker is the normally taciturn 
Sioux Q from London's premier all-girl 
rap group, the Cookie Crew, providers 
of the vocal gymnastics on 'Rok Da 

"We Cooks know the history of hip 
hop,• MC Remedy sneers. "We've lived 

Remedy: "There wouldn't be nothing 
else to do." 

The Cookies have been busy writ
ing songs for their next single, which 
will be released after the fury sur-



Dance music gets boring. It doesn't 
take long before the pulsating beat of a 
good record becomes simply repetitive 
and dull. So DJs'have to hold their 
audience's attention by constantly 
introducing new sounds and rhythms, or 
even the same old rhythms but slightly 
varied - anything to keep the interest 
up. 

The lifespan of a dance record is very 
often short, either because people get 
bored, or perhaps fashions change. Even 
'Pump Up The Volume' will sound passe 
in a few months' time. Which makes it all 
the more strange when 'Rok Da House", 
originally made over 18 months ago, 
played in clubs on cassette and acetate 
pressings in '86, released in summer '87 
to a good reception, and then re-released 
last Christmas, should storm into the top 
40 as if it were a hot new sound. 

The Beatmasters, Paul, Manda and 
Richard - a more sincere and modest 
trio you'll never come across - are as 
puzzled as anyone. "We knew that the 
reco..,_d was going to be re-released. 
When the sales reps were taking the 
Cookie Crew's 'Females' single round, 
they were getting all these demands for 
'Rok Da House', so they told the record 
company that if they reissued it they 
might have a minor hit. We thought the 
interest came from a few pockets of 
people up north who didn't get it first 
time round. We had no idea it would be 
this successful." 

The Beatmasters created 'Rok Da 
House' on impulse, and because they had 
nothing better to do at the time. "It was 
just when house music was arriving here. 
We had some spare t ime and thought, 
'Let's get a house groove going .. .'. It's 
only just been pointed out to us that it 
was probably the first British house track, 
but we didn't even think about that at 
the time. I suppose in retrospect we can 
feel a bit pleased about it. 

"We just wanted to make a record 
that would be played in the Wag Club so 
we could say 'We did that!' We didn't 
know any singers so we asked the 
Cookie Crew, who we'd met before, to 
do us a rap as a favour. We thought it 
might be quite interesting to combine the 
two styles. 

The peculiar mix of two musical styles, 
that apparently have nothing in common 
at all, possibly explains the initial 

rounding their 12-inch debut 'Femoles', 
hos finally died down. 'Females', re
leased on Rhythm King at the end of 
lost year, begged, stole and borrowed 
the old soul sound of Jomes Brown, 
Bobby Byrd and Lyn Collins and mixed 
it with IJ hardcore rap about other 
ladies on the mic. 

The result even impressed the US 
posse. Hurby 'Lo11e Bug' Azor, produc
er for Salt 'N' Pepo and Kid N' Ploy, 
called from New York to congratulate 
them. Public Enemy's Chuck D hailed 
them as the best new girl rap team 
around. It seems that the Cookies, once 
London's best known secret, ore now 
the vanguard of rap's new generation. 

The Cookies' first rap was written on 
the kitchen table al home, • After we 
finished the knitting•. It was over 30 
minutes long, and included everything 
from the Crew themselves lo the Zulu 
Notion. From there they graduated to 
local radio programmes and in 1985 
won the Best Rappers Of The Year 
competition. 

Paul, Manda and Richard are 

the modest, unassuming trio 

behind 'Rok Do House', a 

second-time-arounid dance hit 

featuring the rap gymnastics 

of the Cookie Crew. As the 
Beatmasters, they created 

probably Br.itain's first house 

track in their spare time. Tim 
Jeffery investigates 

lukewarm reaction to the track. 
"We took the record around various 

record stores and gingerly asked them to 
play it. The guy in Groo11e Records said, 
'Nah, mate. If you take these rappers off, 
whoever they are, we might shift a few 
of these, but otherwise ... Nah'. We 
almost gave up after that , but a few DJs, 
like Mark Moore, loved it. We used to go 
to his clubs all the time just to hear it 
being played and watch people dance to 
it!" 

Mark Moore brought the track to the 
attention of Rhythm King who released 
'Rok Da House' last July. It was virtually 
ignored in London where rare groove 
_and hip hop were all the· rage, but 

Finding a job in British rap lost year 
was a major headache. MC Remedy 
explains: ult hos token o long time. Re
cord companies just weren't interested 
in British hip hop. Now they seem to 
be grabbing and pushing it, probably 

persistent demand in the midlands and 
the north, where house music was 
growing in leaps and bounds, led to its 
eventual success. 

Until recently the Beatmasters, like 
many Londoners, wer,e blissfully unaware 
of this burgeoning house scene in the 
midlands, and of the more bizarre 
directions that th~ music form had taken. 
I even had to explain the new 
terminology - 'acid house', 'deep house' 
and so on. This is possibly indicative of 
the 'spare-time activity' attitude the 
Beatmasters have towards their work 
with the Cookie Crew, and other 

· projects like remixing Depeche Mode's 

because all the American hip hop 
groups ore making money. This time 
lost year, all the British companies 
were bringing the American acts over 
and spending money on them. British 
acts like us were only used as support 

'Behind The Wheel'. In fact, calling it a 
hobby wouldn't be too far from the 
truth, since they all have other jobs. 

The Cookie Crew have distanced 
themselves from the single for fear of 
damaging their reputation as rappers, in a 
London scene that frowns upon any 
deviation from the normal parameters of 
hip hop. 

"We're still working 'with the Cookies 
on their next single, 'Bad Girls', but that 
will be strictly hip hop." 

There's also another house single of 
their own lined up. 

The band may have been late arriving, 
but it seems like they're making up for 
lost time. 

- give 'em 20 quid, do your stuff on
stoge, go home. Now companies wont 
lo build British hip hop up, put on 
shows, get the bands to tour - which 
makes a big change." 

"Now you do sound like a news
reader," smirks Sioux Q, the deadpan 
rapper in the pock who gives the dis
tinct impression she wouldn't jump for 
anybody, whether it be Roxanne 
Shante or Public enemy, her acknow
ledged heroes. 

By night they rap and party. By day, 
they lead perfectly normal lives. Sioux 
Q is in college, studying drum machine 
a nd rhymes. MC Remedy works at the 
Ministry of Defence, Whitehall Me$$ di
vision. Will she reveal official secrets? 

She gets up from her seat, quickly 
drawing the curtains, and a hush falls 
over the room as she looks furtively 
around before crouching down beside 
the lope recorder. 

"Cookie <;:rew is the best in town," 
she whispers, nervously ,glancing a b
out. "Black is the word!" ---~~----
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